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Abstract A legacy electric power distribution system is characterized by a unidirectional power flow from centralized power plants to customers. The role of these customers has been known for many years as power consumers and not power producers. In smart distribution systems, because of the widespread use of distributed energy resources such as roof-top solar photovoltaics and home battery energy storage in residential subdivisions, the role of many of the residential customers has changed to be power producers and consumers; therefore, they are combined in the term prosumers. Moreover, the integration of prosumers owning plug-in electric vehicles into the residential sector may bring several operational challenges to the electric power distribution systems such as distribution transformer overload, which may accelerate the distribution transformer’s aging leading to premature replacement, in addition to an increase in the energy loss and service voltage deviations, leading to additional costs to the utility. Furthermore, these challenges threaten the continuity of the power supply to residential customers. Many studied have introduced several strategies to mitigate these negative impacts.  Therefore, this thesis presents novel strategies to mitigate the impact of integrating these distributed energy resources and plug-in electric vehicles. Previous work has identified the secondary distribution system, which is the part of the distribution system starting from the distribution transformers and ending at the customers’ smart meters, as the weakest part of the overall distribution system that would be significantly affected by the change of the residential customer’s role in modern grids. The work presented in this thesis addresses this problem by considering the secondary distribution systems at two different stages. In the first stage, namely the design stage, the focus is on the design of the secondary distribution systems when considering a new residential subdivision. The proposed strategy in this work aims to consider the distributed 
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energy resources and plug-in electric vehicle charging demand, installed at the prosumers’ premises, at the design stage by identifying the sizing of the secondary distribution system components (e.g., distribution transformer, and secondary line conductors).  In the second stage, namely the operational stage, the focus is on the secondary distribution systems that are already in service and which have been designed without taking into consideration the presence of the distributed energy resources and plug-in electric vehicle charging demand. Two strategies for this operational stage are proposed in this work. The first strategy (i.e., an operational stage without distributed energy resources) aims to mitigate the impact of these distributed energy resources by finding the optimal size, location and number of roof-top solar photovoltaics to be connected to improve the system performance and facilitates the integration of the and plug-in electric vehicle. The second strategy (i.e., an operational stage with distributed energy resources and plug-in electric vehicles) is based on the following two approaches. The first approach intends to intelligently design a community battery energy storage system (distributed battery energy storage system) to mitigate the impact of these distributed energy resources and plug-in electric vehicle charging demand while the second approach uses a novel concept of transactive energy market that aims to achieve both the customers’ and electric utilities’ objectives.  The results presented in this thesis show the applicability of the proposed strategies to integrate the distributed energy resources and plug-in electric vehicle charging demand in secondary distribution systems at the two different stages (design and operational stages).  In the design stage, the results reveal that the proposed optimal design approach is able to integrate the distributed energy resources and plug-in electric vehicle charging demand without any violations of voltage or a distribution transformer’s aging constraints. In the operational stage, applying the first strategy (optimal size, location and number of prosumers) leads to an improvement in the 
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service voltage at the customers by 4% and a reduction in the secondary distribution system’s annual energy loss by 50%. In addition, applying the second strategy with the first approach (optimal design of the community battery energy storage system) results in improving the service voltage at the customers by 4.5% and reducing the energy loss by 50%. Moreover, applying the second strategy with the second approach (transactive energy market), which is implemented on the overall distribution systems, improves the service voltage by 2.9%, and mitigates the voltage unbalance. Keywords: Energy resources, solar energy, electric vehicles, battery, energy storage, design standards, and quality of service.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 1.1 Background  An electric power system is designed to efficiently, safely and reliably generate, transmit in addition to distribute electric energy [1]. An electric power system transfers power from the generation stations to the customers through four successive subsystems (see Figure 1.1) as follows [1]: 1) generation stations; where the power is generated and the voltage is stepped up, 2) transmission systems to transfer the power from the power stations to transmission substations where the voltage is stepped down, 3) sub-transmission systems to transfer the power from the transmission substations to the distribution substations where the voltage is stepped down again, and 4) distribution systems to transfer the power from the distribution substations to customers. A layout of an electric power system is depicted in Figure 1.1 [2]. A distribution system mainly consists of a primary distribution system and a secondary distribution system. A primary distribution system is the part of the electric power system between a distribution substation and distribution transformers, while the part of the electric power system between the primary system and the customers’ smart meters is called in Europe a “low voltage network,” and in North America it is called a “secondary distribution system” [1], as shown in Figure 1.1 [2]. The beginning of operation of the first electric power delivery system, Pearl Street Station in New York City, on September 4, 1882, marked the emergence of the legacy electric power system [1] and [3]. The legacy electric power system is characterized by a one-way power flow from the centralized power generation stations to the customers, as illustrated in Figure 1.2(a). For a long time, the design, planning and operation of an electric power system were limited to the bulk power 
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systems (e.g. generation, transmission and sub-transmission systems) [4] with less or no attention to the distribution systems [4]. In addition, in the second half of the twenty century, most of the proposed works were devoted for the modelling and analysis of the bulk power systems [4], as depicted in Figure 1.2 (a).  Distributed energy resources (DERs) refer to small-scale power generation units (e.g. solar power, wind power, micro-turbine) and distributed storages (e.g. battery storage, electric vehicle battery) connected to a distribution system [5], as shown in Figure 1.2(b). The aim of integrating the DERs into the distribution systems is to release the transmission system capacity and reduce the energy losses; hence, transforming the existing distribution systems into active distribution systems.  By the dawn of the twenty-first century, the widespread integration of the DERs has been bringing challenges to the legacy electric power system [6]. The proliferation of DERs at a primary distribution system may results in reverse power flow, in addition to power quality problems [6], as depicted in Figure 1.2(b). By consequence, there was a need to develop models for the primary distribution systems [4] to quantify the impact of these DERs, as illustrated in Figure 1.2(b). The integration of real time monitoring devices, as remote terminal units to monitor and control these DERs, makes a distribution system smarter [7], as shown in Figure 1. 3.  A distribution management system (DMS) is a tool used in a smart distribution system, which is intended to optimally operate a distribution system [8]. A DMS aims to perform various functions as primary distribution system modelling, power flow analysis, in addition to controlling operation of the DERs connected to a primary distribution system to mitigate their impacts [8], as demonstrated in Figure 1.3. Most of the distribution management system functions are limited to the primary distribution systems. On the other hand, home energy management systems (HEMSs) 
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in residential homes, as shown in Figure 1.4, are responsible for optimizing the operation of the resources/loads within the homes in such a manner to minimize the energy usage; hence, assisting the homeowners to save on the energy bill. 
 Figure 1.1: An Electric Power System Main Components [2]. 
                    (a)                                                                      (b)                                            Figure 1.2: Layout of: (a) Legacy Power System Model [1], (b) Modern Power System Model [4]. 
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Substation Transformer Distribution Feeder= power= circuit breaker= fuse= communication= Remote terminal unitDistribution Management System
Distribution Substation Battery Energy Storage Solar or Wind Source  Energy Storage  Figure 1.3: Distributed Management System in a Smart Distribution System embedded with DERs. 
 Figure 1.4: Residential Home Energy Management System. 1.2 Problem Statement and Motivation  The twenty-first century has been witnessing an accelerated growth of the number of DERs and electric vehicles (EVs) adopted at residential homes. These DERs are different from the large DERs placed at the primary distribution system (e.g. energy storage system, in the range of 1 MW) [1]. The DERs adopted at residential homes are typically in the range of up to 100 kW [1]. To differentiate them from the DERs placed at the primary distribution system, they are called, in this thesis, Local DERs (Local-DERs). These Local-DERs include roof-top solar photovoltaics, and home battery 
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energy storages (HBESs). According to the United States (US) Energy Information Administration (EIA)’s Annual Energy Outlook 2017 (AEO2017) [9], the annual generation from the roof-top solar photovoltaics is expected to triple by 2020 and may reach up to 180 TWh/year by 2040. Moreover, according to the Bloomberg New Energy Finance’s annual EV market report [10], the annual global EV sales are expected to exceed 65 million cars per year by 2040 (more than 520 million of EVs will be on the road by 2040). Nearly 12 million of the 65 million cars will be only sold in the US. In addition, the reduction of the lithium-ion battery prices besides the incentive programs in many states in the US (e.g. Maryland), which promote the home battery energy storages to customers owning roof-top solar photovoltaics, have raised the deployment of the home battery energy storages in 2017 by 440%, compared to 2015 (increased from 4.4 MW to 23.8 MW) [11]. Furthermore, it is expected that lithium-ion battery prices will keep decreasing year by year to reach $73/kWh by 2030 (approximately 80% drop in the lithium-ion battery prices between 2015-2030) [10], and thus the deployment of the home battery energy storages will grow up to 2,180 MW by the same year, as depicted in Figure1.5.  
 Figure 1.5: Forecasts of Lithium-Ion Battery Prices and Home Battery Energy Storage Deployment in the US [10]-[11]. 
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According to the 2017 National Plug-In Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Analysis report [12], nearly 88% of EV charging events happens at the residential homes. Moreover, the California Plug-in Electric Vehicles Survey [13] reported that 39% of the EV owners have installed roof-top solar photovoltaics and another 17% plan to install roof-top solar photovoltaics within a year. Home owners are mainly concerned with energy saving besides comfort, and they do not care about load shape, peak load or the stresses on the distribution transformers [14]. Therefore, the HEMSs are deployed to assist the home owners to attain their objectives [14]. On the other hand, the utilities’ objectives are primarily focused on load shape, peak load and quality of service [14]. The HEMSs are uncoordinated and responding to the same pricing signal (e.g., time of use (TOU) prices), this results in simultaneous operation of the homes’ appliances (i.e. charging of all home battery energy storages at the same time). Consequently, the peak load is shifted from the on-peak periods to the off-peak periods that would increase the stress on the distribution transformers and cause voltage deviations [14].  Typically, in North America, the residential homes are supplied through the secondary distribution system, which is tied to a distribution transformer. This distribution transformer feeds residential homes through service lines (SLs) and service drops (SDs), as depicted in Figure 1.4. The transformation of the role of residential customers from only being consumers to prosumers (i.e., power producers and consumers) has been bringing challenges to a secondary distribution system as reverse power flow [15], distribution transformer overload [16], which may accelerate a distribution transformer’s aging and cause a premature replacement [17], service voltage deviations [18], which may require a re-conducting of the secondary distribution system’s lines (upgrading the lines conductors with low impedance conductors) [19], besides power loss increase. For example, the Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) reported that by 2030, 17% 
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(12,000 distribution transformers) of its distribution transformers may need to be replaced due to electric vehicle-related overloads [20]. This would cost it up to $50 million [20]. In addition, 26% (52 substations) of the SMUD’s substations may require voltage regulators to compensate roof-top solar photovoltaics-related voltage violations [20]. This also would add cost up to $50 million [20]. By consequence, the impact cost for only one municipal utility may reach $100 million and the cost for the entire US grid would scale accordingly [21].  The problem of integrating the Local-DERs and EV charging demand into a secondary distribution system is comprised of two sub-problems; the integration of the Local-DERs and EV charging demand into a new secondary distribution system to be designed and the integration of the Local-DERs and EV charging demand into an existing secondary distribution system, as illustrated in Figure 1.6.  At the design of a new secondary distribution system, the integration of these Local-DERs and EV charging demand require the consideration of them at the design of this new secondary distribution system. However, the electric utilities still continue to use legacy design standards when designing the distribution systems for new secondary distribution systems, as shown in Figure 1.6. These legacy distribution system standards are derived from old load surveys that go back to the 1960s [22].  On the other hand, for an existing secondary distribution system, the integration of the Local-DERs and EV charging demand requires the modelling of the secondary distribution systems, the Local-DERs and EV charging demand, in addition to a mitigation strategy that does not conflict with the customers’ objectives.  However, a distributed management system’s access is limited to only a primary distribution system. Additionally, the existing mitigation strategies do not meet both the customers’ and electric utilities’ objectives, as depicted in Figure 1.6. 
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Integration of Local-DERs and EVs.Design of New Secondary Distribution Systems. Existing Secondary Distribution Systems. Use of Legacy Design Standards that do not consider the Presence of the Local-DERs and EVs. Require the Modelling  of the Secondary Distribution Systems, the Local-DERs and EVs.Existing Mitigation Strategies conflict with the Customers’ Objectives.  Figure 1.6: Illustration of the Local-DERs and EV charging demand Integration Problem. Therefore, for a new secondary distribution system to be built, its design should consider the presence of these Local-DERs and EVs at the sizing of the distribution transformers and the secondary lines. This would prevent any negative impact of the Local-DERs and EVs to appear in the new system. Furthermore, for an existing (already designed and built) secondary distribution systems, the distribution system models within a distribution management system should be extended to incorporate the secondary distribution systems models (since most of the models stop at the primary distribution systems) the Local-DERs models. In addition, the electric utilities need to extend the functions of a distribution management system to control the power flowing through a distribution transformer and secondary lines without sacrificing the customers’ comfort; hence, relief the distribution transformer load in addition to compensate the voltage deviations.  1.3 Thesis Objectives The main goal of this thesis is to address the issues associated with the integration of the Local-DERs and EVs in new and existing secondary distribution systems. To achieve this goal, the following represents the main objectives of the work presented in this thesis: 
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1) Introduce an innovative approach for economically design a new secondary distribution system taking into consideration the integration of prosumers (e.g., customers with roof-top solar photovoltaics). 2) Development of a novel method to design a new secondary distribution system, considering the electric vehicle charging demand, and in particular the residential high power fast chargers, in a way that minimizes the total annual cost per customer. 3) Present a new planning tool that aims to enhance the quality of service and minimize the energy losses in the distribution systems taking into consideration the integration of electric vehicles with extended electric driving range. Such a tool will facilitate the integration of large penetration level of electric vehicles, which will speed-up their adoption by the customers. 4)  Development of a novel approach that aims to optimally design a community battery energy storage system (owned and managed by a utility) (e.g., size, location, number of units and dispatching profiles) such that it becomes economically feasible solution to address the impact of the Local-DERs and EV charging demand while attaining a profit from energy arbitrage.  5) Introduce a novel framework, based on the innovative transactive energy concept, which uses the battery energy storage in homes (battery energy storages owned and managed by homeowners) to resolve the conflicting objectives of the utilities and the residential customers.  1.4 Contributions The main outcomes of this thesis can be concluded as follows (as shown in Figure 1.7): 
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1- Development of an optimal design approach of the secondary distribution system components that takes into consideration the integration of Local-DERs and EVs in the residential sector. Since existing distribution system design standards do not consider these resources at the design stage, the proposed optimal design approach aims to prevent the premature replacement of the distribution transformer and / or the secondary distribution system lines re-conducting, which would result into significant monetary saving to the electric utilities while providing the customer with high grade power quality. 2- Extending the distribution system models; hence, the tools/applications that exist within the distribution management systems. This extension increases the reach of existing distribution management system to cover the secondary distribution systems and the residential prosumers. 3- Optimal planning of the secondary distribution system by identifying the optimal location and sizes of prosumers. This is to ensure the maximum reduction in energy loss and as well allowing smooth integration of electric vehicles while eliminating the need for distribution transformer upgrades and/or re-conductoring of secondary distribution system lines, which translates into significant monetary saving to electric distribution utilities. 4- Development of a novel tool that determines the size, location, number of units and dispatching profiles of community battery energy storage units applied to an existing secondary distribution system with high penetration levels of roof-top solar photovoltaics and electric vehicles. Such a tool is very useful for the utility to not only address the impacts of integrating such Local-DERs and EV charging demand in a residential sector but also to help the electric utility attain a profit from energy arbitrage.      
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5- Development of a smart transactive energy framework that can control the home battery energy storages in such a way that resolves the conflicting objectives of both the utilities and residential customers. This framework will encourage the residential customers to install home battery energy storages to maximize their payoffs and at the same time the utilities can utilize these home battery energy storages to improve the performance of a distribution system and defer any upgrade. Integration of Local-DERs.Design of New Secondary Distribution Systems. Existing Secondary Distribution Systems.  Consider the Presence of the Local-DERs at the Sizing of the Secondary Distribution Systems’ Components (e.g., Distribution Transformer, Secondary Lines). Existing Secondary Distribution Systems Embedded with High Penetration Levels of  the Local-DERs. Existing Secondary Distribution Systems have no Local-DERs. Optimal Planning of the Local-DERs Integration Optimal Design of Community Battery Storage. Transactive Energy based Framework to meet the Utilities’ and the Customer’s Objectives.  Figure 1.7: Demonstration of the Thesis Contributions. The following is a list of IEEE journal and conference publications by the author during doctoral studies. 1.4.1 Refereed Journals 1. S. El-Batawy and W. G. Morsi, “Distribution Transformer Loss-of-Life Considering Residential Prosumers Owning Solar Shingles, High Power Fast Chargers and Second Generation Battery Energy Storage,” IEEE Transactions on Industrial Informatics, in press. 
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In this work, the author studied the effect of the electric vehicle high power fast chargers in the residential sector on the aging of the distribution transformers considering the presence of the traditional rooftop solar photovoltaic panels and the most recent technology namely rooftop solar shingles used in residential prosumers. Moreover, the effectiveness of the second-generation residential home and community battery energy storage, installed in the residential prosumers and in the electric utilities’ premises, in preserving the distribution transformer’s lifetime was discussed. 2.  S. El-Batawy and W. G. Morsi, “Optimal Design of Community Battery Energy Storage Systems with Prosumers Owning Electric Vehicles,” IEEE Transactions on Industrial Informatics, , vol. 14, no. 5, pp. 1920 - 1931, May 2018. In this work, the author presented a novel approach that aims to assist a distribution system operator to intelligently design the community battery energy storage systems considering high penetration of Local-DERs and EVs. The results showed the capability of the proposed approach to optimally design the community battery energy storage systems. This resulted in improving the voltage profile, reducing the energy loss, and mitigating the distribution transformer aging while attaining a profit from the energy arbitrage. 3. S. El-Batawy, and W.G. Morsi, “Optimal secondary distribution system design considering rooftop solar photovoltaics,” IEEE Transactions on Sustainable Energy, vol. 7, no. 4, pp. 1662 - 1671, May 2016. In this work, the author proposed a new approach to optimally design secondary distribution system considering the effect of prosumers owning roof-top solar photovoltaics in residential 
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subdivisions. The methodology was presented and the optimization problem of secondary distribution system design in the presence of prosumers was mathematically formulated. 4. S. El-Batawy, and W.G. Morsi, “Optimal design of secondary distribution system considering electric vehicles high-power residential fast chargers,” IET Generation, Transmission and Distribution, vol. 11, no. 14, pp. 3475-3484, Sep. 2017. In this work, the author introduced a new approach for optimally designing a secondary distribution system considering electric vehicle charging demand and in particular the residential high power fast chargers in residential dwellings. The secondary distribution system design problem was mathematically formulated and the optimization problem, which minimizes the total annual cost per customer considering the operating quality of service constraints, was presented. 5. S. El-Batawy and W. G. Morsi, "On the Impact of high penetration of rooftop solar photovoltaics on the aging of distribution transformers," IEEE Canadian Journal of Electrical and Computer Engineering, vol. 40, no. 2, pp. 93-100, Spring 2017.  In this work, the author investigated the effect of increasing the penetration level of roof-top solar photovoltaics on a distribution transformer’s aging. The modelling of the secondary distribution system was introduced and the Markov Chain Monte Carlo was used to probabilistically estimate the hourly loading on a distribution transformer while distribution transformer’s aging was estimated based on the distribution transformer’s thermal model.  1.4.2 Refereed Conference proceedings 1. S. El-Batawy, M. K. Gray and W. G. Morsi, "Multi-objective optimization of energy storage and wind DGs for self-adequacy of microgrid equipped with fast DC charging station," in proc. 
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of the 2017 IEEE International Conference on Innovative Smart Grid Technologies Conference (ISGT), Washington, DC, United States, 2017, pp. 1-5. In this work, the author presented a framework to determine the optimal siting and sizing of wind- based distributed generators and energy storage systems in a micro-grid, considering the total active power losses in the system, the self-adequacy index, and the total annual cost of the wind- based distributed generators and the energy storage systems. The authors in this work employed multi-objective optimization based on archived multi-objective simulated annealing in order to obtain a diverse set of Pareto optimal solutions. The analysis formulated the siting and sizing optimization problem considering a micro-grid with a fast direct current charging station.  2. S. El-Batawy and W. G. Morsi, "Reducing distribution transformer's loss of life through determining the maximum permissible penetration of rooftop solar photovoltaic," in Proc. of the 2015 IEEE International Conference on Electrical Power and Energy Conference (EPEC), London, ON, Canada, 2015, pp. 267-271. In this work, the authors studied the effect of increasing the penetration level of roof-top solar photovoltaics on a 25 kVA distribution transformer’s aging. The results showed that minimum impact on the distribution transformer’s insulation life may be achieved only at 60% penetration level of roof-top solar photovoltaics which can be considered as the maximum permissible roof-top solar photovoltaics penetration level. 1.5 Thesis Organization This thesis is divided into three main parts: 1) the next two chapters discuss the literature, the distribution systems’ modelling, Local-DERs’ modelling, EVs’ modelling and the generation of the residential load, EV charging demand and Local-DERs’ profiles, 2) the following chapter 
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describes the integration of the Local-DERs and EV charging demand in a new secondary distribution system, 3) the subsequent three chapters cover the integration of the Local-DERs and EVs in an existing secondary distribution system. The description of each chapter is as follows:  Chapter 2 reviews the previous works that instigated the impact of the Local-DERs and EV charging demand on a secondary distribution system (e.g. secondary distribution system’s lines and distribution transformer), the factors considered at the design of a new secondary distribution system, and the proposed strategies to mitigate the impact of these the Local-DERs and EVs on a secondary distribution system.  Chapter 3 provides the modelling of primary and secondary distribution systems in addition to the Local-DERs and EV charging demand modelling. Additionally, it introduces a probabilistic algorithm to generate the residential load and Local-DERs profiles. Chapter 4 reveals the drawbacks of the existing methods used to design a new secondary distribution system and proposes a new approach to optimally design a new secondary distribution system considering the existence of Local-DERs and EVs.  Chapter 5 proposes a novel tool that uses a calculation method based on a harmony search optimization algorithm to determine the optimal number, locations and sizes of prosumers to be connected to a secondary distribution system in order to minimize the energy loss, improve the quality of service, and extend the lifetime of the distribution transformers. Chapter 6 introduces a new approach to optimally design a community battery energy storage system to mitigate the impact of the Local-DERs and EV charging demand. The obtained optimal design parameters of the community battery energy storage system (e.g., size, location, number of units and dispatching profile) achieve the following: 1) maximize the net present value in $, 2) improve the voltage profile, 3) defer a secondary distribution system re-conductoring, 4) improve 
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the system reliability by decelerating the distribution transformers’ aging due the charging of the electric vehicles, 5) reduce power loss and 6) provide energy arbitrage profit. Chapter 7 designs a new grid services market to control the power flowing through a secondary distribution system’s distribution transformer and lines using the home battery energy storages in a way that achieves both the utilities’ and home battery energy storage owners’ objectives. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis, presents the recommendations, and suggests future work.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 2.1 Introduction   This chapter presents a comprehensive review of the previously published work in the literature that addresses the impacts of integrating the Local-DERs and EV charging demand on the distribution systems, and summarizes the approaches considered at the design of new secondary distribution systems. In addition, the chapter reviews the previous proposed strategies to mitigate the impacts of integrating the Local-DERs and EV charging demand in an existing distribution system. Moreover, the chapter investigates the previous works that addressed the potential of the implementation of the transactive energy concept in the distribution systems. Finally, the chapter identifies the research gap. 2.2 Impact of the Local-DERs and Electric Vehicles on Distribution Systems A significant portion of the literature focused only on the DERs connected to the primary distribution systems and without considering the secondary distribution systems (low voltage networks) [6], [23]-[27].  The impact of the Local-DERs and EVs on the secondary distribution systems (low voltage networks) can be grouped into the impact of the roof-top solar photovoltaics (Local-DERs), the impact the electric vehicles, and the combined impact of both, as shown in Figure 2.1.     2.2.1 Impact of the Roof-Top Solar Photovoltaics   This section summarizes the relevant literature to the impact of roof-top solar photovoltaics (RTS-PVs) on distribution systems, which can be categorized into the impact on the power quality of a distribution system [15] and [23]-[25] in addition to the impact on a transformer’s aging [16]-[17] and [26]-[29], as depicted in Figure 2.1. 
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Impact of Local-DERs and Electric Vehicles Impact of Roof-Top Solar Photovoltaics Impact of Electric Vehicles Synergistic Impact of Roof-Top Solar Photovoltaics and Electric Vehicles Impact on Power Quality Impact on Transformer’s Aging Impact on Power Quality Impact on Transformer’s Aging Impact on Power Quality Impact on Transformer’s Aging  Figure 2.1: Forms of impact due to the integration of the Local-DERs and Electric Vehicles. 2.2.1.1 Impact of the Roof-Top Solar Photovoltaics on Power Quality The installation of roof-top solar photovoltaics at residential homes represents a new paradigm shift for the distribution systems, which is not considered at the design of these distribution systems. The effect of the roof-top solar photovoltaics penetration level on the power flow direction and voltage in a distribution network was studied in [15]. It was found that when increasing the roof-top solar photovoltaics penetration level beyond 25%, the number of distribution transformers experiencing reverse power flow significantly increased (due to the contribution of the high penetration level roof-top solar photovoltaics during light loading conditions). In addition, the overvoltage problems appeared in the network when the roof-top solar photovoltaics penetration level was exceeding 15%. However, the effect of the roof-top solar 
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photovoltaics penetration level on the power loss and the transformer’s aging was not considered in this study. The work in [28] investigated the relation between the voltage and the roof-top solar photovoltaics penetration level and found that for a roof-top solar photovoltaics penetration level of up to 20%, the voltage was accepted. However, [28] did not consider the secondary distribution system through which the roof-top solar photovoltaics are integrated, thereby offsetting the results. The study in [29] concluded that 0.5 kW roof-top solar photovoltaics should be the maximum roof-top solar photovoltaics size per house to keep the service voltage within the normal limit. However, there was no mathematical interpretation of the size given in this study. Therefore, 0.5 kW roof-top solar photovoltaics per household may be not applicable for other networks of different topologies and different residential load profiles. Mitra et al., in [30] investigated the impact of the residential roof-top solar photovoltaics on the primary voltage unbalance and power loss of the main (primary) feeder. It was found that at high penetration level of the roof-top solar photovoltaics, the voltage unbalance and power loss increased by 140% and 20%, respectively. 2.2.1.2 Impact of the Roof-Top Solar Photovoltaics on Transformer’s aging  The study in [31] investigated a transformer’s aging considering different penetration levels of roof-top solar photovoltaics. The results showed that a transformer’s aging decelerates with the increase of roof-top solar photovoltaics penetration level and saturates after a certain penetration level. The study in [32] found that the installation of roof-top solar photovoltaics in a distribution system may defer the upgrade of the substation transformer. Also, according to [33], the presence of roof-top solar photovoltaics at high penetration level, in residential networks, extended the transformer’s lifetime of a 200 kVA distribution transformer feeding a 400/230 volts network in Australia. Moreover, the study in [34] used roof-top solar photovoltaics installed in Brisbane, Australia to examine the aging of the distribution transformers. The study examined two 750 kVA, 
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11kV/415V transformers, and it was reported that the roof-top solar photovoltaics may extend the lifetime of the transformers. However, most of the previous works did not fully investigate the negative impacts of increasing roof-top solar photovoltaics penetration level to cause power to flow in the reverse direction, which may cause overload to the distribution transformers especially during light loading conditions. The author’s previous works in [16]-[17] investigated the effect of increasing the roof-top solar photovoltaics penetration level on 25 kVA and 50 kVA distribution transformers’ aging. The results showed that roof-top solar photovoltaics penetration level up to 60% decreased the two distribution transformer’s loading; hence, reduced the distribution transformers’ aging, leading to an increase in the two distribution transformers’ lifetimes. However, when increasing the roof-top solar photovoltaics penetration level beyond 60%, the distribution transformers’ aging was found to accelerate, which was mainly due to the reverse power, which caused stress on the two distribution transformers [16]-[17]. 2.2.2 Impact of the Electric Vehicle Charging Demand  Electric vehicles are characterized by their electric range, which mainly depends on the on-board battery capacity (OBBC). The electric vehicles with limited electric range (LR-EVs) were not well perceived from the public because of what is known as the range anxiety. In order to address this limitation, the auto companies developed the extended-range electric vehicles (ER-EVs). The first generation electric vehicles use battery capacity of 24 kWh or less with electric range less than 80 miles. Recently, Tesla and General Motors have produced the second and third generation electric vehicles with battery capacity and an extended electric range reaching 85 kWh and 238 miles (e.g. Tesla Model X) and 60 kWh and 238 miles (e.g. Chevy Bolt), respectively. In response to such evolution in increasing the battery capacity, many electric vehicle charging stations for residential homes are developed to adopt residential high power fast chargers (RHP-
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FCs) at 7.2 and 20 kW as opposed to the traditional level 2 charging at 3.7 and 6.6 kW. Table 2.1 shows the evolution of the EVs [35]. The charging of ER-EVs in the residential homes represents a new load that was not considered at the sizing of the distribution transformers and the secondary distribution system secondary lines (service lines and service drops). As shown in Figure 2.1, many studies highlighted the impact of the EV charging on a secondary distribution system in terms of power quality degradation [18] and [36] besides a distribution transformer’s aging acceleration [37]-[39]. However, most of these studies only considered the LR-EVs. Table 2.1: Evolution of Plug-in Electric Vehicles [35].  Model Generation On-board Battery Capacity (kWh) Electric Range (mile) Required Charging Time (h) 3.7 kW 6.6 kW 7.2 kW 20 kW Nissan/Leaf First 24 73 6.48 3.63 3.33 1.2 Chevy/Volt First 16 40 4.32 2.42 2.22 0.8 Toyota/RAVEV First 40 103 11.29 6.33 5.80 2.09 Chevy/Bolt Second 60 238 16.21 9.09 8.33 3.00 Tesla/Model 3 Second 50 215 13.51 7.57 6.94 2.50 Tesla/Model X Second 85 238 22.97 12.87 11.8 4.25 Tesla/ S-100D Third 100 335 27.02 15.15 13.89 5 2.2.2.1 Impact of the Electric Vehicle Charging Demand on Power Quality To investigate the impact of the LR-EV charging on a system voltage, Clement-Nynset al., [18] studied the effect of increasing the LR-EV penetration level on the voltage quality. It was found that at a 30% EV penetration level, the voltage deviated by more than 10%. Although the topologies (and consequently the modelling) of the primary and low voltage distribution systems 
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are different, the work in [18] used a primary distribution system as a low voltage network after scaling its voltage. Therefore, the impact of the EV charging demand on the service voltage at the residential homes may be offset. The work presented in [36] showed that the voltage deviation linearly increases with the increase in the LR-EV penetration level, such that it exceeded the normal limit at 30% LR-EV penetration level.  Previous studies also showed that the charging of LR-EVs in residential homes increased the power loss in the distribution systems. Studies in [18] and [36] revealed that 30% LR-EV penetration level was enough to double the power loss in a distribution grid.  2.2.2.2 Impact of the Electric Vehicle Charging Demand on Transformer’s aging  Studies [37]-[39] investigated the impact of electric vehicle charging demand on a distribution transformer’s aging using different approaches and different penetration levels and various charging levels. In [37], it was found that charging of six LR-EVs through a 25 kVA overhead distribution transformer servicing 12 homes, using 7 kW (level 2) charger, could increase the distribution transformer’s aging up to 50 years per year (the distribution transformer loses 0.65% of its lifetime daily). Gray al., [38] analyzed the impact of different LR-EVs penetration levels on a 25 kVA and 50 kVA distribution transformers’ aging. The results revealed that the transformer’s aging may reach nearly ten times the normal limit. The impact of ER-EV charging demand on a distribution transformer’s aging was investigated in [39]. The results showed that at 100% ER-EVs penetration level using 6.6 kW chargers, the lifetime of a 25 kVA distribution transformer, serving six homes, exceeded the normal limit by 8%. 2.2.3 Synergistic Impact of Roof-Top Solar Photovoltaics and Electric Vehicles  The increase in the power demand experienced by the distribution transformers feeding the residential homes equipped with the ER-EVs which require high power chargers (e.g. 20 kW) and 
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most likely charge during the evening, increases the loading of these distribution transformers (forward overloading), consequently, accelerating their aging. On the other hand, the presence of customer owning roof-top solar photovoltaics (prosumers), which most likely contribute at noon, results in a reverse power flow; hence, leading to a distribution transformer’s premature replacement.  Few studies addressed the combined impact of roof-top solar photovoltaics and EVs on power quality degradation and a distribution transformer’s aging [40]-[43]. 2.2.3.1 Synergistic Impact of the Roof-Top Solar Photovoltaics and Electric Vehicle Charging Demand on Power Quality Hashemi al., [40] investigated the combined effect of the roof-top solar photovoltaics and LR-EVs on a low voltage distribution network. It was found that at 100% roof-top solar photovoltaics and LR-EVs penetration levels, the network voltage exceeded 1.1 per-unit during noon, due to the roof-top solar photovoltaics power generation, and deviates below 0.92 per-unit in the evening because of the charging of the LR-EVs. With the modelling of residential homes and EVs as spot loads connected at the secondaries of the distribution transformers, Agüero al., [41] studied the synergistic impact of the roof-top solar photovoltaics and LR-EVs on power loss in a distribution feeder. It was found that the feeder power loss decreased during noon, due to the roof-top solar photovoltaics power generation, and increased at the evening because of the charging of the LR-EVs. However, this work did not consider the impact on the power loss and service voltage within a secondary distribution system; hence, the results are limited only to the primary distribution system. 
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2.2.3.2 Synergistic Impact of the RTS-PVs and EV Charging Demand on Transformer aging In [42], the combined effect of the roof-top solar photovoltaics and LR-EVs on a distribution transformer’s aging was investigated on 25 kVA and 50 kVA distribution transformers. It was found that the charging of LR-EVs with 50% penetration level in the presence of the roof-top solar photovoltaics of the same penetration level could reduce the distribution transformer’s aging by 75%. However, the distribution transformer’s aging was still five times the normal limit. Similarly, in [43], the coupling of the roof-top solar photovoltaics and EVs partially dropped transformer’s aging by 19%. From the previous studies ([15]-[17] and [28]-[43]), it is clear that the secondary distribution system becomes the weakest part of the overall distribution system that would be significantly affected by the change of the residential customer’s role in modern grids. The increased penetration levels of Local-DERs and EVs may reduce the lifetime of distribution transformers leading to early replacement, which is translated into additional costs. Moreover, secondary lines (e.g., service lines that expand the reach of the electric service and service drops that carry the power from the pole to the consumers [Figure 1.4]) may experience reverse overload (voltage-rise) due to reverse power flow during the contribution of the roof-top solar photovoltaics in addition to forward overload (voltage-drop) during the charging of the electric vehicles.  The main goal of local distribution companies is to efficiently use the limited capital in addition to avoid premature distribution transformers replacement and secondary lines re-conductoring. Therefore, it is necessary to accommodate the impact of integrating these Local-DERs and EVs into a new secondary distribution system and an existing secondary distribution system (i.e., previously designed) as follows: 1) at the design stage of a new secondary distribution system; by considering the presence of Local-DERs and EVs at the sizing of its components (e.g. 
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distribution transformer size, secondary line conductors sizing), and ) for an existing secondary distribution system (operational stage); by introducing techniques that control power flowing through a secondary distribution system’s distribution transformer and lines; hence, mitigating the impact of Local-DERs and EVs. 2.2 Design of Secondary Distribution System  This section reviews the previous worked related to the design of the distribution systems. A large part of the research work focused on the design of the primary distribution systems [44]-[46]. Without considering the DERs, the works in [44]-[46] solved the power distribution system design problem as an objective function to find the optimal sizing and location of the primary feeders that minimize the cost of the network. However, these works did not consider the design of the secondary distribution systems.  The design of secondary distribution systems was studied in [47]-[62] but only considering unidirectional power flow without considering the effect of the Local-DERs or EVs. In [47], Brady investigated the most economical loading of a distribution transformer. It was found that 85% is the most economic loading of a distribution transformer. Since the distribution transformers and the secondary system was not modelled, the work in [47] could not be extended to include the demand imposed by the charging of electric vehicles or the effect of roof-top solar photovoltaics in homes. Studies [48]-[52] introduced methods to determine the distribution transformer size and conductor sizes but with considering only unidirectional power flow and in the absence of the effect of the Local-DERs without introducing the models of the secondary distribution systems. In [53]-[56], a mathematical model was introduced to design a secondary distribution system. However, the introduced model ignored the design of the service drops feeding residential homes. 
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John et al. in [57]-[58] proposed a method to convert the conventional design of a secondary distribution system into a design based on archetypes but without introducing a mathematical model to combine these archetypes. In [59], Visvakumar investigated the impact of electric vehicle charging on the size of a distribution transformer. It was found that the charging of electric vehicles may increase the size of a distribution transformer. As the modelling of a secondary distribution system was not considered in [59], the effect of electric vehicle charging or the roof-top solar photovoltaics generation on the sizing of the secondary lines, including both service lines and service drops, was not addressed. Abdelsamad et al. [60] studied the optimal design of the secondary distribution system considering the effect of EV charging demand. However, the study did not incorporate the EV charging demand into the mathematical formulation of the optimal secondary distribution systems design problem. Instead only the EV charging demand was used in estimating the distribution transformer’s aging.  Table 2.2 summarizes the previous design studies. Table 2.2: Previous Design Studies Summary Study Reference Secondary Distribution System Design Distribution Transformer Sizing Secondary Lines Sizing System Mathematical Modelling RTS-PVs Considering EVs Considering [44]-[46]       [47]       [48]-[52]       [53]-[56]       [57]-[58]       [59]       [60]       
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2.3 Mitigation Strategies of the Impact of the Local-DERs and Electric Vehicles In the literature, the strategies introduced to mitigate the impact of Local-DERs and EVs on a distribution system can be grouped into strategies to mitigate impact of the roof-top solar photovoltaics, strategies to mitigate the impact of the electric vehicles, and strategies to mitigate the combined impact of both, as shown in Figure 2.2. Mitigate the Impact of Local-DERs and Electric VehiclesMitigate the Impact of Roof-Top Solar Photovoltaics Mitigate the Impact of Electric Vehicles Mitigate the Synergistic Impact of Roof-Top Solar Photovoltaics and Electric Vehicles Limit the Roof-Top Solar Photovoltaics Penetration Use of Battery Energy Storage Control of Charging Rate Scheduling of Charging EventsUse of Battery Energy StorageCharging in the Presence of DERs Use of Transactive Energy Market  Figure 2.2: Different Strategies to mitigate the Impact of the Local-DERs and Electric Vehicles. 2.4.1 Mitigation of the Impact of Integrating the Roof-Top Solar Photovoltaics  The strategies used to mitigate the effect of the roof-top solar photovoltaics (RTS-PVs) on an existing secondary distribution system (low voltage distribution network) can be grouped into: 1) limit the roof-top solar photovoltaics penetration/size per network/household and 2) use of battery energy storage.  
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In [15] and [28], it was suggested that the roof-top solar photovoltaics maximum penetration level should be limited to 20% to avoid reverse power flow in addition to avert the voltage-rise. In [29], 0.5 kW was recommended as the maximum roof-top solar photovoltaics size per house to prevent voltage violation. Since these studies did not introduce an approach that can be applied to every network’s topology, such that identifies optimal sizes, and locations of the roof-top solar photovoltaics, the obtained results in [15] and [28] might not be applicable for different distribution networks with various topologies. Studies [19] and [61]-[62] investigated the feasibility of using battery energy storage to mitigate the impact of the roof-top solar photovoltaics on a distribution system. Kabir al., in [61] proposed an approach to manage the operation of the roof-top solar photovoltaics inverters and the home battery energy storages (HBESs), to be installed at each house in the system, to keep the voltage at each house within the permissible limit. However, neither the distribution system power loss nor the distribution transformer’s aging was considered. In [62], the coordination between different community battery energy storage systems was investigated to prevent the voltage-rise due to the roof-top solar photovoltaics power generation without the estimation of both the power loss and the distribution transformer’s aging. In addition, both the sizes and costs of the used community battery energy storage systems were not justified. In [19] and [63], the optimal size and location of community battery energy storage systems to mitigate the impact of the roof-top solar photovoltaics on the service voltage was studied. As the distribution system power loss and the distribution transformer’s aging were not considered, the cost of the storages in [19] and [63] became infeasible and unjustifiable at high roof-top solar photovoltaics penetration levels.  
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2.4.2 Mitigation of the Impact of Integrating the Electric Vehicle Charging Demand In the literature, most of the techniques used to mitigate the impact of the LR-EVs focused on: 1) controlling the charging demand of EVs by scheduling their charging or regulating the charging rate and 2) charging the EVs through DERs (e.g., RTS-PVs, or battery energy storage).  2.4.2.1 Mitigating the EV Charging Demand through Coordination In order to limit the electric vehicle charging demand impact, the study in [64], proposed controlling the charging rates of each LR-EV in attempt to control the EV charging demand with the objective of minimizing the primary feeder power loss. This strategy was found to reduce the power loss by up to 30%. The same concept was addressed in [65] but with the purpose of smoothing the distribution transformer load profile. Shaaban et al. [66] introduced a real-time algorithm for the optimal coordination for parking-lot charging/discharging electric vehicles. In addition, in [67], the optimal charging management for electric vehicles at parking-lots was implemented through a fuzzy expert system. The introduced algorithms in [66]-[67] aimed to maximize the customers satisfaction and minimize the system operating cost. However, these studies did not consider both the charging events at home and the secondary distribution system modelling. In [68], a multi agent system is used to coordinate the charging of LR-EVs based on a primary feeder available loading capacity and the LR-EVs’ owners preferences with the objective of minimizing the LR-EV charging prices without overloading the primary feeder. In [69], a multi agent system is implemented to coordinate the charging of LR-EVs considering the distribution transformer and service voltage constraints. The highest charging power was assigned to the LR-EVs with the most need of energy. 
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 In [37], the scheduling of the LR-EV charging was introduced to mitigate the impact of the LR-EV charging on a distribution transformer’s aging. In [37], the LR-EVs’ owners were sending charging requests and a charging algorithm randomly accepted some of these requests and rejected the other requests depending on the transformer loading status. By consequence, the distribution transformer’s aging could be reduced by factor of 6.3. Also, in [39], the ER-EVs were grouped into clusters that were charging overnight. It was found that the distribution transformer’s aging could be reduced by 42% compared to the uncontrolled charging scheme. However, most of these techniques presented in the previous work, as detailed earlier, suffer from a major limitation, which is the limited authority of EV owners concerning the way to charge their EVs; many EV owners found it might be inconvenient. 2.4.2.2 Mitigating Electric Vehicle Charging Demand using DERs This strategy aims to mitigate the impact of EVs charging demand through the charging of them in the presence of DERs. However, most of the proposed work in the literature tried to mitigate the EV charging impact demand only on the primary distribution systems. Study in [70] introduced a method to find the optimal location of DERs to be connected to a primary distribution system to mitigate the impacts of the high penetration level of EVs on a primary distribution system. Since, these DERs are connected to the primary nodes, the impact of the EV charging demand on the secondary distribution systems, where the EV charging occurs, cannot be mitigated. To limit the EV charging demand impact on a secondary distribution method (low voltage network), study in [71] suggested the charging of the EVs in the presence of the Local-DERs. It was found that the simultaneous LR-EVs charging and roof-top solar photovoltaics generation may reduce the transformer loading and reduce the voltage violations. However, this assumption might be infeasible and the main reason for this is the weak correlation between the time when 
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roof-top solar photovoltaics contribute (typically at noon) and the time when the LR-EV charging occurs (typically in the evening) [72]. In addition, other studies reported that the charging of LR-EVs in the presence of the roof-top solar photovoltaics resulted in voltage deviations [41], and increase of a transformer temperature [73]. 2.4.3 Mitigation of the Synergistic Impact of Integrating the RTS-PVs and the EVs In the literature, several attempts were made to address the combined effect of the roof-top solar photovoltaics and LR-EVs through installation of a community battery energy storage system to bridge the times at which the LR-EVs charge and the roof-top solar photovoltaics generation occurs [40]-[41] and [74]-[75]. However, the economic cost of a community battery energy storage system, which includes both the costs of the battery and the inverter, was either not considered or could not be justified. Agüero et al. in [41] used a 25 kWh community battery energy storage system to mitigate the impact of the LR-EVs and roof-top solar photovoltaics on a distribution system in terms of power loss and voltage deviations. The analysis presented in [41] did not include the battery cost model. Study in [40] found that the increase in the EV penetration level may reduce the required battery size. However, the cost of a community battery energy storage system was not considered; hence, the cost with respect to profit was not incorporated. Therefore, these studies recommended more design requirements to be developed for the community battery energy storage systems to become an economically feasible solution [74]. Shao et al. [75] studied the potential of a community battery energy storage system to improve the voltage of a distribution feeder embedded with roof-top solar photovoltaics and LR-EVs. However, the cost, location and size of a community battery energy storage system were not considered.  The main reason of such negative impact of the Local-DERs and EVs is the conflict between the customers’ and electric utilities’ objectives [14]. If there is a strategy that enables both the 
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customers’ and electric utilities’ objectives to meet, such negative impact would disappear [14].  The transactive energy may solve such a conflict. 2.4.4 Transactive Energy for Local-DERs and Electric Vehicle Integration The transactive energy (TE) is a concept introduced by the Grid Wise Architecture Council (GWAC) [76] and it is defined as “a system of economic and control mechanisms that allows the dynamic balance of supply and demand across the entire electrical infrastructure using value as a key operational parameter.” The transactive energy integrates information technology and electronic-commerce (via price signals) with devices to efficiently and reliably operate a grid [77]-[78]. The main purpose of the transactive energy is to keep a balance between the supply and demand. The transactive energy markets are the evolution of active markets [78], which is characterized by one-way communication from a utility (or market) to its customers [79]. The time of use pricing signal is an example of the active markets [79]. On the other hand, the transactive energy markets are two-way communication markets, where both a utility and its customers can bid a price or a quantity of power/demand [79]. The transactive energy markets requires a controllable load or source (transaction controller) and a two-way message system to allow a two-way communication between the market and the bidders that participate in the market [79]. A thermostat of a Heating, Ventilations, and Air Conditioning (HVAC), EVs, and home battery energy storage are transaction controller examples. In [79], the HVAC thermostats are used as controllers that responded to the market price by adjusting their temperature set points. As the thermosets in this study could not send information back message to the market, this market was considered as an active market not a transactive market. In [80], the LR-EVs were used as transaction controllers that could charge and discharge 
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through parking lots. In addition, the charging and discharging of these LR-EVs were optimally scheduled to attain peak shaving and valley filling of loading on the primary feeder. However, this study did not consider the charging of these LR-EVs through residential chargers and their impact on the secondary distribution systems. Also, in [81], the LR-EVs were used as transaction controllers but to mitigate the impact of the LR-EVs with considering the distribution transformer and voltage service constraints. In addition, it is assumed in [81] that the LR-EVs owners’ preference would affect the market price and the EV fleet aggregators could reschedule the EV charging, regardless of the EV owners’ preference, to avoid high market price. The main drawback in [80]-[81] is the scheduling of LR-EVs charging that would compromise the authority of EV owners concerning the place, and time to charge their EVs that might be inconvenient for many of them. Table 2.3 summarizes the previous studies. Table 2.3: Previous Mitigation Strategies Summary Study Reference Strategy EV  RTS-PVs  Power Quality  Distribution Transformer Aging HBES [15], [28]-[29] Limit RTS-PVs Penetration Level      [61]-[62] Use Energy Storage      [19], [63] [64]-[65] Control Charging Rate LR-EV     [66]-[68] Coordinate Charging  LR-EV     [69] Coordinate Charging  LR-EV     [37] Schedule Charging LR-EV     [39] Schedule Charging ER-EV     
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[71] Charging in the Presence of RTS-PVs LR-EV     [40]-[41] [74]-[75] Use Energy Storage LR-EV     [80] TE Market LR-EV     [81] TE Market LR-EV      2.5 Research Gaps The main research gaps in the literature can be summarized as follows: • The design of secondary distribution systems is still depending on legacy standards and traditional methods that do not consider the change of the residential customer’s role from being consumers to become prosumers in addition to the existence of the Local-DERs and EVs at residential customers. • The identification of the roof-top solar photovoltaics penetration level, to be integrated into the residential networks, is limited only to find the maximum penetration level not the optimal penetration level. Also, the effect of the locations of the prosumers (locations of the roof-top solar photovoltaics) on the performance of the residential networks is still not considered. •  A community battery energy storage system may represent a key solution that can mitigate the impact of the Local-DERs and EVs. However, the economics of the community battery energy storage system with its design requirements need to be addressed through feasibility studies.  
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• The transactive energy market applications in the secondary distribution systems are still limited and mostly depending on the scheduling of the EV charging that scarifies the EV owners’ convenience.   2.6 Summary  This chapter presented a comprehensive review of the previously published work in the literature to address the individual and combined impacts of the roof-top solar photovoltaics and electric vehicles on the distribution systems in terms of the power quality in addition to distribution transformers’ aging. Then, the chapter reviewed the previous approaches related to the design of secondary distribution systems and the limitation of these approaches. After, the chapter summarized the different strategies introduced in the literature to mitigate the individual and combined impacts of the roof-top solar photovoltaics and electric vehicles. Consequently, the previous studies related to the implementation of the transactive energy market in the distribution systems were presented and their limitations were discussed. Finally, based on studying the previously published work, the research gaps were identified and a road map of the proposed research work in this thesis was presented. The following chapters will provide details regarding the prosed research work and how the thesis objectives are achieved.        
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Chapter 3: Active Distribution System Modelling  3.1 Introduction This chapter presents a modelling of a distribution system including a primary distribution system and a secondary distribution system. In addition, it details a probabilistic framework that is utilized to generate residential demand, roof-top solar photovoltaics generation (RTS-PVs), and electric vehicle (EV) charging demand profiles. The chapter begins with an overview of a distribution system’s main components, bus configurations of substations and different primary distribution system and secondary distribution system topologies. Then the chapter describes the Forward/Backward technique used to solve power flow. Consequently, the chapter introduces the Markov Chain Monte Carlo’s fundamentals and its implementation for the generation of the daily profiles of residential demand, RTS-PVs generation, in addition to EV charging demand. 3.2 Distribution System Overview A typical distribution system mainly consists of a primary distribution system and a secondary distribution system. A primary distribution system is the part of the electric power system between a distribution substation and distribution transformers while a secondary distribution system is the part of the electric power system between the primary system and the consumers’ meters [1]. Figure 3.1 shows the main components of a distribution system [4].  Bulk Power System Distribution Substation Secondary Distribution SystemPrimary Distribution System  Figure 3.1: Main Components of a Distribution System [4]. 3.2.1  Distribution Substation A typical substation includes buses, one or more power transformers, required voltage regulators, and distribution automation [82]-[83]. 
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3.2.1.1  Distribution Substation Schemes Distribution substations are different in size and configuration. A rural distribution substation may have a rating of 5 MVA while an urban substation station may be over than 200 MVA [82]. In addition, distribution substations have different arrangements based on simplicity, cost, and reliability, as follows [82]: a) one incoming circuit-one transformer arrangement, b) two incoming circuits-one transformer arrangement, c) two incoming circuits-two transformers arrangement and d) two incoming circuits-two transformers with a tie switch arrangement, as shown in Figures 3.2 (a), 3.2 (b), 3.2 (c), and 3.2 (d), respectively. 
                                                 (a)                                       (b)                                         (c)                                               (d) Figure 3.2: Different Distribution Substation Configurations [82]: (a) one incoming circuit, one transformer, (b) two incoming circuit, one transformer, (c) two incoming circuits, two transformers, (d) two incoming circuits, two transformers with tie switch.     3.2.1.2 Substation Bus Configurations A substation bus is a node at which incoming and outgoing circuits meet [82]. Based on reliability, cost and simplicity, substation arrangements can be classified to [1]: a) single bus scheme, b) double bus-double breaker scheme, c) double bus-single breaker scheme and 4) ring bus scheme, as illustrated in Figures 3.3(a), 3.3(b), 3.3(c), and 3.3(d), respectively. 
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                                                                             (a)                                                                                                                  (b) 
                                                                          (c)                                                                                                          (d) Figure 3.3: Different Substation Bus Configurations: (a) single bus scheme, (b) double bus-double scheme breaker, (c) double bus-single breaker scheme, (d) ring bus scheme. 3.2.2 Primary Distribution System A primary distribution system (PDS) is the part of the electric power system between a distribution substation and distribution transformers [1]. The main feeder, which is fed by the substation power transformer, is typically three-phase and represents the backbone of a primary distribution system, as shown in Figure 3.4 [1]. The main feeder is split into three-phase and single-phase laterals that branch to single-phase sub-laterals. A distribution transformer can be served 
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from a sub-lateral or directly from a lateral, as demonstrated in Figure 3.4. The primary distribution systems are commonly categorized, based on their configurations, to [1]: a) radial-type primary distribution system, and) loop-type primary distribution system. Radial-type primary distribution system is the simplest, cheapest and most common configuration. However, it is not highly reliable such that at the occurrence of a fault in a section, all the customers down streaming from this fault would be disconnected. Figure 3.4 shows a typical radial-type primary distribution system. 
 Figure 3.4: Radial-Type Primary Distribution Feeder. 3.2.3 Secondary Distribution System A secondary distribution system is the part of the electric power system between a primary distribution system and the consumers’ meters [1], as illustrated in Figure 3.5.  Typically, in North America, the centre-tapped distribution transformers are feeding residential homes through service lines (SLs) and service drops (SDs). 
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 Figure 3.5: Secondary Distribution System with Centre-Tapped Distribution Transformer. 3.2.4 Secondary Distribution System Configurations Secondary distribution system (SDS) topologies can be classified into archetypes-based SDS configurations and non-archetypes-based SDS configurations. In an archetypes-based SDS configuration, a distribution transformer is centralized between the customers to minimize voltage-drop and power loss [57], as shown in Figure 3.6(a). In addition, these configurations are used in residential subdivisions with uniform distributed loads [1]. Moreover, the number of service lines each way from the distribution transformer depends on the number of customers [1]. For example, if the number of customers is eight, four customers would be served from the distribution transformer and two customers would be served each way from the distribution transformer, as depicted in Figure 3.6(a). On the other hand, the non-archetypes-based SDS configurations are used when the customers are not uniformly distributed, as illustrated in Figure 3.6(b)  3.3 Distribution System Modelling A distribution system delivers services to the customers over untransposed three-phase, two-phase and single-phase line sections [4]. In addition, the loads of the customers are a combination of three-phase, two-phase and single-phase loads. Therefore, the bus voltages and line currents are unbalanced [4]. By consequence, the approximated methods, considered for the modelling of a 
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bulk power system, which are using a single line-to-neutral equivalent circuit, are not accurate for a distribution system modelling [4]. An exact model that is assuming an untransposed circuit and using the actual phasing (no single line-to-neutral equivalent circuit) is used to model the main elements of a distribution system (e.g. line, transformer, distribution transformer, SLs, and SDs).                                              (a)                                                                                       (b)                                                         Figure 3.6: Demonstration of different Secondary Distribution System Topologies: (a) Archetypes-based Secondary Distribution System Configuration, (b) Non-archetypes-based Secondary Distribution System Configuration.  3.3.1 Primary Distribution System Modelling The generalized model (two-port network), used to solve power flow through a primary distribution system, is depicted in Figure 3.7. This Figure shows a two-port network that is connected between the terminal (bus) n and the terminal (bus) m. The voltages at the downstream bus m (\(5<4) is calculated, in terms of the current at the same bus (3(5<4) and the voltage and at the upstream bus n (\ 5<4), using (3.1) [4]. In addition, the current at the upstream bus n (3 5<4) is calculated, in terms of voltage and current at the downstream bus m (\(5<4, 3(5<4), using (3.2) [4].                               \(5<4  = \ 5<4 − 3(5<4                                                                 (3.1)                               3 5<4  = \(5<4 + %3(5<4                                                                  (3.2) 
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where A, B, C and D are matrices whose entities depend on the primary distribution system component to be modelled (e.g. line, transformer). The entities of these matrices for different components can be found in [4].  Figure 3.7: Generalized Modelling of the Elements of a Primary Distribution System. 3.3.2 Secondary Distribution System Modelling The generalized model (two-port network) used to solve power flow through a secondary distribution system, is illustrated in Figure 3.8. The figure depicts a two-port network connected between the terminal (bus) i and the terminal (bus) j.  The split-phase voltages at the downstream bus j (\=5<) is calculated, in terms of the current at the same bus (3=5<) and the voltage at the upstream bus i (\;5<), using (3.3) [4]. In addition, the current at the upstream bus i (3;5<) is calculated, in terms of voltage and current at the downstream bus j (\=5<, 3=5<), using (3.4) [4].                              \=5<  = ̅\;5< − 3=5<                                                                      (3.3)                              3;5<  = ̅\=5<4 + %3=5<4                                                                    (3.4) where  ,  , ̅ and % are matrices whose entities depend on the secondary distribution system component to be modelled (e.g. distribution transformer, service line, service drop). The entities of these matrices for different components can be found in [4]. 
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 Figure 3.8: Generalized Modelling of the Elements of a Secondary Distribution System. 3.4 Power Flow Analysis The purpose of performing power flow calculation is to find the voltages at all buses, line currents, system power loss, as well as active and reactive powers flow in the system [4]. A distribution feeder is characterized by: a) a combination of untransposed three-phase, two-phase and single-phase line segments [4], b) the existence of three-phase, two-phase and single-phase loads [4], c) low reactance to resistance ratio (X/R) [29], in addition to d) the presence of DERs on the primary distribution systems and Local-DERs on the secondary distribution systems. Therefore, the power flow calculation methods used for the bulk power system (e.g. Newton-Raphson method) cannot be applied here, instead the Forward/Backward Sweep method is implemented and Figure 3.9 is used for demonstration [4]. It starts by assuming flat voltages at all buses (e.g., V = 1 ∠0 per-unit (pu) for all buses), then the current at bus 1 is calculated, and a forward sweep begins by calculating the current at the transformer (IT) using (3.2). Subsequently, the voltage at bus 2 is calculated by applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law; hence, the current drawn by the load at bus 2 (I2) is also computed using Ohm’s law. Following to this, the voltage at bus 1 (V1) is calculated by applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law. If the absolute difference between the calculated and the given voltages at bus 1 is less than a certain tolerance (typical tolerance is 0.001 pu [4]), the Forward/Backward Sweep Algorithms stops. Otherwise, a backward sweep starts by calculating the voltage at bus 2 using (3.1), then updating I2 and IT. Subsequently, the voltage at bus 3 is estimated using (3.1); consequently, one trial is completed. The forward and backward 
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sweeps are repeated until the specific tolerance is satisfied [4]. Figure 3.10 depicts the flowchart outlining the steps of implementing the Forward/Backward Sweep Algorithm.                                             (a)                                                                                       (b)                                                         Figure 3.9: Illustration of the Forward/Backward Sweep: (a) Forward, (b) Backward Sweep.   Input:  1.Distribution system parameters (e.g. A, B, C, and D matrices )   2. Load values at load buses (e.g. active and reactive powers)  3.Accepted error (e.g. 0.001 [4])StartSet nominal voltage at each node (e.g. 1pu)Update currents in braches by employing Forward propagation using (3.2)Calculate voltage at each node using Kirchhoff voltage law |error|≤ 0.001 [4]Update voltage at every node by utilizing Backward propagation using (3.1)Output:Voltage at all nodes, lines currents  Figure 3.10: Forward/Backward Sweep power flow Algorithm. 
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3.5 Modelling of Residential Demand, Local-DERs and EV Charging Demand Profiles In order to evaluate the operation of a distribution system feeding residential customers with Local-DERs and EVs, it is essential to model the demand/generation profiles of these Local-DERs and EVs. The estimation of the residential demand/generation profiles of these Local-DERs and EVs may be considered of a stochastic nature. This is because of the uncertainties associated with residential demand of the customers. In addition, the roof-top solar photovoltaics (RTS-PVs) generation is a function of the solar irradiance (ρ) and the temperature (θ) that are random variables. Moreover, the electric vehicle (EV) charging demand mainly depends on the daily driven mileage (md) and the home arrival time (th) that are stochastic variables. Therefore, in this work, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo Based Inference Approach (MCMCBIA) is proposed in this work as a framework and one of its functions is to probabilistically generate residential load demand, EV charging demand, and roof-top solar photovoltaics generation profiles. 3.5.1 Basic Concepts of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo The Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is a probabilistic technique used to generate a set of samples of a distribution function of a random variable and the inference of a new sample depends on the most recent samples, as per (3.5) [84]. The Metropolis-Hasting Algorithm (MHA) is used to generate correlated samples from the Markov Chain [85]:                             ŷ(C) = ӿ + o(C)                                                                                    (3.5) The current state in a Markov Chain only depends on the most recent previous states where ŷ(C) is the candidate state (sample) estimated as per (3.5), ӿ is the current sample and o(C) is a random perturbation around ӿ . The sample ŷ(C)  is subject to the candidate sample acceptance/rejection criterion [84] and may be accepted as a new sample (ӿ(C)) with probability 
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(h  ) or may remain in the same state (ӿ ) with probability (1 − h). The Metropolis-Hasting Algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 3.1. 3.5.2 Properties of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Based Inference Approach This section presents properties of the proposed approach. 3.5.2.1   Irreducibility This property means that all data values are reachable by the random variables (e.g. solar irradiance, temperature, load). It can be mathematically formulated as:                   (ӿ) > 0 ∀ b = 1,2, … /".;50                           (3.6) where /".;50  is the number of trials for the Markov Chain Monte Carlo. Figure 3.11 shows the probability density function of the solar irradiance (m) at 1 PM in the month of August for the City of Toronto (as an example). Visual inspection of Figure 3.11 reveals that each irradiance value in the range between 0 and 1 per-unit has a probability greater than 0. This ensures that the sampling process covers all the possible values of the irradiance at 1 PM. This property gives the proposed approach an advantage over the traditional Monte Carlo method and the clustering-based methods that do not guarantee that all possible values of the random variables are represented.     Algorithm 3.1 Metropolis Hastings Algorithm 1: Select an initial value ӿ 2: At iteration w, draw a random movement (o(C)) from a proposal distribution function: o(C) ∽ /(0, )(e. g.,  = 0.01, 0.1)  3: Compute a candidate ŷ(C): ŷ(C) = ӿ + o(C) 
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4: Compute the acceptance ratio: h = -(ŷ())-(ŷ)  5: Accept ŷ(C) as ӿ(C)with probability: min (h, 1).  6: If is not accepted, then ӿ(C) = ӿ  7: Repeat steps 2-6  8: Check the convergence by applying Gelman-Rubin Multiple Sequence Diagnostic Test, as in Section 3.6.3   3.5.2.2 Aperiodicity It means that there is a probability of a random variable (e.g. solar irradiance, temperature, and load) might stay at the same value for more than one trial. This property is achieved if the proposed new sample is rejected and the previous sample remains, as given in Algorithm 3.1 [84]-[85]. This property guarantees that all days that have similar values of the random variable are considered during the sampling and simulation process. This property can be mathematically formulated as follows [84]:  ӿ(C) = ӿ > 0                                                                                                   (3.7) From Figure 3.12, it can be observed that the irradiance sample (m()) is different from m(), which means that the proposed new sample in the second trial (m4()) was accepted and became (m()). On the other hand, the samples m() = m() = m( ) had the same values, which indicates that the proposed new samples (m4() and m4()) in the 6th and 7th trials were rejected, so m4( ) was kept in these two trials. 
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 Figure 3.11: Probability Density Function of Irradiance at 1 PM in the Month of August for the City of Toronto. 
 Figure 3.12: Generated irradiance values in per-unit at 1 PM in the month of August for the City of Toronto. 3.5.3 Convergence of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo based Inference Approach One of the main advantages of the proposed Markov Chain Monte Carlo-based inference approach over the traditional Monte Carlo method is that the former has well-defined stopping criteria going forward toward a convergence [84]. However, the number of trials (/".;50) for 
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convergence is not normally known beforehand. The Gelman-Rubin Multiple Sequence Diagnostic (G-RMSD) test of convergence in [86] is used in this work to check the convergence of the method. In the G-RMSD test, three chains simultaneously run for /".;50  trials and the convergence is assessed by estimating both the “between-chains variance” and the “within-chain variance” of an estimator (e.g. transformer’s power demand), as per [86]. Following this step, the potential scale reduction factor (Ṝ) [86] is calculated to examine the convergence of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo-based inference approach. For example, if Ṝ of the transformer’s power estimator is greater than 1, this implies that the three chains have not fully mixed and that further simulation might increase the precision of inferences [86]. In practice, Ṝ becomes stable around 1.01 for all parameters of interest to ensure convergence [86]. The G-RMSD test is detailed in Algorithm 3.2.  Algorithm 3.2 Gelman and Rubin Algorithm 1. Run Ẑ = 3 chains of length /".;50   2. Calculate the within-chain and between-chain variance of the transformer power. 3. Calculate the estimated variance of the transformer power as a weighted sum of the within-chain and between-chain variance. 4. Calculate the potential scale reduction factor (Ṝ).  3.5.4 Generation of the Local-DERs, EVs Charging and Residential Demand Profiles This section describes the probabilistic modelling and the sampling process of the random variables (e.g. solar irradiance, temperature, load demand and EV charging demand) to generate the Local-DERs, EV charging demand and residential demand profiles.  
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3.5.4.1 Solar Irradiance Given a solar irradiance yearly data set consisting of 365 days × 24 hours, the first step is to remove the outliers and then divide the data set into 12 months of the year (to keep correlation between irradiance values of successive hours of the same day). The hourly irradiance data subset of each month (e.g., August) is used to generate the hourly irradiance probability density function (/(0.5, 0.2)) to represent the variation in the irradiance during the same hour (e.g., 1 PM) of the given month. For instance, a probability density function of the irradiance at 1 PM during the month of August in the City of Toronto, Canada is generated from the hourly temperature data of the city at 1 PM during the month of August, as shown in Figure 3.11. This probability density function is used through Algorithm 3.1 to generate a candidate irradiance value (m4(C)(ℎ)) for 1 PM at each trial using irradiance value in the current trial (m(ℎ)) and irradiance perturbation around m  (oq(C) ) as follows:                  m4(C)(ℎ) = m(ℎ) + oq(C)                                                                                   (3.8) According to the acceptance/rejection criterion as described in Algorithm 3.1, (m4(C)(ℎ)) may be accepted as (m(C)(ℎ)) or rejected and m(ℎ) is kept in trial (b + 1). Figure 3.12 illustrates the first seven irradiance samples. The same process is applied to the remaining 23 hours of the day to generate 23 samples (i.e., irradiance values). The total 24 samples (irradiance values) are generated for each trial to represent the daily irradiance profile.  It is obvious from (3.8) that the value of the new sample (e.g., m(C)(ℎ)) depends on the past sample (e.g., m(ℎ)). Note that the probability range from 0 to 1, however, the probability density function may be greater than 1. 3.5.4.2 Temperature  Given a temperature yearly data set consisting of 365 days × 24 hours, the first step is to remove the outliers and then divide the data set into 12 months of the year (to keep correlation 
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between temperature values of successive hours of the same day). The hourly temperature data subset of each month (e.g., August) is used to generate the hourly temperature probability density function (e.g., normal density function) to represent the variation in the temperature during the same hour (e.g., 1 PM) of the given month. This probability density function is used through Algorithm 3.1 to generate a candidate temperature value (k4(C)(ℎ)) for 3 PM at each trial using temperature value in the current trial (k(ℎ)) and temperature perturbation around k  (op(C) ) as follows:                  k4(C)(ℎ) = k(ℎ) + op(C)                                                                                   (3.9) According to the acceptance/rejection criterion as described in Algorithm 3.1, (k4(C)(ℎ)) may be accepted as (k(C)(ℎ)) or rejected and k(ℎ) is kept in trial (b + 1). The same process is applied to the remaining 23 hours of the day to generate 23 samples (i.e., temperature values). The total 24 samples (temperature values) are generated for each trial to represent the daily temperature profile.   3.5.4.3 Residential Load Demand  Given a residential load demand data set consisting of 365 days × 24 hours, the first step is to remove the outliers and then divide the data set into 12 months of the year (to keep correlation between load demand values of successive hours of the same day). The hourly load demand data subset of each month (e.g., August) is used to generate the hourly load demand probability density function to represent the variation in the load demand during the same hour (e.g., 1 PM) of the given month. This probability density function is used through Algorithm 3.1 to generate a candidate load demand value ('4(C)(ℎ)) for 8 PM at each trial using load demand value in the current trial ('(ℎ)) and load perturbation around '  (o(C)) as follows: 
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             '4(C)(ℎ) = '(ℎ) + o(C)                                                                                      (3.10) According to the acceptance/rejection criterion as described in Algorithm 3.1, ('4(C)(ℎ)) may be accepted as ('(C)(ℎ)) or rejected and '(ℎ) is kept in trial (b + 1). The same process is applied to the remaining 23 hours of the day to generate 23 samples (i.e., load demand values). The total 24 samples (load demand values) are generated for each trial to represent the daily residential load demand profile.   3.5.4.4   Electric Vehicle Charging Demand The charging demand mainly depends on the daily distance travelled (>E) in miles and home arrival time ([L). Two probability density functions are generated to represent the variation in the daily distance travelled and home arrival time. Afterwards, Algorithm 3.1 is utilized to generate daily distance travelled  and home arrival time values (>E(C), [L(C) ) for each EV in the system during each trial, using the daily distance travelled  and home arrival time values in the current trial (>E¢(C), [L¢(C)) besides the daily distance travelled and home arrival time perturbations o(r(C)) and o"s(C) as follows:              >E¢(C) = >E + o(r(C)                                                                                            (3.11)               [L¢(C) = [L + o"s(C)                                                                                               (3.12) According to the acceptance/rejection criterion as described in Algorithm 3.1, >E¢(C), and [L¢(C) may be accepted as >E(C), and [L(C) or rejected and >E, and [L  are kept in trial (b + 1). The same process is applied to the remaining EVs to generate samples for them.  Algorithm 3.3 outlines the profile generation process.   
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 Algorithm 3.3 Profile Generation Algorithm 1.  Input: residential demand data, solar irradiance data, temperature data and EV daily distance travelled and home arrival time data. 2.        For h = 1:24 hours do 3.        Generate a probability density function to represent the solar irradiance at this hour. 4.        Generate a probability density function to represent the temperature at this hour. 5.        Generate a probability density function to represent the residential load demand at this hour. 6.        End for 7. Generate a probability distribution function to represent the EV daily travelled distance. 8. Generate a probability distribution function to represent the EV home arrival time. 9. For h = 1:24 hours do 10. Use Algorithm 3.1 to generate a sample to represent the solar irradiance at this hour (ρ (h)). 11. Use Algorithm 3.1 to generate a sample to represent the temperature at this hour (θ (h)). 12. Use Algorithm 3.1 to generate a sample to represent the residential load demand at this hour (L (h)). 13. End for  14. Use Algorithm 3.1 to generate a sample to represent the EV daily distance traveled (md). 15. Use Algorithm 3.1 to generate a sample to represent the EV home arrival time (th). 16. Output: solar irradiance profile, temperature profile, load profile, daily distance travelled and home arrival time  
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3.6 Local Distributed Energy Resources and Electric Vehicle Mathematical Modelling  This section provides a steady-state modelling of the Local-DERs and EV charging demand with the purpose of performing the power flow analysis of the primary and secondary distributed systems considering the integration of the Local-DERs and EVs.  3.6.1 Roof-Top Solar Photovoltaics Modelling The main component in the roof-top solar photovoltaics generation system is the roof-top solar photovoltaics panels, which consists of photovoltaics cells that convert the irradiance and temperature into direct current (DC) [87]. The roof-top solar photovoltaics panels output DC is converted to alternating current (AC) using a power converter. The panel output power (+(ℎ)) at hour h in kW can be estimated from [87]:                +(ℎ)  =  +(66 × m(ℎ) ×                                                                                                                                 (3.13) where +(66 is the rated max power of the roof-top solar photovoltaics array (assumed 1.0 at 1 kW/m2 irradiance and 25oC temperature), ρ is the solar irradiance at hour h in pu, as described in Section 3.5.4.1, and F is a discount factor, which is set to 1.0, according to [87]. 3.6.2 Electric Vehicle Modelling An electric vehicle is modelled as a constant power load with rated power that depends on the EV charger rating (i.e. 6.6, 7.7, 20 kW) [88]. The EV charging demand mainly depends on the daily distance travelled in miles, the home arrival time, the charger’s power and the battery capacity. To generate an EV charging demand profile, first, daily distance travelled in miles, and home arrival time are generated, as per Section 3.5.4.4. Subsequently, the home arrival time is utilized to determine the charging starting time while the daily distance travelled is used to estimate the remaining state of charge (SOCEV) and the energy required by the EV’s battery (*.). Finally, 
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the remaining state of charge and the energy required by the EV’s battery are used together with home arrival time to generate the EV charging demand profile as per Algorithm 3.4.  Algorithm 3.4 Electric Vehicle Battery Required Energy Estimation 1. Input: EV parameters (e.g. battery capacity (*<) in kWh, energy consumption (¤) in kWh/mile, and charger efficiency (¥). 2. Input: estimated daily distance traveled (md). 3. Compute the energy consumed by a EV (*4, ) in kWh: *4, = >E × ¤ 4. Estimate the battery state of charge (SOCEV) in pu: &T = 1 − (*4, (*<⁄ ) 5. Calculate the battery required energy (*.) in kWh: *. =  (1 − &T) × *< ¥⁄  6. Output: the energy required by the EV’s battery (*.) in kWh  3.6.3 Home Battery Energy Storage Modelling A battery storage can be modelled as a source/sink, which can be dispatched to discharge power (source)/charge power (sink) at the rated power (&@.5"; S) and the energy capacity (*@.5"; S) in kVA and kWh, respectively, [87]. Depending on the dispatching profile, a home battery energy storage (HBES) can be set to one of the following states: idling (&@ = 0); discharging (&@ >0); or charging (&@ < 0), where &@ is the battery charging/discharging power in kVA [87]. The state-of-charge (&T@) at hour h, which represents the remaining energy, considering a round-trip efficiency (¥@ ), can be updated each time interval (∆[) from [88]:  &T@(ℎ) = &T@(ℎ − 1) − ¨−&@(ℎ) × ∆[ × ¥@    HBES is charging       &@(ℎ) × ∆[ × °±²³
    HBES is discharging0                                 HBES is idling µ (3.14) 
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In addition, the state-of-charge of a HBES should stay within the minimum and the maximum values of the state-of-charge as follows:              SOC(; @ ≤ SOC@(ℎ) ≤ SOC(5:@   ∀  ℎ                                                    (3.15) Moreover, a HBES charging or discharging power should not exceed the ratings of the battery as per [89]:              |&@| ≤ &@.5"; S                                                                                                                     (3.16)      3.7 Discussion This chapter discussed the typical different configurations of distribution substations, as well as primary and secondary distribution systems. Next, the modelling of primary and secondary distribution systems was presented and the Forward/Backward Sweep, used to solve the power flow problem, was introduced. Moreover, the Markov Chain Monte Carlo-based inference approach was proposed as a framework and one of its functions was it to probabilistically generate residential load demand, Local-DERs, and EV charging demand profiles. Finally, the steady-state modelling of the Local-DERs and EV charging demand, with the purpose of performing power flow analysis of the primary and secondary distributed systems considering the integration of the Local-DERs and EVs, was presented. The following chapter addresses the issues of integrating the Local-DERs and EVs in new secondary distribution systems. In addition, it proposes a new approach to design a secondary distribution system considering the existence of the Local-DERs and EVs.    
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Chapter 4: Secondary Distribution System Design Considering the Integration of Local-DERs and Electric Vehicles  4.1 Introduction  Legacy secondary distribution systems are characterized by unidirectional power flow and the absence of the Local distributed energy resources (Local-DERs) and EV charging demand, as shown in Figure 4.1. On the other hand, active secondary distribution systems are characterized by bidirectional power flow and the presence of Local-DERs and EVs, as depicted in Figure 4.2.  
 Figure 4.1: Illustration of a Legacy Secondary Distribution System. 
 Figure 4.2: Illustration of an Active Secondary Distribution System. This chapter discusses the traditional methods that are used for the design of a secondary distribution system and the limitations of these methods. Subsequently, the chapter highlights the necessity to consider the Local-DERs and EVs, owned by the residential customers, at the design 
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of a new secondary distribution system. The mathematical cost model of the secondary distribution systems considering the presence of Local-DERs and EVs in residential dwellings is developed. Next, the optimization problem, which finds the optimal secondary distribution system components sizing to minimize the total annual cost per customer considering the operating quality of service (QoS) constraints, is presented. Finally, the obtained secondary distribution system designs are validated by simulating the operation of the designed secondary distribution system to ensure that the proposed system design meets the design requirements (e.g., QoS). Two approaches are introduced in this work. The first approach is to optimally design and validate the secondary distribution system, taking into consideration the effect of prosumers owning roof-top solar photovoltaics (RTS-PVs) in residential subdivisions. The second approach is to design and validate the secondary distribution system considering the extended range electric vehicle (ER-EV) charging demand and the residential high power fast chargers (i.e. 20 kW [88]). The numerical results, considering houses of different types/sizes and demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed optimal design approaches, are presented.  4.2 Traditional Design of the Secondary Distribution Systems   To show the limitation of the traditional methods used to design a legacy secondary distribution system, this section exemplifies, through a numerical example, the traditional design. This traditional design is based on existing standards that use the diversity factor (DF) method for the sizing of the distribution transformer and the sizing of the secondary line conductors in the absence of RTS-PVs generation and ER-EV charging demand [91]-[92]. 4.2.1 Distribution Transformer and Secondary Line Conductors Sizing   In the absence of RTS-PVs generation and ER-EV charging demand, the diversity factor method in [93] can be used to size a distribution transformer feeding residential homes with sizes 
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listed in Table 4.1 [93]. To exemplify the implementation of the DF method, given a 10-house secondary distribution system with archetypes-based configuration given in Figure 4.1. This secondary distribution system consists of a distribution transformer, two service lines and ten services drops. The heating type of the houses in this system is assumed to be gas  with an average size of 1500 square foot (ft2) (as an example). It is required to use the DF method for the sizing of the distribution transformer. From Table 4.1, the maximum demand per customer is 10 kVA; therefore, in the case of 10 houses, the total connected load is 100 kVA (10 kVA per house × 10 houses) [92]. The diversity factor from Table 4.2 is 61%; hence, the maximum kVA demand on the distribution transformer (&	8(5:) is 61 kVA (100 kVA × 0.61) [93]. According to Table 4.3, the suitable distribution transformer size to supply the 10 houses is 50 kVA. The method introduced in [22], usually evaluates a range of conductor sizes (service line (SL), service drop (SD)), which is provided in [1] for the lowest cost. In this example, a 133.1 kcmil SL and an 83.69 kcmil SD conductor sizes were chosen to fit the selected distribution transformer size (e.g., 50 kVA). Table 4.1: Maximum kW Demand per Customer. Type of Heating House Square Footage (ft²) 1500 2400 3000 Gas 10 12 14 Electric 15 18 21 Table 4.2:  Diversity Factors Number of Customers (NC) 4 6 8 10 12 16 20 Diversity Factor (%) 65 62 61 61 59 57 54 Table 4.3 Distribution Transformer Maximum Loading Distribution Transformer Size (kVA) 10 15 25 37.5 50 75 100 125 150 Maximum Demand (kVA) 14 21 40 53 70 105 140 175 210 
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4.2.2 Effect of Prosumers Owning Roof-Top Solar Photovoltaics  Since traditional design is based on the hypothesis that all residential customers are power consumers and not prosumers, the effect of the undiversified generation from RTS-PVs has not yet been taken into consideration [91]. For instance, in the previous example, if each house connected to the same distribution transformer has only a 2 kW RTS-PVs, the distribution transformer loading will drop by 33% (i.e., a fall from 61 kVA to nearly 41 kVA), which means that more customers can be served from the distribution transformer without overloading it or jeopardizing its lifetime. On the other hand, if each house has a 10 kW RTS-PVs instead of 2 kW, the power flow direction will be reversed (61 kVA – (10×10) = -39 kVA), which may cause voltage-rise; hence, customers may experience overvoltage. Note that the undiversified generation from RTS-PVs is used because the contribution of all the RTS-PVs occurs at the same time. Therefore, the effect of different RTS-PVs penetration levels on the number of customers to be served by a given distribution transformer’s size needs to be determined. Additionally, the secondary line conductor sizes need to be revisited in order to accommodate the effect of different RTS-PVs penetration levels. Note Impact of Electric Vehicle Charging   In the earlier example, if two ER-EVs are charging from 10 kW residential fast charger through the same distribution transformer sized as 50 kVA, the distribution transformer loading will increase by 33% (i.e., an increase from 61 kVA to nearly 81 kVA), which may drastically reduce its lifetime. This example demonstrates the dire need to properly size the distribution transformers to avoid premature replacement. In addition, the voltage-drop (VD) at the farthest house from the distribution transformer will be more than doubled (almost 2.5 times, i.e., from 2.1% to 5.4%). Therefore, the secondary line conductors must be properly sized in order to accommodate the additional demand imposed by the ER-EV charging at the design stage of the 
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secondary distribution systems. In order to achieve this goal, the problem of secondary distribution system design is mathematically formulated in this work, considering RTS-PVs generation, the EV charging demand and the residential high power fast chargers, to minimize the total annual cost per customer while satisfying all the system operating constraints. Furthermore, to ensure that the quality of service is maintained, a set of constraints is formulated and the loss-of-life (LOL) of a distribution transformer is incorporated at the design stage.    4.3 Secondary Distribution System Mathematical Cost Model The mathematical design and cost model includes the operating (variable) costs, and the installed (fixed) costs of the system.  4.3.1 Original Operating (Variable) Costs This section presents the original operating (variable) costs model used at the design of a legacy secondary distribution system, which will be modified for the design of an active secondary distribution system. The original operating (variable) costs comprise:  a) Annual operating cost of the distribution transformer exciting current (T!:!):  T!:! = 3!:! × &	8.5"; S × 3456 × g     (4.1) where 3!:!  is an average value of distribution transformer exciting current in per-unit, &	8.5"; S is a distribution transformer’s rating in kVA, 3456 is total installed cost of shunt capacitors connected at the primary distribution system in $/kvar, and g is per-unit fixed charge on investment. b) Annual operating cost of the distribution transformer due to iron loss (T	8,7!): T	8,7! = 30#0 × g × 8760 × *,-- × +	8,7!    $/$     (4.2) where 30#0 is the average investment cost of power system upstream (i.e. toward generator from distribution transformer) in $/kVA [1], 8760 is the number of hours in a year,  *,-- is the off-
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peak incremental cost of energy in $/kWh, and +8,7! is the distribution transformer core loss in kW, which mainly depends on &	8.5"; S  and can be estimated from [1]:  +	8,7! = 0.004 × S	8.5"; S     (4.3) c) Annual operating cost of the distribution transformer due to copper loss (T	8,M):  T	8,M = IC0#0 × g + 8760 × *, ×  × ¾ &	8(5:&	8.5"; S¿ × +	8,M  $/$     (4.4) where *,  is the on-peak incremental cost of energy in $/kWh, +	8,M is the distribution transformer copper loss in kW at rated kVA load, is  is the loss factor in pu and &	8(5: is the annual maximum KVA demand on distribution transformer, which can be computed using the annual maximum diversified demand per customer (&L) and the number of customers (/.) as follows: &	8(5: = /. × &L     (4.5) d) Annual operating cost of copper loss in a unit length of service line (T,M): T,M = 30#0 × g + 8760 × *, ×  × À +,M,(
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 is the power loss in a unit length of service line at time of annual peak due to copper loss in kW, K is the number of service lines in a system, and  > is the service line index e) Annual operating cost of copper loss in a unit length of service drop (T	,M):  T	,M = (30#0 × g + 8760 × *, × ) × À +	,M,(
    $/$(Â 
(Â      (4.7) 
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where +	,M,(
 is the power loss in a unit length of service drop at the time of annual peak due to copper loss in kW, K	 is the number of service drops in the system and  >	 is the customer/ service drop index. The total annual operating (variable) costs (T8,") are mathematically formulated as follows: OC8," = OC!:!+OC8,7! + OC	8,M+OC,M+OCCÃÄ
,ÅÆ    $/$     (4.8) 4.3.2 Original Installed (Fixed) Costs Fixed costs include the following: a) Annual installed cost of distribution transformer and associated protective devices(ICDT): 3	8 = 250 + 7.26 × &	8.5"; S × g    $/$     (4.9) b) Annual installed of service line conductors per foot (ICSL):  3 = À Ç0.0600 + 0.0045 × 
 È × g   $/É[/$ 
(
Â      (4.10) where AËÌÍÎÏ  is service line conductor area in kcmil. c) Annual installed cost of service drop conductors per foot (ICSD): 3	 = À (0.0600 + 0.0045 × 	
 ) × g   $/É[/$ÐÅÑ(
Â     (4.11) where 	
  is service drop conductor area in kcmil. d) Annual installed cost of poles and corresponding hardware (ICPH):  3@ = K6 × 160 × g   $/$     (4.12) where np is the number of poles in the system.      
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The total annual installed (fixed) costs (38,") are mathematically formulated as follows:                      38," = 3	8+3 + 3	 + 3@   $/$    (4.13) The total annual cost (TAC) consists of ICÓÔÕ and OCÓÔÕ as follows: Z = 38," + T8," (4.14) The TAC per customer (Z4M0",(!.) can be estimated from:        Z4M0",(!. = Z/.  (4.15) Note that all the costs in (4.2)-(4.12) are based on the costs provided in [1]. 4.4 Integration of RTS-PVs in New Secondary Distribution Systems  The mathematical formulation of secondary distribution system design and cost (4.1)-(4.15) was based on the hypothesis that all residential customers are consumers; hence, the unidirectional power flow forms the basis of the design. In this work, the effect of prosumers having RTS-PVs is incorporated into the secondary distribution system design and cost by reformulating the necessary mathematical equations [91]-[92]. According to [1], the secondary distribution system design problem mainly consists of the following decision variables: a) distribution transformer size, b) service line (SL) conductors size, and c) service drop (SD) conductors size. However, when considering the effect of prosumers, the following two decision variables should be added: d) RTS-PVs penetration level (λ) and e) the number of customers (/.) to be served [91]. 4.4.1 Reformulation of SDS design and Cost Model Considering the Presence of RTS-PVs The power loss in a service drop due to copper loss (+	,M,(
) at customer >	 in (4.7) depends on the current in the service drop  (3	), which in the case of prosumers will have the following two components, as depicted in Figure 4.3: 
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• Forward current (37,9		
 ) in the service drop of index >	 (&%(
 ) due to annual peak residential demand of customer >	 (&9	(
): 37,9		
 = &9	(
\     (4.16) where \ is nominal secondary voltage in volts.  
 Figure 4.3: Illustration of Forward and Reverse Currents in the Case of Prosumer. Note that the annual peak residential demand of a customer (&9	(
) depends on the house type (e.g. gas or electric) and the house square footage (e.g., 1200, 1500, 1800, 2400 and 3000). • Reverse current (39,	
 ) in the service drop >	 due to the power generated from RTS-PVs at customer >	(&(
) : 39,	
 = − &(
\     (4.17) Note that the negative sign in (4.17) refers to the reverse current (i.e., generation). The total current in the service drop at customer >	(3	
 ) is: I	
 = 37,9		
 +  39,	
     (4.18) 
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Therefore, the power loss in the service drop due to copper loss (+	,M,(
) at customer >	 can be calculated from: +	,M,(
 = Ö3	
 Ö × R	
       (4.19) with              R	(
 = ×Ø

               (4.20) where R	
  is the service drop resistance in Ω/ft, and Ù is conductor resistivity in Ω.kcmil/ft. The power loss in a service line &'> due to copper loss (+,M,(
) in (4.6) depends on the current in the service line (3) which in the case of prosumers will have the following two components: • Forward current (37,9	
 ) in the service line of index >  (&'(




\     (4.21) • Reverse current (39,
 ) in the service line > due to the undiversified power generated from RTS-PVs connected through the service line &'(
  (&(
):  39,9	
 = − ∑ &(
,Û ÜÝ
ÞÂ \     (4.22) where K(
  is the number of RTS-PVs connected downstream of &'(
 , k is RTS-PVs index. Note that the summation in (4.22) is used to represent the undiversified generation from RTS-PVs. The total current in the service line &'>(3
 ) is: 3
   = 37,9	
 + 39,
     (4.23) 
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Consequently, the power loss in the service line &'> due to copper loss (+,M,(
) can be calculated from:  +,M,(
 = ÖI
 Ö × R
       (4.24) with                     R
 = ×Ø

               (4.25) where R
  is the service line resistance in Ω/ft.  The power loss in the distribution transformer due to copper loss (+	8,M) in (4.4) depends on the current in the distribution transformer (3	8) which in the case of prosumers will have the following two components: • Forward current in the distribution transformer (37,9		8) due to residential demand of all houses connected to the distribution transformer:  37,9		8 = &	8(5:\     (4.26) • Reverse current in the distribution transformer (39,	8) due to the undiversified power generated from all the RTS-PVs connected to the distribution transformer: 39,	8 = ∑ SÛ ÜÝÛÂ\     (4.27) where K  is the number of RTS-PVs (number of prosumers) connected to a distribution transformer. The summation in (4.27) is used to represent the undiversified generation from RTS-PVs. The total current in the distribution transformer can be estimated from: 3	8 = 37,9		8 + 39,	8    (4.28) 
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The power loss in the distribution transformer due to copper loss (+	8,M) can be calculated from:  +	8,M = |3	8| × R	8    (4.29) where R	8 is the distribution transformer resistance in Ω.  4.4.2 Objective Function and Design Requirements: Mathematical Formulation The main goal is to optimally design the secondary distribution system considering the presence of prosumers owning RTS-PVs at a given distribution transformer size. Specifically, the number of customers to be served by the same distribution transformer’s size, RTS-PVs penetration level (t), and necessary secondary line (both service line and service drop) conductor sizes (ASL, ASD) need to be optimally designed to minimize the total annual cost per customer (Z4M0",(!.), and avert the RTS-PVs impact considering the operating quality of service. 4.4.2.1  Objective Function  The optimal secondary distribution system design problem can be mathematically formulated as follows: ßàKà>àá     Z4M0",(!. = É( , 	 , t, /.)     (4.30)          The objective function described in (4.30) is subject to the constraints on the conductor sizes for the secondary lines, number of customers to be served by a transformer, quality constraints on the voltage, distribution transformer loading, and transformer’s loss of life.  4.4.2.2  Inequality Constraints    The inequality constraints consist of the sizing constraints of secondary distribution system components and the quality of service (QoS) [91]-[92]. a) Secondary Distribution System components sizing constraints: 
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• The service lines and service drops conductor cross sectional areas:  ≤ 
 ≤              (4.31)  ≤ 	
 ≤              (4.32) where A is the minimum standard sizes conductor in kcmil, and A  is the maximum standard sizes conductor in kcmil. • The service lines and service drops currents ampacity limits: 3
 ≤ 3(5:     (4.33) 3	
 ≤ 3	(5:     (4.34) where 3(5:  is the service line current ampacity in amp and 3	(5: is the service drop current ampacity in amp. • The RTS-PV penetration level (t) limit: t ≤ t(5:     (4.35)  The micro Feed in Tariff (microFIT) program in Ontario, Canada, limits the RTS-PVs capacity to 10 kW per house in the residential sectors [94]; therefore, the maximum RTS-PVs penetration level (t(5:) in (4.35) is set to 100% and refers to 10 kW per house (e.g., t = 40% means 4 kW RTS-PVs per house.) • The number of customers to be served by any distribution transformer should not be less than /.FGH [93]: 
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/.FGH ≤ /. ≤ /.FIJ     (4.36) where /.FGH is the minimum number of customers to be served from a distribution transformer, /.FIJ is the maximum number of customers to be served from a distribution transformer. b) Quality of utility service constraints [91]-[92]: • Voltage constraints  According to ANSI C84.1-2011 [95], the voltage at residential homes must be maintained within range A. The voltage-drop (VD) at customer of index >	 due to forward current as a percentage of the nominal voltage V, at the farthest home from the distribution transformer, is the sum of the voltage-drop at the distribution transformer (\%	8), the voltage-drop in the service line  (\%
 ) and the voltage-drop in the service drop (\%	
 ) [1]: \% = \%	8 + \%
 + \%	
\      (4.37) The voltage-drop at the distribution transformer (VDDT) is: \%	8 = â3	87,9	â × (R	8 cos∅	8,7 + R	8 sin(∅	8,7))     (4.38) where R	8  and d	8 are the distribution transformer resistance and reactance in Ω respectively, and ∅	8,7 is the angle of the distribution transformer forward current 3	87,9	 in degree. The voltage-drops in service line, VDSL and service drop, VDSD due to forward currents can be estimated from: \%
 = Ö3
7,9	 Ö × åR
 cos(∅
,æ ) + d
 sin(∅
,æ )ç     (4.39) \%	
 = Ö3	
7,9	 Ö × åR	
 cos(∅	
,æ ) + d	
 sin(∅	
,æ )ç     (4.40) 
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where d	
  and d
 are reactance of service line &'(
  and service drop &%(
in Ω, respectively. In addition, ∅
,æ ,  ∅	
,æ  are the angles of the service line current forward current 3
7,9	  and service drop current forward current 3	
7,9	  in degree, respectively. According to [95], the inequality constraint of the voltage-drop can be formulated as: |\%| ≤ 5%               (4.41) Furthermore, in the case of high RTS-PVs penetration level (λ), a reverse power may flow from prosumers back to the distribution transformer, which may cause voltage to rise in the secondary circuits [91]. In this work, the formulation of the voltage-rise (VR) due to reverse current as a percentage of the nominal voltage V is presented and taken into consideration in this problem, which has been not previously considered in the literature [91]. \R = − \R	8 + \R
 + \R	




,é ) + d
 sin(∅




,é ) + d	
 sin(∅	
,é )ç      (4.45) 
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where ∅	8,9 , ∅
,é ,  and ∅	
,é  are the angles of the distribution transformer current 3	89,, the service line current  3
9,  and the service drop current 3	
9,  in degree, respectively. In addition, according to [95], the inequality constraint of the voltage-rise can be formulated as: |\R| ≤ 5%     (4.46) • Distribution transformer loading constraint     To maintain the distribution transformer within its normal lifetime, the maximum allowable loading as a percentage of the distribution transformer continuous rating (ϔ) should not exceed the limit defined in [93]: ϔ = ë &	8(5:&	8.5"; Së × 100 ≤ 140%     (4.47)          Note that the expression in (4.47) is only used during the design stage. However, during the validation stage, the expression in (4.47) is replaced by the distribution transformer’s loss of life constraints. Also, it is worth noting that, in this thesis, the absolute value is used in (4.46) to consider the distribution transformer loading due to reverse power in the case of high RTS-PVs penetration level (λ).  • Distribution transformer loss of life A distribution transformer’s loss of life is an index used to estimate the distribution transformer aging degradation [96]. The distribution transformer’s loss of life can be estimated using the winding hottest-spot temperature in °C (k@) [96] that can be described in terms of the daily ambient air temperature (kØ), the distribution transformer’s oil rise over ambient air temperature (∆k81), and the distribution transformer’s winding hot-spot rise over top-oil temperature (∆k@) as follows [96]: 
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k@ = kØ + ∆k81 + ∆k@    (4.48) The distribution transformer’s oil rise over ambient air temperature (∆k81), and the distribution transformer’s winding hot-spot rise over top-oil temperature (∆k@) mainly depend on the loading condition (i.e., the loading on a distribution transformer) as well as the value of the oil thermal time constant of a distribution transformer (n81) and the type of cooling system, which is determined by the value of (è: Exponent of loss function versus top-oil rise, and Ƚ: Exponent of load squared vs. winding gradient), can be determined according to [96]: ìk81 = ìk81,9 × (ć − ď) ï1 −  "ð)ñò + ó    (4.49) ć = ô(ƙM × R + 1)(R + 1) õè    (4.50) ď = ô(ƙȉ × R + 1)R + 1 õè    (4.51) ∆k@ = k@,9 × ƙȽ    (4.52) where (∆k81,9) is the top-oil rise over ambient temperature at rated load in °C, (∆k@,9) is the hottest-spot conductor rise over top-oil temperature in °C, at rated load, (ƙM) is the ratio of ultimate load to rated load in per-unit, (R) is the ratio of load loss at rated load to no-load loss, and (ƙ) is the ratio of the power fed by a distribution transformer to the rated load.  The distribution transformer’s daily loss of life (%'T'	#) can be estimated using k@ by computing the aging acceleration factor (ØØ) which is then aggregated over all time intervals Δtψ and is used to compute the aggregated aging acceleration factor (ùØ) for ψ = 1, 2, …, v [96]. 
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ØØ = ï  ,Cûü  ,p±Cûò     (4.53) ùØ = ∑ ØØý × ì[þþÂ∑ ì[þþÂ      (4.54) where   is interval time index, ì[ is time interval and v is the number of time intervals.  A transformer’s daily loss of life (%'T'	#) can be estimated, using the aggregated aging acceleration factor (ùØ) and assuming normal insulation life ('Ð) to be 180,000 hours [96]: %'T'	# = ùØ × 24'Ð × 100     (4.55) It is clear from (4.48)-(4.55) that a small variation in a distribution transformer loading results in a significant change in the percentage daily loss-of-life of the transformer ('T'	#).  The distribution transformer’s monthly loss of life ('T'#) is estimated by multiplying the percentage 'T'	# of the representative day by the number of days per month (ǹ): %'T'# = %'T'	# × ǹ    (4.56) Following the estimation of the monthly loss of life (%'T'#), the distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life (%LOL) can be estimated by summing the entire %'T'# of the 12 months: %'T'# = À %'T'#ǶǶÂ     (4.57) where Ƕ is a month index.    To avoid premature distribution transformer replacement, the distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life (%'T'#) should not exceed 5% [97], which represents the first time to consider the the distribution transformer’s loss of life at the design of a secondary distribution system.   
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%'T'# ≤ 5%    (4.58) The thermal parameters of the 25 kVA and the 50 kVA distribution transformers used in this study are listed in Table 4.5 [98]-[99]. Table 4.4: Thermal Parameter used to calculate the Hot-Spot Temperature [98]-[99]. Parameters 25 KVA 50 KVA ∆k81,9 38.3 oC 53 oC ∆k@,9 20.3 oC 27 oC kØ 30 oC 30 oC n81 2.5 hours 6.68 hours R 5.56 4.78 è 0.8 0.8 Ƚ 0.8 0.8 4.4.3 Objective Function and Design Requirements: Solution Methodology (Design Stage) In this thesis, the solution methodology in [22] is modified to incorporate the effect of the parameters RTS-PVs penetration level (t) and the number of customers (/.) to the decision variables as shown in (4.30), and by modifying the constraints, as described earlier. 4.4.3.1 Primal Design Set  For a given house type and square footage with a given peak demand, the solution usually consists of a set containing all feasible designs for which the values of secondary distribution system design variables satisfy all the constraints (4.41), (4.46), (4.47) and (4.51). The search starts by finding the set containing all feasible designs (Ƥ) among all possible design combinations obtained when varying the values of all decision variables (e.g., , 	, t, /.). After obtaining 
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all the possible design combinations, the design is considered primal accepted (Ṗ) if it satisfies the constraints, else the design is rejected and is not included in the set containing the primal designs.  4.4.3.2 Optimal Primal and Final Design  The second step is to determine the optimal primal design set (Ƥ*) by selecting the combinations that provides the minimum total annual cost per customer in (4.30). The final stage in the design process is to calculate the distribution transformer’s loss of life of each combination in the optimal primal design set and accept the optimal primal design as the final design (ƤF) if the distribution transformer’s loss of life is within the normal range defined in [96]. The flowchart outlining the procedures of finding the set Ƥ is depicted in Figure 4.4. The conductors’ sizes/ratings are listed in Table A.4 in [1] (ranging from 1/0 to 1,000 kcmil). The procedures of obtaining the set of primal design Ṗ is depicted in Figure 5(a) while Figure 5(b) shows the flowchart outlining the procedures to obtain the optimal primal set Ƥ* and the final design parameters set ƤF.  To obtain the optimal design (ƤF), two methods are used in this thesis: 1) the brute force method and 2) the Genetic Algorithm (GA) method that is used to confirm the optimal design obtained by the brute force method. The brute force method searches in the solution space through considering all possible combinations of the decision variables and selects the solution that satisfies all the constraints (4.41), (4.46), (4.47) and (4.51) and which achieves the minimum cost. The advantage of the brute force method is that it provides solution whose decision variables, (e.g.,  , 	 , t, /.), have actual numeric values (i.e., standard values). The computational complexity of the combination algorithm is O (/S × / × /	 × /) where Ng is the number of customers groups (e.g. = 7), NSL is the size of the service line conductors vector, NSD is the size of the service drop conductors vector, NPV is the number of RTS-PVs penetration levels (e.g., / = 6). The Genetic Algorithm method searches in the solution space based on the fitness function 
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(objective function) [100]. The solution outcome in case of the Genetic Algorithm (e.g.,  , 	 ,t, /.), is theoretical and needs to be rounded to the nearest standard values. The Genetic Algorithm parameters are set in this study as follows: the selection function is Roulette, and the values of population size, crossover rate, and mutation rate are 20, 0.8, and 0.01, respectively. Input:1. Number of customers: NCr = NCrmin,…, NCrmax2. PVs penetration :λ  = 0%, 20%,…….λmax3. Conductor sizes: Aξ  as per Table A.4 in [1], with ξ  = 1, 2, 3,…, ξmaxSet number of design combinations: ά = 0 NCr  = NCrminλ = 0% mSD= 1 AnSL >  0 Calculate:1.Transformer loading using (4.5)2.Total annual cost per customer using (4.14) 3. Voltage drop using (4.36) 4. Voltage rise using (4.41) ξ  ≥ ξmax ά  = ά +1λ  ≥ λmax NCr ≥ NCrmax 
Start
ξ = ξ + 1
ASDmSD = Aξ
λ = λ + 20%NCr = NCr + 2Output:1. Set  Ƥ containing ASL, ASD, λ, and NCr for all design combinations ά  2. The maximum number of design combinations άmax Stop
ANCr   > 4nSL  = 0 NCr  > 12nSL = = 4 Return nSL = 2 Yes
No
NoNo ν  = FalsemSD = mSD + 1 mSD  ≥   NCr 
ν  = False 
s = 1f = 1ASLmSL = AξmSL <  nSL s   ≥ ξmax
s = s +1mSL = mSL + 1
ξ = 1ν  = True
Combinationsdatabase
ξ = 1f  =  2 mSD= mSD+ 1 mSL= 1s = s +1






 Figure 4.4: Design Combinations Procedures. 
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StartInput:1. Set Ƥ containing ASL, ASD, λ, and NCr for all design combinations ά  2. The maximum number of design combinations άmax obtained from the flowchart in Figure 4.2 ά= 1Ϊ = 0VD ≤ 5%VR ≤ 5%ϔ ≤ 140%Save design parameters: ASL, ASD, λ, and NCrΪ = Ϊ + 1ά ≤ άmaxOutput:1. Set Ṗ containing ASL, ASD, λ, and NCr for all primal design combinations Ϊ   2. Maximum number of primal design combinations Ϊmax A
ά = ά + 1Yes NoNoNoYesYesYes
A
NoYes
Ϊ  = 1Calculate TAC using  (4.14)Minimize TAC using  (4.30)Save Set Ƥ* containing optimal primal parameters: ASL*, ASD*, λ*, and  NCr* for all primal design combinations Ϫ   Ϫ = 1Calculate percentage transformer loss of life (LOL) using Algorithm 4.1 Accept designOutput:Set ƤF containing final design parameters: ASLF, ASDF, λF, and  NCrF Reject design Ϫ = Ϫ +1No
Ϊ = Ϊ +1Yes
YesStopNo
Ϊ ≤ Ϊmax
LOL ≤ LOLnϪ  ≤  Ϫmax
No
                                (a)                                                                  (b) Figure 4.5: Design Procedures: (a) Primal Design and (b) Final Design. 4.4.4 Validation process: Validation Stage In order to find the optimal final secondary distribution system designs set (ƤF), the distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life (%'T'#) is evaluated for each optimal primal designs in the set Ƥ*. To estimate the distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life, the validation simulation algorithm (Algorithm 4.1) is introduced and used in this work. 4.4.4.1 Profile Generation  In order to estimate a distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life (%'T'#), the loading profile at each the distribution transformer is probabilistically estimated, by implementing the Markov Chain Monte Carlo-based inference approach (Algorithm 3.3 described in Chapter 3) and 
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using the residential load profiles, irradiance and temperature profiles. The transformer hourly loading (including the time intervals at which the transformer experiences overload) are used to compute the winding hottest-spot temperature (k@). Using (4.53) and the values of the winding hottest-spot temperature (k@), the aging acceleration factor (ØØ) is estimated for each time interval. Subsequently, using (4.54), ØØ is aggregated over all the time intervals and using (4.55)-(4.57), the distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life (%'T'#) can be estimated. a) Solar irradiance and temperature profiles: The solar irradiance and temperature yearly data sets for the City of Toronto (as an example), are extracted from [101] and are used in this thesis. These data are used to generate daily solar irradiance and temperature profiles, as described in Chapter 3. b) Residential Load Profiles: In this study, the data presented in the IEEE Reliability Test System [102] are used to generate the daily residential load profiles, as detailed in Chapter 3. 4.4.4.2 Validation Simulation Algorithm for the Design of SDS embedded with RTS-PVs The proposed secondary distribution system designs are validated by simulating the operation of them to ensure that the introduced secondary distribution system designs meet the design requirements (e.g. loss of life). Table 4.5 lists the scenarios considered and the Forward/Backward Sweep power flow (described in Chapter 3) is used to compute the hourly voltage and current at the distribution transformer bus for each trial b that are used to calculate the hourly distribution transformer loading as follows:  &	8 (ℎ) = \(ℎ) × 3(ℎ)    (4.59) 
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The hourly distribution transformer loading is then used to estimate the distribution transformer’s daily loss of life (%'T'	#) at each trial b using (4.48)-(4.55). The median value of the distribution transformer’s daily loss of life (%'T'	#) over all trials is used in this study. Algorithm 4.1 outlines the validation simulation steps. Table 4.5: Scenarios Considered in this Study. Scenario 1 2 3 4 5 6 Roof-top solar PVs capacity (kW/house) 0 2 4 6 8 10  Algorithm 4.1 Validation Simulation Algorithm for Design of SDS embedded with RTS-PVs 1: Input: Distribution system parameters (e.g., transformer size, impedance) 2: Input: load data, solar irradiance and temperature 3: Input: RTS-PVs parameters (e.g., rated voltage, rated power) 4:      For w = 1: Satisfying a stopping criterion using Algorithm 3.2 do  5:      Use Algorithm 3.3 to generate load, irradiance, and temperature profiles. 6:           For Scenario = 1:6   do 7:           Assign a daily load profile to each house in the system 8:           Assign a daily irradiance and temperature profiles 9:           Set RTS-PVs size according to current situation 10:           Run the Forward/Backward Sweep power flow  11:  Calculate the distribution transformer power using equation (4.59) 12:          Save scenario results 13:     End for 14:           Calculate %'T'	# using (4.48)-(4.55) 
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15: Save iteration results 16:       Check Stopping Criterion    17:       End for 18: Calculate (%LOL) using (4.56)-(4.57) 19: Output: Distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life (%'T'#)  4.4.5 Numerical Examples Numerical examples are presented in this section to validate the optimal design approach presented in this thesis. The IEEE 34 node test distribution feeder is used in this study, as shown in Figure 4.6 [103]. The detailed specifications of this system are given in Appendix A. The spot load at node 822 is replaced by a complete model of secondary distribution system following the archetypes that are commonly used when increasing the number of customers, as depicted in Figure 4.7 [57]. The configurations of the archetypes shown in Figure 4.7 will be followed in this study to find the optimal number of customer (NCr) to be served by a given distribution transformer’s size when increasing RTS-PVs penetration level (λ). In order to incorporate the effect of different RTS-PVs penetration levels, these customers will be assumed prosumers owning RTS-PVs. For example, a 20% RTS-PVs penetration level (λ = 20%) in the case of 10 customers means that a 2 kW RTS-PVs is installed at each house. The secondary distribution system includes a distribution transformer, service lines, and service drops. The estimation of a secondary distribution system impedance matrix is depicted in Appendix B. In the following examples, two residential dwellings are assumed: 1) gas type and 2) all electric (AE), both of which have the peak demands in kW as listed in Table 4.1 and which are used in the design process. Note that the full distribution system is modelled using the OpenDSS software [87], and the MATLAB software is utilized to solve the objective function. 
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 Figure 4.6: Modified IEEE 34 Bus Primary Distribution Feeder.  ` (a)                                                  (b)                                                                                     (c)                                                                     (d)                                                                                                       (e) Figure 4.7: Common Archetype Configurations in Secondary Distribution System: (a) Twenty Customers, (b) Sixteen Customers, (c) Twelve Customers, (d) Ten Customers, and (e) Eight Customers. 
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4.4.5.1 Gas Heat Residential Dwellings These residential dwellings mainly use gas for space heating and the estimated peak demands are as per Table 4.1. For each house size, the two-part flowchart shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, finds the numeric values for the design parameters (e.g.,  , 	 , t, /.) and computes the total annual cost per customer (Z4M0",(!.). a) Dwellings with 1500 sq. ft.:  In this situation, the number of customer (/.) at the base case is 10 customers fed from a 50 kVA transformer (10 customers × 10 kW × 0.61 = 61 kW). In this case, the total number of design combinations is 27,744 which are represented by the set Ƥ. The number of designs that are considered primal is 20,126 and these primal designs are represented by the set Ṗ. The set Ƥ* that contains the optimal primal designs, which provide the minimum total annual cost per customer (Z4M0",(!.), is found to have 24 designs. The set ƤF that contains the number of final designs that provide distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life (%'T'#) values within the normal limits (5%) is found to have 11 designs, for which the Z4M0",(!. and the %'T'# are shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9, respectively. Figure 4.8 shows the Z4M0",(!. considering different RTS-PVs penetration levels (t) and when increasing the number of customers (NÄ
) to be 12 customers instead of 10. It can be observed from Figure 4.8 that, when considering prosumers owning RTS-PVs, by increasing λ the Z4M0",(!. in the case of 10 customers drops significantly until λ = 80% at which the Z4M0",(!. is reduced by 50% compared to the base case (i.e., zero% RTS-PVs penetration level (λ = 0)). Figure 4.9 depicts the %LOL results obtained after incorporating the distribution transformer’s insulation lifetime assessment in the design process, as per Section 4.2.2.2. It can be noted that 12 customers could be served from the 50 kVA distribution transformer but only when t is beyond 20%. In this case, the Z4M0",(!. significantly decreases until t = 60% at which the maximum reduction in 
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the Z4M0",(!. occurs reaching 51%, compared to the case with no prosumers (i.e., zero% RTS-PVs penetration level) that represents the optimal secondary distribution system in this case. Table 4.6 summarizes this situation by comparing a traditional design of secondary distribution system to an optimal secondary distribution system design. The application of the Genetic Algorithm, to solve the optimal secondary distribution system design problem in the case of gas dwellings with 1500 ft2, provided the following solution:  = 25 kcmil, 	 = 15 kcmil, t = 60%, /.  = 12, and Z4M0",(!. = $22.3057. This solution represents the theoretically optimal values of the design variables (/., , and 	); therefore, the nearest standard commercial sizes are determined as follows:  = 33.1 kcmil, 	 = 16.51 kcmil, t = 60%, /.  = 12 and Z4M0",(!. = $22. It is worth noting that the solution obtained from the Genetic Algorithm after finding the nearest standard commercial size is the same solution obtained when applying the brute force method as per Table 4.6 to solve the optimization problem. 







Number of customersPercentage RTS-PV p
enetration level (λ) 10 12  Figure 4.9: Yearly Loss of Life in the Case of Dwellings with Gas Heat and 1500 ft2.  b) Dwellings with 1800 sq. ft.: In this case, a set of 27,744 combinations is accepted to form the set Ƥ, among which 19,012 designs form the primal design set Ṗ. Only 19 combinations of Ṗ are accepted as the primal designs (Ƥ*). 11 combinations of the primal design set (Ƥ*) provide the %'T'# values within the normal limits (ƤF). The optimal design in ƤF, as listed in Table 4.7, is obtained at t = 80%, when up to 12 customers could be served achieving about 54.2% reduction in the Z4M0",(!. compared to the base case (no prosumers).  c) Dwellings with 2400 sq. ft.: In this situation, the numbers of design combinations in the sets Ƥ and set Ṗ are 34,680 and 23,341, respectively. The set ƤF contains only 14 combinations that represent the optimal designs set. The optimal design in ƤF is achieved at t = 80% and 12 customers with a reduction in Z4M0",(!. reaching 60%, as listed in Table 4.7. d) Dwellings with 3000 sq. ft.: In this case, the number of customer (/.) at the base case is 8 customers fed from a 50 kVA transformer (8 customers × 14 kW × 0.61 = 68.3).  The numbers of 
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design combinations in the sets Ƥ and Ṗ are 34,680 and 21,676 respectively. The set ƤF contains only 8 combinations that represent the optimal designs set. The optimal design in the set ƤF, at which the maximum reduction in the total annual cost per customer (Z4M0",(!.) occurs, is attained at t = 100%, as listed in Table 4.7. Therefore, from the above results, the transformation of the customer role from just a consumer to a prosumer could reduce the total annual cost per customer and increase the number of customers served by the same distribution transformer. However, to obtain a secondary distribution system with minimum TAC per customer and maximum number of connected customers, the penetration level of RTS-PVs in the system should be restricted by a limit and this limit mainly depends on the house type and house total square footage. In addition, from the numbers of trials, required to attain convergence of the validation simulation Algorithm, given in Table 4.7, all cases satisfied convergence at the same number of trials (e.g. 1500 trials). Table 4.6: Design Parameters in the Case of Gas Dwellings with 1,500 ft2. Parameter Traditional Design Optimal Design   (kcmil) 133.10 33.10 	  (kcmil) 83.69 16.50 t (%) NA 60 /.  10 12  Z4M0",(!.  ($) 42.90 22 NMCMCtrials NA 1,500 Table 4.7: Design Parameters in the Case of Gas Dwellings. Dwelling square footage   (kcmil) 	  (kcmil) t (%) /.   Z4M0",(!.  ($) Number of trials (NMCMCtrials) 1,800 26.25 20.82 80 12 21 1,500 2,400 33.10 16.50 80 12 20.9 1,500 3,000 33.10 16.50 100 10 23.3 1,500 
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4.4.5.2 All Electric (AE) Residential Dwellings These dwellings mainly use electricity for heating and the peak demand is as per Table 4.1.   a) Dwellings with 1500 sq. ft.:  In this situation, the number of customer (/.) at the base case is 6 customers fed form a 50 kVA transformer (6 customers × 15 kW × 0.62 = 55.8). The set ƤF, which contains the number of final designs that provide %LOLYy values within the normal limits (5%), is found to have 15 designs and for which the total annual cost per customer (Z4M0",(!.) and the distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life (%LOLYy) are shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, respectively. Figure 4.10 shows the Z4M0",(!. considering different t and when increasing the /. to be 8 and 10 customers instead of 6. It can be observed from Figure 4.10 that, when considering prosumers owning RTS-PVs, by increasing RTS-PVs penetration levels (λ) the Z4M0",(!., in the case of 6 customers, significantly drops until λ = 100% at which the Z4M0",(!. is reduced by 38%, compared to the base case (i.e., zero% RTS-PVs penetration level). It can be noted from Figure 4.11 that up to 10 customers could be served from the 50 kVA distribution transformer but only when t is 40% at a minimum. At this case, the  Z4M0",(!. significantly decreases, reaching a maximum reduction of 49% at 100% RTS-PVs penetration level compared to the case with no prosumers (i.e., zero% RTS-PVs penetration level). Therefore, the design combination that corresponds to 10 customers at 100% RTS-PVs penetrations level is considered as the optimal final, design for which the results are listed in Table 4.8.  b) Dwellings with 1800 sq. ft.: The final optimal design has a maximum reduction in the Z4M0",(!. of 48%, compared to the case with no prosumers (i.e., zero% RTS-PVs penetration level), and occurs at 100% RTS-PVs penetration level and 8 customers, as given in Table 4.9.  
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c) Dwellings with 2400 sq. ft.: The Z4M0",(!. in the case of 8 customers at 100% RTS-PVs penetration level is considered as the final optimal design, as listed in Table 4.9. d) Dwellings with 3000 sq. ft.:  The design combination enclosing 6 customers at 100% RTS-PVs penetration level is considered as the optimal final design, as listed in Table 4.9. In addition, the numbers of trials required to attain convergence of the validation simulation Algorithm are given in Table 4.9. 
 Figure 4.10: Total Annual Cost per Customer in the Case of Dwellings with All Electric and 1500 ft2.  Table 4.8: Design Parameters in the Case of All Electric with 1,500 sq. ft. Parameter Traditional Design Optimal Design   (kcmil) 133.10 41.74 	  (kcmil) 106.50 41.74 t (%) NA 100 /.  6 10  Z4M0",(!.  ($) 54.40 27.80 NMCMCtrials NA 1,500  
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Number of customersPercentage RTS-PV p
enetration level (λ) 6 8 10
3.20303.55004.13005.0000  Figure 4.11: Yearly Loss of Life in the Case of Dwellings with All Electric and 1500 ft2. 4.4.5.3 Real Secondary Distribution System To validate the applicability of the proposed method, it is implemented on a real system, as depicted in Figure 4.12. This system represents a real secondary distribution system provided by an electric utility in Canada. The system consists of 10 customers supplied from a 50 kVA distribution transformer. It can be observed from Figure 4.13 that, by increasing RTS-PVs penetration levels (t) the total annual cost per customer (Z4M0",(!.), in the case of 10 customers, significantly decreases until t = 60%, at which the maximum reduction in the 
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 Z4M0",(!. occurs reaching 44%, compared to the case with no prosumers (i.e., zero% RTS-PVs penetration level). From Figures. 4.13 and 4.14, the combination of NCr = 16 and t = 60% is found to provide the minimum  Z4M0",(!. of $32.69 while having %LOLYy within the normal limit (5%), which can be considered as the optimal final design. 
 Figure 4.12: Real Secondary Distribution System in Canada. 







Number of customersPercentage RTS-PV pen
etration level (λ) 10 12 16
0.17540.02220.0219  Figure 4.14: Yearly Loss of Life in the Case of a Real Secondary Distribution System.  4.5  Integration of Residential Power Chargers into New Secondary Distribution Systems     Traditional design of secondary distribution system (SDS), based on the diversified demand of residential consumers dating back to old surveys from the 1960s [22], did not consider the electric vehicle (EV) charging demand. The aim of the work presented in this thesis is to address (consider) the extended range EV (ER-EV) charging demand and the residential high power fast chargers (RHP-FCs) at the design of a new secondary distribution system in a residential subdivision. The ER-EV charging demand will be considered at the optimization of the following decision variables: a) distribution transformer size, b) service line conductors size, and c) service drop conductors size. 4.5.1 Reformulation of SDS Design and Cost Model Considering the Presence of RHP-FCs      The power loss in the service drop due to copper loss (+	,M,(
) at customer of index >	 in (4.7) depends on the current in the service drop  (3	) which will have the following two components, as shown in Figure 4.15: 
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 Figure 4.15: Illustration of Current Components of Residential Demand Current and EV Demand Current. • Forward current components (37	
 ) in the service drop >	 due to the annual peak residential demand at the service drop serving customer of index >	 (&9	(
) and can be estimated using (4.16). • Forward current components (37,	
 ) in the service drop >	 due to the EV charging demand at customer >	 (&(
):    37,	
 = S(
\     (4.60) Note that the power factor of &9	(
  and &(
  are assumed as unity in this study. The total current in the service drop at customer >	 (3	
 ) is: 3	
 = 37	
 + 37,	
     (4.61) Therefore, the power loss in the service drop due to copper loss (+	,M,(
) at customer >	 can be calculated from (4.19).   
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The power loss in the service line &'> due to copper loss (+,M,(
) in (4.6) depends on the current in the service line (3) which in the case of prosumers will have the following two components: • Forward current components (37
 ) in the service line > due to the annual peak diversified demand downstream of the service line &'(
  (&9	(
)  and can be estimated using (4.21). • Forward current components (37,
 ) in the service line &'(
  due to diversified power demand by the EVs charging downstream of the service line &'(
:  37,
 = ï(∑ &ϸ ³Ý
ϸ ) × %

 ò\     (4.62) where K(
  is the number of EVs connected downstream of the service line  &'(
 , ϸ is the EV index and %

 is the diversity factor of the EVs connected downstream of the service line &'(
 , which will be estimated in the next section. The total current in the service line &'>(3
 ) is: 3
 = 37
 + 37,
     (4.63) Subsequently, the power loss in the service line &'> due to copper loss (+,M,(
) can be calculated from (4.24).   The power loss in the distribution transformer due to copper loss (+	8,M) in (4.4) depends on the current in the distribution transformer (3	8) which in the case of prosumers will have the following two components: 
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• Forward current components in the distribution transformer (37,9		8) due to power consumed by all houses connected to the distribution transformer and can be estimated using (4.26). •  Forward current components in the distribution transformer (37,	8) due to power consumed by all EVs connected to the distribution transformer and can be estimated using: 37,	8 = å(∑ &ϸ ³ÝϸÂ ) × %)ç\     (4.64) where K  is the number of EVs charging from the distribution transformer, and %)  is the diversity factor of all the EVs connected to the distribution transformer. The total current in the distribution transformer (3	8) can be estimated from: 3	8 = 37,9		8 + 37,	8    (4.65) Therefore, the power loss in the distribution transformer due to copper loss (+	8,M) can be calculated from (4.29). 4.5.2 Electric Vehicles Charging Diversified Demand Estimation In secondary distribution system design, the diversified demand is usually used in sizing the secondary distribution system components (e.g., SDT, ASL, and ASD). However, the diversity factor values listed in Table 4.2 cannot be used to estimate the diversified ER-EV charging demand seen by the distribution transformer for the following reasons: 1) the time at which an ER-EV starts charging is stochastic; 2) the charging period of an ER-EV is also random, as it depends on daily distance travelled (md); and 3) the diversity factor listed in Table 4.2 are based on very old surveys that assumed conventional residential loads (e.g. stove, fridge, and drier). To address this issue, 
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this work uses the 2015 Canadian Plug-In Electric Vehicle Survey (CPEVS) data in [104] to derive diversity factor of EVs (DFEV), which can be used in estimating the diversified EV charging demand for a given number of EVs in the system. a. 2015 Canadian Plug-In Electric Vehicle Survey:  The 2015 CPEVS is a study conducted in Canada with the aim to study the driving patterns and driving characteristics of the EVs as daily distance travelled and home arrival time. This study represents a dataset of 568 driving day of 94 participants. One of the main outcomes of this study is that most the EV owners prefer charging at final home arrivals. b. Electric vehicle charging demand diversity factor estimation: The profile generation Algorithm (Algorithm 3.3) and the EV battery required energy estimation Algorithm (Algorithm 3.4), which are described in Chapter 3, are utilized to generate the EV charging profiles from the actual data in the CPEVS [104]. For a number of EVs (/), a corresponding number of profiles is generated and the diversity factor values (%*Ð³Ý) are derived as outlined in Algorithm 4.2. For instance, if it is assumed the numerical example presented earlier in Section 4.2.1 (a 10-house secondary distribution system), but with ten ER-EVs, each charges from a residential 10 kW charger, after running Algorithm 4.2, %*Ð³ÝÂ = 79%; hence, the distribution transformer’s maximum loading (&	8(5:) is 140 kVA (61 kVA + 10 kVA × 10 EVs × 0.79). According to Table 4.3, the suitable distribution transformer size to supply the ten houses 
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with 10 EVs is 100 kVA and using [22], a 211.6 kcmil service line and a 167.8 kcmil service drop conductor sizes are chosen.  Algorithm 4.2 Electric Vehicle diversity factor (DFEV) estimation 1: Input: 2015 Canadian Plug-In Electric Vehicle Survey data 2: Input: Electric Vehicle parameters (e.g. kW rating, kWh capacity) 3: Set the number of EVs (/) 4:      For w = 1: Satisfying a stopping criterion using Algorithm 3.2 do 5:           For ϸ = 1: /  6:           Generate a charging profiles of an electric vehicle of index ϸ in trial b (ℎϸ, ) using Algorithm 3.3 and Algorithm 3.4 7: End For 8:              From the charging profiles of electric vehicles compute %*Ð³Ý:  %\Ð³Ý = > ∑ ℎϸ, (ℎ)Ð³ÝϸÂ ∑ >ℎϸ, (ℎ)Ð³ÝϸÂ  9:             End For 10:  Output: Electric vehicle diversity factor table 4.5.3 Objective Function and Design Requirements: Mathematical Formulation  The main goal of this work is to optimally design a secondary distribution system considering the presence of EV charging demand and the RHP-FCs in residential dwellings. Specifically, distribution transformer’s size, and necessary secondary line (both service lines and service drops) 
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conductor sizes need to be optimally designed to minimize the total annual per customer (Z4M0",(!.) considering the operating quality of service. 4.5.3.1 Objective Function  The optimal secondary distribution system design problem can be mathematically formulated as follows:  ßàKà>àá Z4M0",(!. = É(&	8.5"; S,  , 	)     (4.66) where is &	8.5"; S the distribution transformer size (rating),   is the service line conductor size (area), and 	  is the service drop conductor size (area).  The objective function described in (4.66) is subject to quality constraints on the voltage (4.41), distribution transformer loading (4.47), distribution transformer’s loss of life (4.58), in addition to the constraints on the conductor sizes and current ampacity for the secondary lines (4.31)-(4.34). Moreover, it is subject to distribution transformer sizing constraint. Most distribution transformer ratings used in North America range from 10 kVA to 167 kVA [93]; therefore, the capacity rating of a distribution transformer can be described as: &	8.5"; S ≤ &	8.5"; S ≤ &	8.5"; S (4.67) where &	8.5"; S is the minimum distribution transformer size (rating), and &	8.5"; S is the maximum distribution transformer size (rating). 4.5.4 Objective Function and Design Requirements: Solution Methodology (Design Stage) The use of the brute force method, described in Section 4.4, provides the actual optimal solution from the search space (i.e., design combinations), thereby eliminating the possibility of 
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rounding the theoretical solution. However, in the case of large scale network, the brute force method would not be the best method to solve the design optimization problem due to the time cost. Therefore, the harmony search optimization (HSO) is used to solve the optimal secondary distribution system design problem by finding the optimal values of the decision variables (e.g., &	8.5"; S,   ,  	) that minimize the total annual per customer (Z4M0",(!.) 4.5.4.1  Harmony Search Optimization  The harmony search optimization is a meta-heuristic optimization based on the musical process of searching for the best harmony (decision variables) that optimizes the objective function (fitness function) [105]. The harmony search optimization requires less mathematical complexity compared to other optimization techniques (e.g. Genetic Algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization). In addition, the harmony search optimization does not require the decision variables to be represented in binary form, which makes the codification process easy, the execution of the algorithm faster; hence, shorter run-time [105]-[106]. Moreover, unlike the Genetic Algorithm, the harmony search optimization does not impose initial values for the decision variables. In this study, the harmony search optimization is used to search in the feasible solution space of the secondary distribution system design problem, to find the best decision variables (e.g. &	8.5"; S,   ,  	) that minimize the Z4M0",(!. as given in (4.66), as outlined in the flowchart in Figure 4.16. The harmony search optimization parameters are set in this study as follows: harmony memory size (HMS), Harmony memory considering rate (HMCR), pitch adjusting rate (PAR), band width (BW) and number of trials (NHSOtrials) are 50, 0.95, 0.7, 0.5 and 1000, respectively. The procedures of applying harmony search optimization is detailed in Algorithm 4.3.  
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Input:• House Type (e.g.: gas, or heat)• House square footage (e.g. 1200, 1500)• EVs parameters (e.g. capacity, NEV)• HS parameters (e.g. HMCR, PAR, NHSOtrials, HMS) Startĉ  = 1ƥ ≥ HMSƥ = ƥ+1Generate a new solution vector  ĉ ≥ Niterations
ƥ  = 1Determine the worst solution vector
A
Calculate the objective function using (4.66)  
Calculate  %VD using (4.37) %VD ≤  5Calculate %LOLYy using  (4.48)-(4.57) %LOLYy ≤  5ReturnReject this solution
 A HSO randomly selects :1-  SDTrating2- ASL3- ASD AUpdate HM ĉ = ĉ+1Output:SDTrating*, ASL*, and ASD*EndYes Yes
YesNo Yes No
No
No  Figure 4.16: Harmony Search Optimization Implementation.  4.5.5 Validation process: Validation Stage The proposed secondary distribution system designs are validated by simulating the operation of them and estimate the yearly loss of life of the distribution transformers (%LOLYy). 
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4.5.5.1 Profile Generation  a) Electric vehicle charging demand profiles: In order to generate the EV charging profiles, the Canadian Plug-In Electric Vehicle Survey data [104] are used through Algorithm 3.3 to generate the daily distance travelled and home arrival time values for every EV in the system. Then, Algorithm 3.4 is utilized to estimate the required energy (Er) by the on-board battery. In this study, the Tesla Model S is used to represent ER-EVs with a capacity (Eb) of 90 kWh, 10 kW charger (SEV =10 kW), energy consumption (ς) = 0.38kWh/mile and charger efficiency (ղEV) = 90%. This choice is to ensure large size battery and high power charger, which are needed for design purposes.  c) Residential Load Profiles: The Daily residential load profiles are generated as described in Section 4.4.4.1  4.5.5.2 Validation Simulation Algorithm for the Design of SDS embedded with RHP-FC Algorithm 4.3 outlines the validation simulation steps. Algorithm 4.3 Validation Simulation Algorithm for Design of SDS embedded with RHP-FC 1: Input: Distribution system parameters (e.g., transformer size, impedance) 2: Input: Load data, 2015 Canadian Plug-In Electric Vehicle Survey data 3: Input: EV parameters (e.g., rated voltage, rated power, charger power) 4: For w = 1: Satisfying a stopping criterion using Algorithm 3.2 do  5: For ќ = 1: NEV do  6: Use Algorithms 3.3 and 3.4 to generate EV charging demand profile. 7: End for 8: Assign a daily load profile to each house in the system 9: Assign an EV charging demand profile to each EV in the system 
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10: Run the Forward/Backward Sweep power flow  11: Calculate the distribution transformer power using (4.59) 12: Calculate %LOLDy using (4.48)-(4.55) 13: Save iteration results 14: Check Stopping Criterion    15: End for 16: End for 17: Calculate %LOLYy using (4.56)-(4.57) 18: Output: Distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life (%LOLYy) 4.5.6 Numerical Examples The IEEE 34-bus distribution system, and the residential dwellings types and sizes are described in Section 4.4.5. In addition, the archetype that is that is commonly used in a 10-house secondary distribution system is shown in Figure 4.7(d). 4.5.6.1 Diversity Factor of Electric Vehicles  In order to testify the implementation of Algorithm 4.2 used to estimate the diversity factor of EVs, eight groups (e.g. 4, 6,…, 20) of EVs charged at 10 kW are utilized to calculate the diversity factor (DFEV) and the outcomes are listed in Table 4.9. Table 4.9 shows two differences between the diversity factor of EVs and the residential homes: first, the coincidence of EV charging is higher than residential homes because EVs charge at the same constant rate (for example, in the case of six houses, diversity factor is 62%, while in the case of six EVs, diversity factor is 85%); second, the reduction in diversity factor values with the increased number of EVs is less than residential homes (for instance, the diversity factor  of EVs is reduced by a factor of 13% (from 89% to 77%) in the case of the increasing number of EVs 
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from 4 to 20, while this factor increases to 17% (from 65% to 54%) in the case of the increasing number of homes from 4 to 20). This shows the difference in diversity between EVs and residential homes demands. Table 4.10: Diversity Factor of Electric Vehicles. Number of Electric Vehicles 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 20 Diversity Factor (%) 89 85 83 81 80 79 78 77 4.5.6.2 Implementation of Harmony Search Optimization The solution of the optimal secondary distribution system design problem, for a given house type, square footage and a given peak demand, gives the feasible space of all the designs for which the values of secondary distribution system design variables (e.g. &	8.5"; S,  and 	) satisfy all the constraints (4.31)-(4.34), (4.47), (4.58) and (4.67). The harmony search optimization is implemented to find the optimal solution (optimal design) that minimizes (4.66). For example, the feasible space in the case of gas dwellings with 1200 sq. is depicted in Figure 4.17 and the implementation of the harmony search optimization provided the following solution: &	8.5"; S = 90 kVA,  = 210 kcmil, 	 = 165 kcmil, and TACcustomer = $64. This solution represents the theoretical optimal values of the design variables (e.g., &	8.5"; S, , and 	); therefore, the nearest standard commercial sizes are determined as follows: SÓ
IÕGH = 100 kVA, AËÌ = 211.6 kcmil, AË = 167.8 kcmil and TACcustomer = $64.4, as listed in Table 4.11. Moreover, Figure 4.18 reveals that the increase in a distribution transformer size (beyond the optimal value) results in a reduction in the distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life but at the expense of increasing the TACcustomer. Since all the distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life values are under the normal limit (5%); hence, the optimal design is &	8.5"; S = 100 kVA,  = 211.6 kcmil, and 	 = 167.8 kcmil, and TACcustomer = $64.4 as provided by the proposed optimal design approach. 
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 Figure 4.17: Total Annual Cost per Customer versus Secondary Distribution System Design Components.  
 Figure 4.18: Total Annual Cost per Customer versus Distribution Transformer Size. 4.5.6.3 Gas Heat Residential Dwellings a) Dwellings with 1200 sq. ft.: In this case, according to the traditional design, the secondary distribution system component sizing follows the procedures described in Section 4.2. From Table 4.1, the peak demand per customer is 8 kVA; therefore, in the case of 10 houses, the total connected load is 80 kVA (8 kVA/house×10 houses). According to Table 4.2, the diversity factor of 
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residential houses is 61%; hence, the total maximum diversified demand is 48.8 kVA. Referring to Table 4.3, the distribution transformer size to serve the 10 houses is found to be 37.5 kVA. In addition, based on the method introduced in [22], a 106.5 kcmil service line conductor size and a 66.37 kcmil service drop conductor size are selected, as listed in Table 4.11. However, charging a 10 kW EV through each house in this secondary distribution system leads to an increase in the voltage-drop (%VD) reaching 7.9%, as listed in Table 4.12, which exceeds the voltage-drop limit (5%). Moreover, the distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life (%LOLYy) is found to exceed 100%, which means an early replacement of the distribution transformer. In order to address this issue, the proposed optimal new design takes into consideration the diversified demand imposed by the EV charging, as described earlier. The results listed in Table 4.11 revealed that in the case of the proposed optimal new design, the distribution transformer size is increased to 100 kVA and the service line and service drop conductor sizes are increased to 211.6 kcmil and 167.8 kcmil, respectively. In consequence, the voltage-drop significantly reduces to 1.53%, which satisfies the quality of service of the secondary distribution system, while the loss of life reduces to 0.21%, as depicted in Figure 4.18, which guarantees the normal operation of the distribution transformer; consequently, there is no need for a premature replacement.  The optimal designs of the dwellings with 1500, 2400 and 3000 sq. ft. are given in Table 4.11 and the corresponding voltage-drop and the loss of life are given in Table 4.12 and Figure 4.19, respectively. In addition, the numbers of trials required to attain convergence of the validation simulation Algorithm are also given in Table 4.12. Visual inspection of Table 4.12 reveals that in the case of the traditional design that does not consider the existence of EVs, the increase in the dwelling square footage increases the selected secondary line conductor sizes (e.g., 1200 sq. ft. ( = 106.5 kcmil), 1500 sq. ft. ( = 133 kcmil)); therefore, the voltage-drop 
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decreases with the increase in the dwelling square footage . However, the oversized secondary line conductors would be considered inefficient due in the increase in the TACcustomer. On the other hand, in the case of the proposed optimal new design that considers the existence of EVs, the same secondary line conductor size may be selected for two dwellings of different square footage (e.g., 1200 sq. ft. ( = 211.6 kcmil), 1500 sq. ft. ( = 211.6 kcmil)). By consequence, the increase in the dwelling square footage increases the voltage-drop. Also, the inspection of Table 4.11 and Figure 4.19 reveals that the same distribution transformer size (e.g., 100 kVA) is used for the dwellings with 1200, 1500 sq. ft. (e.g., 100 kVA) and for the dwellings with 2400, 3000 sq. ft. (e.g., 125 kVA); therefore, the increase in the dwelling square footage increases the %LOLYy.  Table 4.11: Design Parameters in the Case of Gas Dwellings. Dwelling square footage Traditional Design  Optimal New Design     (kcmil) 	        (kcmil) &	8.5"; S  (kVA)    (kcmil) 	        (kcmil)     &	8.5"; S   (kVA) 1200 106.5000 66.3700 37.5000 211.6000 167.8000 100 1500 133.1000 83.6900 50.0000 211.6000 167.8000 100 2400 167.8000 106.5000 75.0000 250.0000 167.8000 125 3000 211.6000 133.1000 75.0000 250.0000 211.6000 125 Table 4.12: Percentage Voltage-Drop in the Case of Gas Dwellings. Dwelling square footage Traditional Design  Optimal New Design  Number of trials (NMCMCtrials) %VD %VD 1200   7.9518   1.5307 1500 1500   5.3843   1.9133 1500 2400   4.7666   2.0165 1500 3000   4.1931   2.2376 1500 
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 Figure 4.19: Percentage Yearly Loss of Life in the Case of Gas Dwellings. 4.5.6.4 All Electric Residential Dwellings The optimal designs of the dwellings with 1200, 1500, 2400 and 3000 sq. ft. are given in Table 4.13 and the corresponding voltage-drop (%VD) and the distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life (%LOLYy) are given in Table 4.14 and Figure 4.20, respectively. Table 4.13: Design Parameters in the Case of All Electric Dwellings. Dwelling square footage Traditional Design  Optimal New Design     (kcmil) 	        (kcmil) &	8.5"; S  (kVA)    (kcmil) 	        (kcmil)     &	8.5"; S   (kVA) 1200 167.8000 106.5000 75.0000 250.0000 211.6000 125 1500 211.6000 133.1000 75.0000 300.0000 211.6000 125 2400 250.0000 167.8000 100.0000 336.4000 250.0000 150 3000 300.0000 167.8000 100.0000 397.5000 266.8000 150   
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 Figure 4.20: Percentage Yearly Loss of Life in the Case of All Electric Dwellings. Table 4.14: Percentage Voltage-Drop in the Case of All Electric Dwellings. Dwelling square footage Traditional Design  Optimal New Design  Number of trials (NMCMCtrials) %VD %VD 1200   5.0204   2.0778 1500 1500   4.3948   2.0765 1500 2400   4.1574   2.1965 1500 3000   4.0895   2.2194 1500 4.5.6.5 Real Secondary Distribution System In this section, the proposed design approach is applied to the real system described earlier in Section 4.4.5.3 but considering other vehicles of the second generation EV (ER-EVs), specifically the Nissan LEAF S and the Chevy Bolt [35]. The second generation EV is characterized by a longer electric driving range compared to the first generation (e.g., Nissan LEAF and Chevy Volt) through an extended battery capacity (i.e., 30 kWh in the case of LEAF model S and 60 kWh in the case of Chevy Bolt as oppose to 24 kWh and 16 kWh in the case LEAF 
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and Volt, respectively). Table 4.15 lists the specifications and the proposed optimal new design. The results revealed that the design approach is able to find the optimal sizing of the distribution transformer, service line and service drop conductors, which limited the %VD and %LOLYy to be within the normal limits, as listed in Table 4.4. Table 4.15: Optimal Design in the Case of Real System. EV Class Charging Power (kW) Optimal Design %VD %LOLYy &	8.5"; S       (kVA)    (kcmil) 	        (kcmil) Nissan Leaf S 6.6000 3.2500 0.0003 100.0000 477.0000 397.5000 Chevy Bolt 7.2000 3.3800 0.0004 100.0000 477.0000 400.0000 4.6  Integration of RTS-PVs and RHP-FCs in New Secondary Distribution Systems   The integration of roof-top solar photovoltaics (RTS-PVs) and residential high power fast chargers (RHP-FCs) into new secondary distribution systems requires the consideration of both at the design of these systems. However, due to the weak correlation between the time when RTS-PVs contribute (typically at noon) and the time when the electric vehicle (EV) charging occurs [72], the design of a secondary distribution system is performed sequentially over two stages (stage A and stage B), as depicted in Figure 4.21. In the first stage (Stage A), the secondary distribution system is optimally designed considering only the existence of the RTS-PVs (using the approach introduced in Section 4.4) and after finding the optimal secondary distribution system parameters ( ,  	 , t,  /.), the design is validated, as described in Section 4.4 and shown in Figure 4.21. Following this step, the optimal secondary line conductor sizes ( , and 	) found in Stage A is used as initial design solution in the second stage (Stage B), as illustrated in Figure 4.21. In this stage (Stage B), where only the RHP-FCs are considered, the design approach presented in Section 
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4.5 uses the optimal finding of Stage A ( , 	 , /.) to find the optimal secondary distribution system components considering the existence of the RHP-FCs ( ,  	 ,  &	8.5"; S), as illustrated in Figure 4.21. Finally, this optimal design is validated, but considering the presence of the optimal RTS-PVs penetration level (t) found in Stage A, as demonstrated in Figure 4.21. For example, in the case of gas dwellings with 1500 sq. ft., from table 4.6 (in section 4.4), the optimal design, considering only the existence of the RTS-PVs, has the following combination ( =
33.1 >à, 	 = 16.5 >à, %t = 60%, /. = 12) given the distribution transformer size is 50 kVA. This combination is used in the Stage B, but without the consideration of the RTS-PVs (%t = 0), to find the optimal secondary distribution system’s components ( ,  	 ,  &	8.5"; S) to serve twelve customer (/. = 12). The design output of the Stage B is ( =211.6 >à,  	 = 133.1 >à,  &	8.5"; S = 100 \). This design combination is validated, as described in Section 4.5, but without and with the consideration of 60% RTS-PVs penetration level (optimal %t found in Stage A). The distribution’s transformer yearly loss of life (%LOLYy) values are 0.01446% and 0.004088%, respectively. Investigation of the loss of life values reveals that the optimal selection of the RTS-PVs penetration level t (found in Stage A) significantly reduces the loss of life by 72%. This highlights the effect of the RTS-PVs to alleviate the effect of the EV charging demands, when the RTS-PVs penetration level is optimally selected. 
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 Figure 4.21: Sequential Design of a Secondary Distribution considering RTS-PVs and EVs.  4.7 Discussion In this chapter, the optimal design of the secondary distribution system components, incorporating the Local-DERs and ER-EV charging demand into the design problem, was presented. Two approaches were proposed. The first approach was to optimally design and validate a secondary distribution system taking into consideration the effect of prosumers owning RTS-PVs in residential homes. The results showed the effect of prosumers to reduce the total annual cost and increase the number of customers served from a distribution transformer. However, the penetration level of RTS-PVs in a secondary distribution system should be limited. The second approach was to design a secondary distribution system considering ER-EV charging demand and the RHP-FCs in residential dwellings. The results revealed that the proposed optimal design approach was able integrate the ER-EV charging demand without any violations of voltage and a distribution transformer’s aging constraints. 
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Finally, a secondary distribution system design that can integrate prosumers owing ER-EVs also was introduced. The next chapter will discuss the optimal planning of RTS-PVs in a secondary distribution system to enhance the quality of service and minimize energy loss in the distribution systems taking into consideration the integration of third generation electric vehicles with extended electric driving range.                 
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Chapter 5: Optimal Planning of Local-DERs in Secondary Distribution Systems  5.1  Introduction  This chapter presents a novel tool that aims to enhance the quality of service and minimize the energy loss in the distribution systems taking into consideration the integration of third generation-electric vehicles with extended electric drive range (TG-EVs), which is described in Chapter 2 (Table 2.1), in addition to the home battery energy storage (HBES). The innovative tool uses a calculation method based on a harmony search optimization to determine the optimal number, locations and sizes of prosumers (consumers with roof-top solar photovoltaics) to be connected to a secondary distribution system to minimize the energy loss, improve the quality of service, in addition to extend the lifetime of the distribution transformers. The mathematical formulation of the optimization problem is presented and the proposed tool is tested on both a real residential distribution feeder, provided by an electric utility in Canada, and the IEEE-34 distribution test feeder.  5.2 Prosumer Identification Tool  The main purpose of this planning tool is to assist a distribution system operator (DSO) in determining the optimal number, location of customers to be incentivized to become prosumers, in addition to the size of RTS-PVs to be installed at these prosumers. The proposed new tool uses the harmony search optimization to identify these prosumers to enhance the quality of service, extend the lifetime of distribution transformers and minimize the energy loss in the distribution systems. The prosumer identification tool (PIT) uses the historical data from the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), and the existing tools within the distribution management system (DMS), as shown in Figure 5.1. The distribution system models within the distribution 
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management system are extended to incorporate the secondary distribution system models (since most of the models stop at the primary distribution systems), the Local-DERs models (e.g., RTS-PVs, HBES) and TG-EVs models at the prosumers’ premises.  
 Figure 5.1: Integration of Prosumer Identification Tool with DMS and Distribution System Operator. 5.3 Energy Loss in Secondary Distribution Systems The energy loss (*,00 ) in a distribution system consists of two parts; energy loss in the primary distribution system (*,00,	 ) and energy loss in the secondary distribution system (*,00,	 ). The energy loss in a primary distribution system is estimated, as described in [4], using the primary distribution system models in the distribution management system. On the other hand, the energy loss in a secondary distribution system is estimated using the extended secondary distribution system models, which include the service lines (SLs), the service drops (SDs), the distribution transformers, and the Local-DERs on the prosumers’ premises. The extended secondary distribution system modelling and the Local-DERs modelling are detailed in Chapter 3. The power loss in a secondary distribution system includes power loss in service drops, service lines and distribution transformer, which are due to residential demand, roof-top solar photovoltaics generation, electric vehicle charging demand and home battery energy storage 
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generation/consumption, as depicted in Figure 5.2. 
 Figure 5.2: Active Secondary Distribution System with Prosumers. a) The power loss in the service drop serving customer mË at hour (h) due to copper loss (+	,M,(
(ℎ)) can be estimated from: +	,M,(
 = â3	(
â × R	,M,(
     (5.1) Note that power loss in (5.1) depends on the current (IË,Ä,FÎ) in the service drop of index >	, which in the case of a customer owing RTS-PVs (prosumer), equipped with an EV and a HBES, will have the following four components, as shown in Figure 5.2: • Forward current component (37,9		
 ) in the service drop of index >	 (SDFÎ ) due to the residential demand of customer >	(&9	(
), which can be estimated using (4.16) • Forward current component (37,	
 ) in the service drop of index >	 (&%(
 ) due to charging demand of EV at customer >	(&(
), which can be estimated using (4.60) • Reverse current component (39,	
 ) in the service drop of index >	 (&%(
 ) due power generated from RTS-PVs at customer >	(&(
), which can be estimated using: 
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      39,	
 (ℎ) = &(
(ℎ)\(ℎ)                                                                                                    (5.2) where &(
  is the size of RTS-PVs installed at customer >	 in kVA. • Current due to home battery energy storage (HBES): the charging and the discharging currents at customer mË that owns a HBES are considered forward (37,@	
 ) and reverse (39,@	
 ), respectively:  37,@	
 = â&@(
(ℎ)â\(ℎ) × (1 − @(
(ℎ))                 (5.3) 39,@	
 = − â&@(
(ℎ)â\(ℎ) × @(
(ℎ)     (5.4) where ϑ is a binary integer that represents a HBES state at hour h (ϑ = 0 when a HBES is charging and ϑ =1 when a HBES is discharging). Note that the negative sign in (5.3) refers to the reverse current (i.e., discharge). Therefore, the total current in the service drop at customer >	 is: 3	
 (ℎ) = 37,9		
 (ℎ) + 37,	




 (ℎ) × f@	
+ 37,@	
 (ℎ) × f@	
      (5.5) where f	
  is a binary integer that is used to denote if a customer of index >	 has an EV (i.e., ZËÍÎ = 1) or not (i.e., f	
 = 0). f@	
   is a binary integer that is used to denote if a customer >	 has a HBES (i.e., f@	
 = 1) or not (i.e., f@	
 =0). f	
   is a decision integer that is used to denote if a customer >	 is a prosumer (has RTS-PVs) (i.e., f	
 = 1) or not (just a consumer) (i.e., f	
 = 0). 
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Subsequently, from (5.1), (5.2) and (5.5), the power loss in the service drop serving customer >	 (+	,M,(
) is explicitly a function in the decision variable f	
  and the size of the RTS-PVs (&(
). b) The power loss in the service line mËÌ at hour (h) due to copper loss (+,M,(
) can be estimated from: +,M,(
(ℎ) = â3(
(ℎ)â × R,M,(
     (5.6) Note that the power loss in (5.6) depends on the current (IËÌ,Ä,FÎÏ) in the service line SLmËÌ, which may have four components and can be estimated from (5.7). Therefore, from (5.6) and (5.7), the power loss in the service line  &'> (+,M,(
) is explicitly a function in the decision variable f	
 , which identifies each customer downstream from this service line if this customer has RTS-PVs (prosumer) or not (just a consumer), in addition to the size of the RTS-PVs (&(
) installed at each prosumer. 3
 (ℎ) = À 37,9		
 (ℎ)ℛ(
Â + À 37,	
 (ℎ) × f	
ℛ(
Â+ À 39,	
 (ℎ) × f	
ℛ(
Â+ À 39,@	
 (ℎ) × f@	
ℛ(
Â                                                                  (5.7)+ À 37,@	
 (ℎ) × f@	
ℛ(
Â  where ℛ is the number of customers connected downstream from the service line &'> .  
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c) The power loss in a distribution transformer at hour (h) due to copper loss (+	8,M) can be estimated from: +	8,M(ℎ) = |3	8(ℎ)| × R	8     (5.8) Note that the power loss in (5.8) depends on the current (3	8) in the distribution transformer, which may have four components and can be estimated from (5.9). Therefore, from (5.8) and (5.9), the power loss in the distribution transformer (+	8,M) is explicitly a function in the decision variable f	
 , which identifies each customer connected to the distribution transformer if this customer has RTS-PVs (prosumer) or not, in addition to the size of the RTS-PVs (&(
) installed at each prosumer. 3	8(ℎ) = À 37,9		
 (ℎ)ÐÅÑ(
Â + À 37,	
 (ℎ) × f	
ÐÅÑ(
Â+ À 39,	
 (ℎ) × f	
ÐÅÑ(
Â+ À 39,@	
 (ℎ) × f@	
ÐÅÑ(
Â                                                                  (5.9)+ À 37,@	
 (ℎ) × f@	
ÐÅÑ(
Â  From (5.1)-(5.9), the total power loss in a secondary distribution system (+,00,	) can be computed as follows:  +,00,	(ℎ) = À +	,M,(
(ℎ)ÐÅÑ(
Â + À +,M,(
(ℎ) 
(
Â + +%Z,(ℎ)                                     (5.10) 
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where K  is the number of service lines in a secondary distribution system. From (5.10), the annual energy loss in a secondary distribution system in MWh (*,00,	) can be calculated from: *,00,	 = ∑ +,00,	(ℎ)LÂ LÂ 1000                                                                                                        (5.11) Moreover, the number of prosumers (/6.,0M(!.0) in a secondary distribution system is:  /6.,0M(!.0 = À f	
ÐÅÑ(
Â                                                                                                            (5.12) 5.4 Optimal Planning of Prosumers in a Secondary Distribution System: Mathematical Formulation    From (5.1)-(5.12), the annual energy loss in a secondary distribution system (*,00,	) mainly depends on the locations and number of prosumers (RTS-PVs), which are identified by the decision variable (f	
 ), in addition to the amount of generation occurs at each of these prosumers, which is identified by the decision variable (&(
). Therefore, the optimization problem to minimize the energy loss in a secondary distribution system can be mathematically formulated as follows: 5.4.1 Objective Function ßàKà>àá *,00,	 = É Çf+\&%>&% ,  &+\>&% È= À ! À +	,M,(
(ℎ)ÐÅÑ(
Â + À +,M,(
(ℎ) 
(
Â + +	8(ℎ)"LÂ LÂ                   (5.13) Subject to: The objective function described in (5.13) is subject to quality of utility service constraints on the voltage-drop (4.41), voltage-rise (4.46), and distribution transformer’s loss of life (4.58). In addition, it is subject to inequality constraints on: 1) the conductor current ampacity 
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for the secondary lines (4.33)-(4.34) plus 2) the home battery energy storage’s state of charge and charging/discharging rates (3.15)-(3.16), as described in Chapters 4 and 3, respectively.  Furthermore, the maximum number of prosumers should not exceed number of customers served by a distribution transformer (/.):  /6.,0M(!.0 ≤ /.                                                                                                                                   (5.14) Moreover, the RTS-PVs size should not exceed the maximum size ( &(5:) that is assumed 20 kW in this study:  &(
 ≤  &(5:        ∀   >	 = 1,2, … , /.                                                                                (5.15)        Moreover, the power balance equality constraint is considered. 5.4.2 Power Balance Constraint  This equality constraint ensures that power imported through a distribution transformer always meets residential load demand of customers, charging demands of electric vehicles, and home battery energy storages, in addition to the power loss of the secondary distribution system: & 	8(ℎ) + À &+\>&%(ℎ) × f	
 + À &2*&>&% (ℎ) × ϑ&%>&%2*& (ℎ) × f@	
ÐÅÑ(
ÂÐÅÑ(
Â= À &R%>&%(ℎ) +ÐÅÑ(
Â À &*\>&%(ℎ) × f	
ÐÅÑ(
Â+ À &2*&>&%(ℎ) × (1 − ϑ&%>&%2*& (ℎ)) × f@	
ÐÅÑ(
Â                                         (5.16)+ & ,00,	(ℎ)              where & 	8(ℎ) is the power fed by a distribution transformer in kVA at hour h.  
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5.5 Prosumer Identification Tool: Solution Methodology The proposed prosumer identification tool is mainly based on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo-based inference approach and the harmony search optimization introduced in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, respectively. The proposed prosumer identification tool consists of two main nested stages; 1) Stage A includes the optimizer, which generates candidate sets that contain the candidate locations and sizes of the RTS-PVs (§Location, §Size) and 2) Stage B in which the input daily residential demand, and the Local-DERs profiles are generated and the power flow is also solved. The optimizer then evaluates the candidate solution quality through the evaluation of the objective function in (5.13) and all the constraints, as outlined in Algorithm 5.1.  Algorithm 5.1 Prosumers Identification Tool  1: Input: Harmony search optimization parameters (such as: number of variables (NVR), harmony memory considering rate (HMCR), pitch adjusting rate (PAR), number of trails (NHSOtrials), harmony memory size (HMS). 2: Input: Secondary distribution system parameters (e.g., distribution transformer size, impedance, secondary distribution system configuration, number of customers). 3: Input: Load data, 2015 Canadian Plug-In Electric Vehicle Survey data, EVs and HBES parameters (such as rated voltage, energy capacity, power rating).  4: Input: Solar irradiance and temperature data sets, RTS-PVs parameters (such as rated voltage (120/240 volts). 5: Input: Decision Variable limits. 
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6:    For Ϗ = 1: HMS do 7:  While constraints (3.15)-(3.16), (4.33)-(4.34), (4.41), (4.46), (5.14)-(5.16) are not satisfied. 8:      For Ϛ= 1:NVR/2 do 9:      HM (Ϗ, Ϛ) = round(rand) 10:      End for 11:      For Ϛ = 1: NVR/2 do 12:      HM (Ϗ, Ϛ + NVR/2) = round(rand ×  &(5:) 13:      End for 14: Candidate RTS-PVs locations set (§Location) = HM (1: NVR/2), [e.g., §L of 6-house secondary distribution system = [1 0 0 1 0 0]. 15: Candidate RTS-PVs size set (§Size) = HM (NVR/2+1: NVR), [e.g., § Size of 6-house secondary distribution system = [8 0 4 6 0 0] Kw. 16:      For ΰ (iteration index) = 1: Satisfying a Stopping Criterion using Algorithm 3.2 do 17: Use the Algorithm 3.3 to generate daily load, irradiance and temperature and EV charging profiles. 18:      Assign daily load to each house in a secondary distribution system. 19:  Assign daily irradiance and temperature profiles to each RTS-PVs according to §Location and § Size. 
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20:     If an EV and/or HBES exist, assign an EV charging profile and /or a HBES charging/discharging profile to each EV and/or HBES exist in a secondary distribution system. 21:        End If 22:  Solve power flow using the Forward/Backward Sweep power flow and calculate the distribution transformer power.  23:      Calculate %LOLYy using (4.56)-(4.57), and *,00,	 using (5.1)-(5.11). 24:      End for 25:      Check Stopping Criterion using Algorithm 3.2. 26:      Check constraints in (3.15)-(3.16), (4.33)-(4.34), (4.41), (4.46), (5.14)-(5.15). 27:    End while 28:    Evaluate objective function in (5.13). 29:    End for 30: Rank objective function from the best to the worst. 31: For ¥ = 1: NHSOtrials do 32: While constraints in (3.15)-(3.16), (4.33)-(4.34), (4.41), (4.46), (5.14)-(5.16) are not satisfied. 33:    For Ϛ = 1: NVR do 34:         If rand ≤ HMCR 
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35:        Index = round (rand×HMS). 36:        NHV (Ϛ) = HM (Index, Ϛ). 37:          If rand ≤ PAR 38:          if Ϛ ≤ 1:NVR/2 39:          NHV (Ϛ) = round (NHV (Ϛ) + rand * BW). 40: Else, NHV (Ϛ) = ceil (NHV (Ϛ) + rand * BW). 41:     End If 42:      Else 43:       if Ϛ ≤ 1:NVR/2 44:      NHV (Ϛ) = round (rand). 45:  Else,   NHV (Ϛ) = round (rand ×  &(5:). 46:      End If 47:    End If 48: End for 49: Repeat steps 16-26. 50: End while 51: Evaluate objective function in (5.13). 52: If objective function is better than the worst. 53: Update HM. 
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54: End If 55: End for 56: Output: optimal number, locations and sizes of prosumers. 5.5.1 Stage A: Optimization Algorithm  The objective function described in (5.13) is a combination of continuous variables (RTS-PVs sizes (  &(
)) and binary variables (f	
 ); hence, the problem is defined as a mixed-integer nonlinear program [107]. The existence of the binary variables makes the objective function non-convex; therefore, it cannot be solved by classical algorithms in its original form [107]. Consequently, the harmony search optimization is used to solve this problem by finding the optimal values of the decision variables (e.g., &(
,  f(
). Note that in the case of existing prosumers in the system, the problem would be solved considering the existence of these prosumers. Algorithm 5.1 outlines the simulation steps using the prosumer identification tool.  5.5.2 Stage B: Profiles Generation Solar irradiance, temperature, and electric vehicle charging demand profiles are generated using Algorithm 3.3 that is described in Chapter 3. In this study, the Tesla/Model S-100D, is used to represent a TG-EV with a capacity (Eb) of 100 kWh, 20 kW charger (SEV =20 kW), driving range = 335 mile and charger efficiency (ղEV) = 90% [35].  5.5.2.1 Residential Load Profiles Since the release of the first version of the IEEE Reliability Test System (RTS) in 1979, it has been updated twice in 1986 and 1996, respectively [102]. However, the load data have not been updated in these two versions [108]. To reflect the effect of modern systems and the efficient appliances being used in homes on the load and energy consumption, the Grid Modernization Lab 
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Consortium(GMLC) has updated the RTS load data (GMLC-RTS) [108]. The 96-RTS load profiles show two on-peaks periods; one during noon and the other during the evening, as shown in Figure 5.3. One the other hand, the GMLC-RTS load profiles show only one on-peak period after noon, as depicted in Figure 5.3.  The work presented in this thesis considers the North American residential dwellings with gas heat and without electric water heaters (WOWH). The peak demand of each residential load profile is set to 4.93 kVA, which represents the median annual maximum demand per customer per as per [109]. In addition, real residential load profiles, provided by an electric utility in Canada, are used to verify the applicability of the proposed approach. The mean annual maximum demand of these profiles is 10.8 kVA with a variance of 24 (kVA)2. Furthermore, these profiles show an on-peak period during the evening. The GMLC-RTS load dataset and the real residential load profiles are used through Algorithm 3.3 to generate the daily residential load profiles.  
 Figure 5.3: Grid Modernization Lab Consortium-Reliability Test System versus 96-Reliability Test System. 5.5.2.2 Home Battery Energy Storage Dispatching Profiles A home battery energy storage (HBES) is dispatched such that it charges during the hours when the electricity prices are low (e.g., off-peak hours) or during the RTS-PVs contribution [89] 
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and discharge during the hours when the electricity prices are high (e.g., on-peak hours). In this study, the Tesla/Powerwall2 is used as a HBES with capacity of 13.5 kWh [110]. Following the profile generation, the generated profiles are assigned to the houses depending on the number and locations of prosumers (solution) identified by the prosumer identification tool in Stage A. Next, the Forward/Backward Sweep Algorithm (described in Chapter 3) is used to solve power flow, compute power loss and estimate a distribution transformer’s loading. Finally, the constraints in (3.15)-(3.16), (4.33)-(4.34), (4.41), (4.46), (5.14)-(5.15) are checked and the objective function described in (5.13) is evaluated to check the quality of this solution. This process is repeated until the optimal number, locations and sizes of prosumers (optimal solution) are obtained. 5.6 Case Studies and Results In this study, two distribution systems are considered to test the adaptability of the proposed prosumer identification tool to different distribution system configurations. The first system is a real residential suburban distribution feeder, which is provided by an electric utility in Canada. The second system is the IEEE 34-bus distribution feeder described in Chapter 4. In the first system, a real secondary distribution system with topology depicted in Figure 5 .4(a) is used. The real distribution system represents the first case study (FCS) in this work, as illustrated in Figures 5.5 (a) and 5.5(b). In the second system, an archetypes-based secondary distribution system with topology following the archetypes is used, as shown in Figure 5.4(b). The IEEE 34-bus system represents the second case study (SCS).  5.6.1 Test Systems Description This section describes the two distribution feeders used in this study. 
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5.6.1.1 Real primary distribution feeder This feeder has 54-line sections, a voltage regulator and supplies 28 residential neighborhood areas in addition to six commercial areas, as shown in Figure 5.5(a). The residential areas are single-phase loads and are distributed over the three phases of the feeder. The primary nodes are extended with real secondary distribution systems (SDSs), which were also provided by the same electric utility. The real secondary distribution system at node 20 consists of: a) 10 customers supplied by a 50 kVA distribution transformer; b) service line conductor size 152 mm2 with spans varying between 14 and 60 m and; and c) service drop conductors with sizes varying between 21.2 mm2 and 85 mm2 and lengths varying between 16 and 60 m, as depicted in Figure 5.5(b). All the real system data including the primary feeder, service lines, service drops, distribution transformer parameters, residential profiles and commercial profiles were provided to us and are used in the analysis after developing the models using the OpenDSS [87].                                                    (a)                                                                                           (b) Figure 5.4: Illustration of Secondary Distribution System Topology: (a) Real SDS, (b) Archetypes-based SDS. 5.6.1.2 IEEE 34-Bus Primary Distribution Feeder This distribution feeder was described in Chapter 4. The spot load at primary bus (node 822) is replaced by an archetypes-based secondary distribution system, including a 50 kVA distribution transformer, service lines and service drops. The service line is 107.2 mm2 AA (Al Aluminum) and spans 38 m, while the service drop is 53.5 mm2 AA and the length randomly varies between 24 and 
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30 m. The service line and service drop conductor sizes are selected such that the secondary distribution system has no voltage-rise and/or voltage-drop problems when serving 10 customers (0 EV, 0 RTS-PVs). The distribution transformer’s size is selected as 50 kVA to match the original spot load at the primary node. This distribution transformer serves a 10-house secondary distribution system with the archetypes shown in Figure 5.4(b). Each consumer in the two case studies can be transformed to a prosumer by adding RTS-PVs. In addition, three penetration levels of the third generation-electric vehicles (TG-EVs) are considered, depending on the current and expected penetration levels in many states in the United States, as follows [111]: 1) 0%, 2) 50% and 3) 100%. Moreover, a prosumer can be equipped with a home battery energy storage (HBES) (prosumer of Type 2) or without HBES (prosumer of Type 1). The following quantities are evaluated: 1) energy loss, 2) service voltage, and 3) distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life.  
 (a)                                                                     (b) Figure 5.5: First Case Study: (a) Real Distribution Feeder, (b) Real Secondary Distribution System. 5.6.2  Implementation of the Proposed Prosumer Identification Tool to the First Case Study  Figure 5.6 shows the annual energy loss of the real secondary distribution system (*,00,	) which is estimated using the extended secondary distribution system models, as described in 
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Section 5.3. The energy loss is computed at different prosumer types considering three electric vehicle (TG-EV) penetration levels. The reflection of the annual energy loss changes, at different TG-EV penetration levels and various prosumers types, on the total energy loss in the whole distribution systems (*,00) is listed in Table 5.1.  a)   No electric vehicle situation (0% TG-EV): This situation assumes 0% penetration level of the electric vehicles (TG-EVs). In the case of prosumer of Type 1, the proposed prosumer identification tool identifies four candidate prosumers each has 4 kW RTS-PVs with locations nH2, nH3, nH9, nH10, as listed in Table 5.2 and depicted in Figure 5.4(a). These houses (nH2, nH3, nH9, nH10) are characterized by: 1) they have the highest residential demand in the system, and 2) they are located far from the distribution transformer. By consequence, the presence of RTS-PVs at these houses (to become prosumers) reduces the power imported (hence power loss) through the distribution transformer, service lines and service drops. Visual inspection of Figure 5.6 (green bars) reveals that the transformation of four consumers to prosumers of Type 1, with locations and sizes identified by the prosumer identification tool, reduces the secondary distribution system’s energy loss (*,00,	) by more than 5% (compared to the case of all the customers are consumers (prosumers of Type 0). The reduction of the energy loss in the secondary distribution system is reflected on the total energy loss in the whole real distribution system (*,00), which is decreased by 0.7%, as listed in Table 5.1. In addition, Figure 5.7(a) (green rectangles) shows a significant reduction in the distribution transformer’s loss of life by nearly 50%, which would prolong the lifetime of the distribution transformer. The drop in the distribution transformer’s loss of life is due to the reduction of the distribution transformer loading during the RTS-PVs generation.  The installation of home battery energy storages (HBESs) at prosumers (e.g., prosumers of Type 1) such that they are charged by the RTS-PVs, could reduce the stress on a grid due to over 
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generation [112]. By adding a HBES at a prosumer of Type 1, the prosumer is transformed into a prosumer of Type 2. The proposed prosumer identification tool identifies two candidate prosumers of Type 2 each has 6 kW RTS-PVs with locations listed in Table 5.2. Figure 5.6 (green bars) and Figure 5.7(a) show a significant drop in the secondary distribution system’s energy loss and the distribution transformer’s loss of life by 7% and 39%, respectively, in addition to a reduction in the total energy loss by 1.08%, as listed in Table 5.1.  
 Figure 5.6: Secondary Distribution System Annual Energy loss in the Case of First Case Study. Table 5.1: Annual Energy Loss of the Whole Distribution System. TG-EV% Energy Loss in the First Case Study (MWh) Energy loss in the Second Case Study (MWh) Prosumer Type 0 Prosumer Type 1 Prosumer Type 2 Prosumer Type 0 Prosumer Type 1 Prosumer Type 2 0 165.8000 164.6500 164.0000 2282.6000 2253.1000 2268.2000 50 172.4600 169.2800 164.8400 2336.7000 2296.1000 2283.0000 100 181.3300 174.4200 171.1900 2425.0000 2333.1000 2320.4000  
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Table 5.2: Optimal Prosumer Locations of the First Case Study. %TG-EV Prosumer Type 1 Prosumer Type 2 TG-EV locations 0 nH2, nH3, nH9, nH10  nH2, nH3  NA 50 nH2, nH3, nH5, nH7, nH9, nH10 nH2, nH3, nH5, nH7, nH9, nH10 nH1, nH3, nH5, nH7, nH9 100 All houses All houses  All houses  0.00040.12287.9280 0.01381.0985050100 Prosumer typePercentage TGEV Penetration 0 1 20.07730.01821 0 0.0052 0.0061 0.00041.340875 0.11635050100 Prosumer typePercentage TGEV Penetration 0 1 22.46700.031342 0.0078 0.0081                                                    (a)                                                                                         (b) Figure 5.7: Distribution Transformer’s Yearly Loss of Life of: (a) First Case Study, (b) Second Case Study. b) 50% electric vehicle situation (50% TG-EV): The charging of these electric vehicles results in an increase in the secondary distribution system’s energy loss by 50%, as depicted in Figure 5.6. The rise in the secondary distribution system’s energy loss is reflected on the total energy loss, which increases by 4%, as listed in Table 5.1 (50% TG-EV, prosumer type 0, first case study). In the case of prosumer of Type1, the proposed prosumer identification tool identifies six candidate prosumers each has 6 kW RTS-PVs with locations listed in Table 5.2. This leads to reduction in the total energy loss by 1.85% (decrease from 172.46 MWh to 169.28 MWh), as listed in Table 5.1. Moreover, the secondary distribution system’s energy loss drops by 10.3% (drop from 3.25 
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MWh to 2.914 MWh) and the distribution transformer’s loss of life decreases by 88.7% (reduction from 0.1228% to 0.0138), as illustrated in Figure 5.6 (blue bars), and Figure 5.7(b), respectively. The presence of a home battery energy storage at a prosumer reduces the power loss during the RTS-PVs generation (reduce reverse power flow) and power loss during the electric vehicle charging (reduce forward power flow). By consequence, in the case of prosumers of Type 2, the reduction in the total energy loss and the secondary distribution system’s energy loss are doubled, as shown in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.6 (blue bars), respectively, compared to the case of prosumers of Type 1. c) 100% electric vehicle situation (100% TG-EV): The charging of these electric vehicles significantly increases the energy loss in the overall distribution system and in the secondary distribution systems by 9.4% and 133.8%, as seen in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.6 (red bars), respectively. In addition, the distribution transformer’s loss of life exceeds the normal limit (5% limit) due the overloading of the distribution transformer caused by the charging of the electric vehicles, as depicted in Figure 5.7(a). By consequence, the distribution transformer would require early replacement, which implies additional costs to the utilities. In the case of prosumers of Type 1 and prosumers of Type 2, the proposed prosumer identification tool identifies all the consumers as candidate prosumers with 6 kW RTS-PVs per house, as listed in Table 5.2. Inspection of Figure 6.6 (red bars) reveals that the secondary distribution system’s energy loss drops by 11.2% and 33.3% in the case of prosumers of type 1 and prosumers of type 2, respectively, compared to the case of prosumers of type 0. In addition, Table 5.1 shows the reduction in the system’s total energy loss by 3.8% and 5.6% in the case of prosumers of type 1 and prosumer of type 2, respectively. Moreover, Figure 5.7(a) shows that the distribution transformer’s loss of life is reduced to be within 
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the normal limit (under 5%); hence, no need for a replacement or upgrading of the distribution transformer. 5.6.3 Implementation of the Prosumer Identification Tool to the Second Case Study  Figure 5.8 shows secondary distribution system’s energy loss, while Table 5.1 lists total energy loss in the whole distribution system. a) No electric vehicle situation (0% TG-EV): This situation assumes 0% penetration level of the electric vehicles (0% TG-EVs). In the case of prosumers of Type 1, the proposed prosumer identification tool identifies four candidate prosumers each has 11 kW RTS-PVs with locations nH5, nH6, nH9, nH10, as listed in Table 5.3 and depicted in Fig 5.4(b). These houses (nH5, nH6, nH9, nH10) are the farthest houses from the distribution transformer. Therefore, the presence of RTS-PVs at these houses (to become prosumers) reduces the power imported (hence power loss), through the distribution transformer, service lines and service drops. Visual inspection of Figure 5.8 reveals that the transformation of four consumers, with locations and sizes identified by the prosumer identification tool, reduces the secondary distribution system’s energy loss by more than 25%, compared to the case of all the customers are consumers (prosumers of type 0). The reduction of the energy loss in the secondary distribution system is reflected on the total energy loss in the distribution system that is decreased by 1.3%, as listed in Table 5.1. In addition, Figure 5.7(b) shows a significant reduction in the distribution transformer’s loss of life by 80%, which would prolong the lifetime of the distribution transformer. In the case of prosumers of Type 2, the proposed prosumer identification tool identifies four candidate prosumers of Type 2 each has 10 kW RTS-PVs with locations listed in Table 5.3. Figures. 5.8 and 5.7(b) show a substantial drop in the secondary distribution system’s energy loss and the distribution transformer’s loss of life by 10.7% and 81%, respectively. 
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 Figure 5.8: Secondary Distribution System Annual Energy loss in the Case of Second Case Study. Table 5.3: Optimal Prosumer Locations of the Second Case Study. %TGEV Prosumer Type 1 Prosumer Type 2 TGEV locations 0 nH5, nH6, nH9, nH10  nH5, nH6, nH9, nH10  NA 50 nH5, nH6, nH7, nH8, nH9, nH10 nH1, nH2, nH5, nH6, nH7,  nH8, nH9, nH10 nH1, nH3, nH5, nH7, nH9 100  nH5, nH6, nH7, nH8, nH9, nH10 All houses  All houses b) 50% electric vehicle situation (50% TG-EV): The charging of these electric vehicles doubles the secondary distribution system’s energy loss, as depicted in Figure 5.8. This results in increase in the total energy loss by 2.4%, as listed in Table 5.1 (2336.7 MWh versus 2282.6 MWh). In the case of prosumers of Type 1, the proposed prosumer identification tool identifies six candidate prosumers each has 11 kW RTS-PVs with locations listed in Table 5.3. The transformation of six consumers to prosumers of Type 1 leads to reduction in the total energy loss by 1.74% (2296.1 
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MWh versus 2336.7 MWh), a decrease in the secondary distribution system’s energy loss by 28% and drop in the distribution transformer’s loss of life by 91%, as illustrated in Table 5.1, Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.7 (b), respectively. In the case of prosumers of Type 2, the charging and discharging of the home battery energy storages (HBESs) following Figure 5.9, bridges the gap between the times at which the TG-EVs charge and the time at which the RTS-PVs generation occurs. The number of candidate prosumers is found to increase by 33% in this case, compared to the case of prosumers of Type 1, as listed in Table 5.3. This leads to a reduction in the system’ total energy loss by 2.3%, a decrease in the secondary distribution system’s energy loss by 35.8% and a reduction in the distribution transformer’s loss of life by 97.8%, as illustrated in Table 5.1, Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.7(b), respectively. c) 100% electric vehicle situation (100% TG-EV): The charging of these electric vehicles results in increase in the total energy loss by 6.23% (Table 5.1) and nearly quadruple of secondary distribution system’s energy loss compared to the no electric vehicles case, as depicted in Figure 5.8. From Figure 5.10, it can be observed that the service voltage at the secondary node nH10 (farthest customer from the distribution transformer) significantly drops by 4.65% (between 3 pm to 7 pm) compared to the base case (0% TG-EVs); hence, violating the range A limit (range A: Vmin = 114 V as per [95]). To alleviate this problem, the utility may reinforce the secondary distribution system by applying re-conductoring with larger conductors (i.e., less impedance; therefore, less voltage-drop), which represents additional cost to the utilities. Moreover, the distribution transformer’s loss of life is exceeding the normal limit (5% limit) due the overloading of the distribution transformer caused by the charging of the electric vehicles, as depicted in Figure 5.7(b). In the case of prosumers of Type1, the proposed prosumer identification tool identifies six candidate prosumers with locations listed in Table 5.3. Inspection 
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of Table 5.1 and Figure 5.8 reveals that the total energy loss and the secondary distribution system’s energy loss drop by 3.8 and 33%, respectively, compared to the case of prosumers of Type 0. In addition, Figure 5.10 shows that the service voltage at nH10 is within range A. This improvement removes the need for re-conductoring of the secondary distribution system. Moreover, Figure 5.7(b) shows that the distribution transformer’s loss of life is within the normal limit (5%); hence, no need for distribution transformer’s replacement. In the case of prosumer of Type 2, the proposed prosumer identification tool identifies that all the consumers can be transformed to be prosumers (each has 10 kW RTS-PVs). The increase in the number of prosumers leads to an improvement in the service voltage by 4%, a reduction in the secondary distribution system’s energy loss by 50%, a decrease in the loss of life by 97%, and a drop in the total energy loss by 4.31% compared to the case of prosumers of Type 0, as demonstrated in Figures 5.10, 5.8, 5.7(b) and Table 5.1, respectively. 
 Figure 5.9: Dispatching Profile of a Home Battery Energy Storage. 
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 Figure 5.10: Service Voltage at Customer #10 (nH10) at different Prosumer Types. 5.7 Discussion  This chapter presented an innovative tool to determine the optimal number, sizes and locations of prosumers to be connected to a secondary distribution system so to minimize the energy loss, improve the service voltage and extend the lifetime of the distribution transformers considering the charging of third generation-electric vehicles (TG-EVs) and home battery energy storages (HBESs)). The results showed that the new prosumer identification tool was able to successfully identify the locations and sizes of the prosumers with roof-top solar photovoltaics leading to a reduction of nearly 4% in the total energy loss. The chapter also revealed that when considering home battery energy storage in addition to roof-top solar photovoltaics, the reduction in the energy loss can be doubled. Moreover, the results illustrated that when considering a large penetration level of third generation-electric vehicles, the utility is required to perform a system re-conductoring to avoid the voltage violations. Furthermore, a premature replacement of the distribution transformer may be required to overcome a distribution transformer’s aging issues. 
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The proposed prosumer identification tool was found to solve these issues by identifying the number of prosumers as well as the appropriate resources (e.g., roof-top solar photovoltaics and home battery energy storage). This resulted in significant reduction in the energy loss, maintaining the service voltage and the transformer’s aging within the normal limit even at 100% penetration level of third generation-electric vehicles. The integration of Local-DERs and EV charging demand in the secondary distribution systems has been addressed in this work through two proposed strategies. The first strategy is applicable for new secondary distribution systems (in the design stage). This strategy integrates the Local-DERs and EV by considering their effect (e.g., roof-top solar photovoltaics generation and electric vehicle charging demand) at the design stage of a secondary distribution system components (i.e., sizing of a distribution transformer). The second strategy is appropriate for the newly designed secondary distribution systems (in the operational stage). This strategy is to plan the locations and sizes of roof-top solar photovoltaics to be connected to the secondary distribution systems. The results have shown the effectiveness of the two strategies to integrate Local-DERs and EVs in the secondary distribution systems. The next chapter will discuss another strategy to mitigate the impact of existing Local-DERs and EVs that are connected to a secondary distribution system (in the operational stage) with high penetration levels.       
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Chapter 6: Optimal Design of Community Energy Storage System Considering the Integration of Local-DERs and Electric Vehicles  6.1 Introduction  A community battery energy storage system (CBESS) is different from a central large-scale energy storage system (ESS) placed at a generation station (e.g., pumped hydro, in the range of 600 MW) and medium-scale ESS in the range of 3 MW located at distribution substations [113], as depicted in Figure 6.1. It is connected to the secondary of the distribution transformers feeding the residential customers [113]-[115]. A community battery energy storage system may represent a key solution that enables the distribution system operators (DSOs) to mitigate the negative impact of the Local-DERs (e.g., RTS-PVs) and ER-EVs installed with high penetration levels. However, the economics of the CBESS with its design requirements need to be addressed [116].  
 Figure 6.1: Different Deployment of the Energy Storage Systems. The distribution management system is intended to support the distribution system operators to manage the distribution system operation [117]. A distributed energy resources management 
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system (DER-MS) aims to manage the operation of the existing distributed energy resources in a primary distribution system that starts at the distribution substation and ends at the primary of the distribution transformers. This chapter presents a new tool for a cost-effective community battery energy storage system in a secondary distribution system. The proposed optimal community battery energy storage design tool mainly performs a community battery energy storage system design and validation using the historical data from the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), and the tools within the distribution management system (DMS), as shown in Figure 6.2. The obtained optimal design parameters of the community battery energy storage system (e.g., size, location, number of units and dispatching profile) achieve the following: 1) maximize the net present value (NPV) in dollars; 2) improve the voltage profile; 3) defer the secondary distribution system (SDS) re-conductoring; 4) improve the system reliability by decelerating the distribution transformers’ aging due the RTS-PVs generation and charging of the EVs; 5) reduce the energy loss in addition to 6) provide energy arbitrage profit. 
 Figure 6.2: Distribution Management System and DER-MS Integration with the CBESS Design Tool.  
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6.2 Community Battery Energy Storage System Cost Model and Design Requirements The proposed optimal design of community battery energy storage system consists of two modules: 1) the design module and 2) the validation module, as depicted in Figure 6.2. The design module finds the optimal design parameters (e.g., community battery energy storage system size, location, number of units and dispatching profile). On the other hand, the validation module is used to ensure that the proposed community battery energy storage system design meets the distribution system operators’ needs and requirements (e.g., improves voltage profile, reduces power loss, and mitigates a distribution transformer’s aging).  6.2.1 Community Battery Energy Storage System Mathematical Cost Model The mathematical cost model includes initial, operating, maintenance, and replacement costs.  6.2.1.1 Initial Costs of Community Battery Energy Storage System   These represent the fixed costs, which consist of two main components: the cost of the battery energy storage (,) and the cost of the power conversion system (,) [118]: , = & × *                                                                                                                         (6.1) , = & × +                                                                                                                          (6.2) where *, and +  are the community battery energy storage system’s capacity and rating in kWh and kW, respectively. The &  and & are a community battery energy storage system energy and power unit cost in $/kWh and $/kW, respectively. 6.2.1.2 Operating and Maintenance Costs  These costs are usually split into two components [118]: fixed and variable costs [119]. The annual fixed operating and maintenance costs (1,(,#) are a function of community battery energy 
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storage system’s rating (+) and once the system is built, 1,(,# becomes fixed annually regardless of the produced energy [119]-[121]: 1,(,# =  × +                                                                                                                          (6.3)          In contrast, the annual variable operating and maintenance costs (\1,(,#) is a function of the discharged power (+E;04L); hence, it is proportional to the annual produced energy: \1,(,# =  × À À +E;04L(ℎ, %) $LÂû 	Â                                                                                          (6.4) where  and  are the fixed and the variable cost coefficients in $/kW and $/kWh, respectively, h, D and y are indices for time (in hour (h)), days and years, respectively.  6.2.1.3 Community Battery Energy Storage System Replacement Cost    According to [120], a daily cyclic operation of a community battery energy storage system with 80% depth of discharge results in a battery bank replacement every eight years. The community battery energy storage system replacement cost (R#) can be estimated from: R# = R × + × &#                                                                                                                (6.5) where R is the community battery energy storage system replacement cost coefficient in $/kW, 
&#  is a decision variable that can take value ‘1’ in the case of a battery replacement in a year $ or value ‘0’ otherwise. For example, & would be zero in the first 8 years (e.g., R = 0) and 1 in the 9th year (battery bank replacement). 6.2.2   Design Requirements of Community Battery Energy Storage System  In this section, the design requirements, which are incorporated in the design of a community battery energy storage system, are presented. 
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6.2.2.1 Energy Arbitrage Profit    A community battery energy storage system can provide energy arbitrage profit from charging it during off-peak periods, then discharging it during on-peak periods [121]. Based on [90], the annual energy arbitrage profit (*+#) can be computed from: *+# = À À(+E;04L(ℎ, %) × L,	 − +4L(ℎ, %) × (1 − L,	))$LÂû 	Â × *(ℎ, %)                                                                                            (6.6) where *(ℎ, %) is the electricity rate at time index ℎ and day index D  in $/kWh, L,	 is a binary variable that represents a community battery energy storage system (CBESS)) state (L,	 = 0 when a CBESS is charging and L,	 = 1 when a CBESS is discharging), and +4L is a CBESS charging power in kW. Note that during the periods when the CBESS is idling,  +E;04L = +4L = 0; therefore, the energy arbitrage profit remains unchanged.  6.2.2.2 Power Loss Reduction          The community battery energy storage system dispatching profile can be set to reduce the power loss (+ ,00,	) in the secondary distribution system lines (e.g., service lines and service drops). The annual net cost savings due to the power loss reduction (+'R& !",#) can be estimated from: +'R& !",# = À À(+,00,	<(ℎ, %) − (+,00,	5(ℎ, %)) × *(ℎ, %)                                  (6.7)$LÂû 	Â  where +,00,	< and +,00,	5 are the power loss in kW before and after installing the community battery energy storage systems.  
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6.2.2.3 Service Voltage Enhancement           A community battery energy storage system can absorb or release energy to mitigate any voltage-rise or voltage-drop at any customer’s service entrance. This would defer the re-conductoring to overcome the voltage deviations problems [40]. The cost of a network re-conductoring (upgrading a conductor with a low impedance conductor) is: . = , ×  + ,	 × 	                                                                                                                (6.8) where , and ,	 are the service line and service drop conductors’ cost in $/m. In addition,  and 	 are the total service line and service conductors’ length in meter.   6.2.2.4 Distribution Transformer Aging Deceleration    The electric vehicle charging at the residential prosumers equipped with a high penetration level of rooftop solar photovoltaics can cause acceleration of a distribution transformer’s insulation’s aging [73]. This design requirement would allow utilities to better utilize their capital, by avoiding the early replacement of a distribution transformer, and help to reduce the customers’ power outages, which can lead to improved system reliability. The annual distribution transformer’s replacement cost (ZR#) is: ZR# = Δ#   × Z                                                                                                                                     (6.9) where Z is a distribution transformer capital and installation cost in $, ì# is a binary variable (0 or 1) representing a distribution transformer replacement at year y. For example, if a distribution transformer was replaced after eight years, ì# would be zero in the first 8 years (e.g., ZR = 0) and 1 in the 9th year. The energy outage cost associated with a distribution transformer outage includes the utility and the customer outage costs [1]. The annual utility’s outage cost (CÔÕI',,) is the cost due to the loss of revenue for energy not supplied (*/&) to customers: 
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,M"5S!,M,# = (À */& × *(ℎ, %)) × Δ#    ∀ $LÂ@LÂ                                                                             (6.10) Furthermore, the energy not supplied is a function of average load affected by the outage '5(!.5S!  in kW [122]:  */& = '5(!.5S!  × 2                                                                                                                            (6.11) Note that 2 is the failure duration in hours (required time to restore service to the affected customers [1]). In this study, 2 is the replacement time of a distribution transformer and its value, as given by an electric utility in Canada, is listed in Table 6.1. Customer outage is more crucial than utility outage, and its cost depends on the customer category (e.g., industrial, commercial or residential) [1]. Since the focus of this study is on the residential sector, the annual residential customer’s outage cost (,M"5S!,.,#) can be calculated from [122]-[124]: ,M"5S!,.,# = (2 × À cZ+(
) × Δ#    ∀ $ÐÅÑ(
Â                                                                            (6.12) where cZ+(
is the willingness-to-pay of house with index >	 for service reliability in $/h [124] and /. is the number of customers (houses). The cZ+ value depends on the results of the service reliability report in [124]. Note that ,M"5S!,M,#, ,M"5S!,.,#  and ZR# are evaluated before the installation of a community battery energy storage system. Also, it should be noted that the proper selection of a community battery energy storage system parameters leads to significant cost savings to electric utilities in terms of distribution transformer replacement costs, and outages costs. Moreover, the service voltage enhancement and power loss reduction, as a community 
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battery energy storage system design’s requirements, would defer the need for the system re-conductoring and its associated cost (.), in addition to gain the energy arbitrage profit.  6.3 Proposed Optimal Design of Community Battery Energy Storage System: Design Module           This section presents the mathematical formulations of the community battery energy storage system (CBESS), which includes the objective function and the design constraints. 6.3.1 Mathematical Formulation of the Optimal Design of CBESS    The objective function to maximize the net present value and the design constraints are mathematically formulated as follows [116]: 6.3.1.1 Objective Function     A net present value (NPV) is an economic measure used to examine the feasibility of a project or an investment [125]. The NPV analysis is recommended when evaluating investment analysis and decisions [125]. The costs (cash flow out) are placed side-by-side against the revenues (cash flow in) and are then evaluated. A negative NPV indicates that an investment is not profitable, while a positive NPV implies a profitable project. Assuming a constant dollar stream, a NPV can be mathematically expressed as follows [90]:      /+\ = À  !",#(1 + g)# )*)+,#Â  −                                                                                                              (6.13) The total initial cost () of a community battery energy storage system is:  = À(& × +,- .-Â  + & × *,-  ) × Ẍ-                                                               (6.14) where Ẍ- is a decision variable that is used to denote if a community battery energy storage system (CBESS) unit exists at pole 0 (i.e., Ẍ- =1) or not (i.e., ẍ- =0). The maximum number of CBESS 
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units is limited by the number of poles K6 in the secondary distribution system. In addition, the discount rate g is assumed to be 10% as in (6.13), K0#0"!( is a system lifetime (set to 20 years as recommended in [125]).  Moreover,  !",#  is a net cash flow at the end of year $ , in $, and it can be estimated by subtracting the annual expenses due to the installation of a CBESS from the annual savings caused by addition of a CBESS [90]:  !",# = *+# + +'R& !",# + ZR# + . + ,M"5S!,M,# + ,M"5S!,.,# − \1,(,# − 1,(,#− R#                                                                                                                             (6.15) where *+# and +'R& !",# represent the annual savings due to the energy arbitrage and power loss reduction (cash inflows). Additionally, ZR# and . represent the distribution transformer’s replacement and the network re-conductoring costs, respectively, which would be paid if a CBESS was not installed, so ZR# and . become savings (cash inflows). Also, ,M"5S!,M,#  and ,M"5S!,.,# are the annual utility and customer outage costs that become savings after the addition of a CBESS (cash inflows). The \1,(,#, 1,(,# and R# represent the annual variable, fixed and replacement costs, respectively (expended costs: cash outflows).  Therefore, the objective function is to maximize the net present value (NPV) as follows:                                            ßà>àá 2/+\3 = É(+ , *, +E;04L , +4L,  ,Ẍ)                   (6.16) The formula in (6.16) can be solved by minimizing the negative of the NPV, to be in the standard form, as per [126]:  ßàKà>àá 2−/+\3                                                                                                                                (6.17) 
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6.3.1.2 Design Constraints The objective function described in (6.16) is subject to quality of utility service (inequality) constraints on the voltage-drop (4.41), voltage-rise (4.46), and distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life (4.58). In addition, it is subject to constraints on the conductor current ampacity for the secondary lines (4.33)-(4.34), as described in Chapter 4. Moreover, the power balance equality and the storage constraints are considered.  a) Power balance constraint: The following equality constraint ensures that the power imported through a distribution transformer (from the grid) always meets the load demand of the residential dwellings, the charging demands of the EVs, and the CBESS as well as the power loss (+,00,	). + 	8(ℎ) + À +(ÜÝ(ℎ) + À +4L-(ℎ) × ϑ-(ℎ) × Ẍ- .-Â ÜÝ(
Â= À +9	(
(ℎ) +ÐÅÑ(
Â À +(³Ý(ℎ) ³Ý(
Â + À +E;04L-(ℎ) × (1 − ϑ-(ℎ)) × Ẍ- .-Â     + +,00,	5(ℎ)                                                                                                                                        (6.18)   where + 	8 is the power supplied by a distribution transformer in kW, +9	(
 is the residential demand of dwelling >	 in kW, +(
  is the power generation from RTS-PVs of index > in kW. The +(³Ý  is the charging demand of EV of index > in kW, K and K are the number of RTS-PVs and EVs that exist in a secondary distribution system, respectively. b)  Battery Storage constraints: Lithium-ion (Li-ION) batteries have been chosen in this work since they are characterized by high power and energy densities, as described in [127]-[128].   
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• Community battery energy storage system components sizing constraints: As per [128], a community battery energy storage system’s rating (+) and capacity (*) must be within their limits, as listed in Table 6.1: +,(;  ≤ + ≤ +,(5:                                                                                   (6.19)  *,(;  ≤ * ≤ *,(5:                                                                                 (6.20) • CBESS state of charge: The energy-balance of a CBESS, considering the remaining state of charge (&T) and the round-trip efficiency (¥ ), can be estimated as follows [90]: &T(ℎ) = &T(ℎ − 1)− 456−+E;04L(ℎ) × ∆[ × ¥   CBESS is charging       +4L(ℎ) × ∆[ × 1¥      CBESS is discharging0                                           CBESS is idling 789 (6.21) A state of charge of a CBESS should stay within the minimum and the maximum values of the state of charge that are listed in Table 6.1.    &T(;  ≤ &T(ℎ) ≤ &T(5:   ∀  ℎ                                                                 (6.22) A CBESS charging or discharging power should not exceed its rating (+), as per [90]: +E;04L(ℎ) ≤ +   ∀  ℎ                                                                                                       (6.23) +4L(ℎ) ≤ +    ∀  ℎ                                                                                                            (6.24) 6.3.2 Solution Methodology The objective function described in (6.16) is a combination of continuous variables (e.g., +, *, +E;04L, +4L) and binary variables (e.g., , Ẍ-); therefore, it is defined as a mixed-integer nonlinear program [129]. The existence of binary variables makes 
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the objective function non-convex; hence, it cannot be solved by classical algorithms (e.g., Branch and Bound) in its original form [129]. Thus, the Discrete-Continuous Particle Swarm Optimizer (DCPSO) is introduced in this work to solve this problem by finding the optimal values of the decision variables (e.g., +, *, +E;04L, +4L ,ϑ,  Ẍ-).   Particle swarm optimization is a population-based stochastic metaheuristic algorithm [130]. In particle swarm optimization, a solution space is explored by a swarm (a group of solutions in which each solution represents a set of community battery energy storage system design parameters (Par). The components in each solution (e.g., +, Ẍ) are represented by a particle of length equal to the number of variables (NVR) and each design parameter has an index 
ũ (e.g. ũ =1, 2,…, NVR). For example, during each generation of index µ, the expression in (6.25) is used to explore every CBESS design parameter (e.g., +) of index ũ in the ĵ"L particle (+ĵ,ũ). The best CBESS design parameters explored by the ĵ"L particle is represented by (+<!0" ĵ). The best CBESS design parameters explored by the whole swarm is represented by (+<!0"∗ ) where it is the closest to the optimal solution [130]-[131]. For continuous variables, (e.g., +, *, +E;04L, +4L), (6.25) and (6.26) are used to update a particle value (+ĵ,ũ) and velocity (+Źĵ,ũ), while (6.26) and (6.27) and are used to update velocities and values of binary variables (e.g., , Ẍ-) [132]. +ĵ,ũ= = +ĵ,ũ(=ü)  + +Źĵ,ũ=     ∀ ĵ,ũ                                                                                                  (6.25) +Źĵ,ũ= = ϼc × (+ĵ,ũ<!0",(=ü) − +ĵ,ũ(=ü))  + +Źĵ,ũ(=ü) + ϼc × (+<!0",ũ∗ (=ü)− +ĵ,ũ(=ü))       ∀ ũ, ĵ                                                                                                  (6.26) 
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+ĵ,ũ= = ? 1    àÉ @à(+Źĵ,ũ= ) ≥ ĵ,ũ0                    B[ℎbà@     C   ∀ ĵ,ũ                                                                                     (6.27) where c and c are learning coefficients, ϼ, ϼ and ĵ,ũ are random values in the range [0, 1] as per [130], @à is a sigmoid function [131]: 
@à Ç+Źĵ,ũ= È = 1(1 + Çü5.Źĵ,ũD È))                                                                                                     (6.28) Equations (6.25)-(6.28) form the core of the Discrete-Continuous Particle Swarm Optimizer that is used in this work to solve the CBESS optimization problem and is detailed in Algorithm 6.1. The values of the parameters and the constants used in (6.1)-(6.28) are given in Table 6.1. Note that all the costs are given in the United States dollars. Table 6.1: The Values of the Parameters used in Equations (6.11)-(6.28). Parameter Values &, &, 2, ¥  $287.5, $338 [19], 6 hours, 90% [19] ,  26.8$/kW/year, 0.002 $/kWh/year [127]     c, c, /5., /	1".;50, cZ+ 2, 2, 10, 100, 3.9 $/h [124] ,, ,	 , Z 108 $/m, 108 $/m [19], $6000 R, SOC(; , SOC(5: , 578 $/kW, 20%, 100% [127] +,(; , +,(5:  25 kW, 75 kW [128] *,(; ,  *,(5:   25 kWh, 300 kWh [127]-[128]  Algorithm 6.1 CBESS Design Parameters Optimization using the DCPSO 1: Input:  Secondary distribution system parameter (e.g., /., K6), DCPSO parameters (e.g. /\R,  c, c, number of particles (/5.), number of iterations (/	1".;50). 
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2: Input: Variable limits (such as: PPCS min, PPCS max, EBES min, EBES max). 3: For j = 1: /5. do 4: For u = 1: /\R do 5:      If  +ĵ,ũ  is continuous, +ĵ,ũ  = rand × (+ĵ,ũ(5:- +ĵ,ũ(; ), +Źĵ,ũ  = rand × (+ĵ,ũ(5:-  +ĵ,ũ(; ). 6:      Else   +ĵ,ũ  = round(rand), +Źĵ,ũ  = round(rand) 7:      End If 8: End for 9:  Evaluate  in (6.14). 10: Use Algorithm 6.2 to model secondary distribution system, solve load flow, and check all constraints.  11: Evaluate (6.1)-(6.12), and objective function in (6.13),  +<!0" ĵ = +ĵ  12: End for 13: Rank objective function from the best (+<!0") to the worst. 14: For µ = 1: /	1".;50 do 15: For ĵ = 1: /5.  do 16:      For ũ = 1: /\R do 17:      If +ĵ,ũ=  is continuous, update +ĵ,ũ=and +Źĵ,ũ=  using (6.25)-(6.26). 18:      Else update +Źĵ,ũ= , +ĵ,ũ=  using (6.26) and (6.27). 19:      End If 20:     End for 21: Repeat steps 9-11 
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22: If f (+ĵ=)≤  f (+ĵ<!0"), +ĵ<!0" = +ĵ=   23: End If 24: If É(+ĵ=) ≤ É(+∗<!0"), +∗<!0" = +ĵ= 25: End If 26:    End for 27: End for 28: Output: +∗<!0" = +, * , +E;04L, +4L ,  ,Ẍ∗.   6.4  Validation of Optimal Design of Community Battery Energy Storage System In this section, the validation module is presented and is used to simulate the operation of a community battery energy storage system (CBESS) to ensure that the proposed CBESS design meets the design requirements. The validation module introduced in this work considers different testing scenarios, as listed in Table 6.2. The validation module includes the data sampling, the profile generation, the secondary distribution system modelling, the power flow solution and a distribution transformer’s loss of life estimation, as outlined in Algorithm 6.2.  Table 6.2: Studied Testing Scenarios. Scenario RTS-PVs kW/house Number of EVs/house CBESS 1 0 0 NA 2 0 1 NA 3 10 1 NA 4 10 1 TBD In this study, the Tesla Model S is used to represent ER-EVs with a capacity (Eb) of 90 kWh, 20 kW charger (SEV =20 kW), energy consumption (ς) = 0.38kWh/mile and charger efficiency 
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(ղEV) = 90%. The choice of the Tesla Model S was based on [133], which ranks the Tesla Model (S) as one of the leading EVs in Canada from a sales perspective.  Algorithm 6.2 Community Battery Energy Storage System Design Validation Algorithm  1:  Input: Secondary distribution system parameters (e.g., distribution transformer size, service line and service drop conductor sizes, and secondary distribution system configuration). 2:  Input: Load data, EV charging data, EV parameters (such as: Eb, ζ). 3:  Input: Solar irradiance and temperature, RTS-PVs parameters (such as: rated voltage (120/240 volts), rated power (e.g. 10 kW/house). 4:   For q (month index) = 1:12 months do 5:    For ΰ (iteration index) = 1: Satisfying a Stopping Criterion using Algorithm 3.2 do 6:       Use Algorithm 3.3 to generate daily load and EV charging profiles. 7:       Use Algorithm 3.3 to generate irradiance and temperature profiles. 8:        For Testing scenario = 1:4   do 9:       Assign daily load, EV charging profiles to each house and EV in a secondary distribution system.  10:      Assign daily irradiance and temperature profiles to each RTS-PVs in a secondary distribution system.  11:      Assign a dispatching profile to each CBESS unit connected to a secondary distribution system. 12:       Set CBESS unit sizes and locations according to the DCPSO. 13:       Run the Forward/Backward Sweep power flow.  14:       Calculate distribution transformer’s %LOLYy using (4.56)-(4.57) 15:       Save scenario results. 
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16:       End for 17:      Save trials results. 18:     Check Stopping Criterion using Algorithm 3.2.  19:      End for 20:   End for 21:   Output: Distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life, voltages, and power loss.  6.5 Results and Evaluation In this section, two case studies are considered. Each includes a secondary distribution system servicing a group of houses with load profiles described in Chapter 5 (Section 5.5.2.1), and each house may be equipped with RTS-PVs and/or EV, as listed in Table 6.2. The following design requirements are evaluated: 1) energy arbitrage profit (EAP), 2) power loss reduction (PLR), 3) service voltage enhancement (SVE), and 4) distribution transformer aging deceleration (TAD). The validation module, described in Section 6.4, is used to evaluate the community battery energy storage system design through different testing scenarios, as listed in Table 6.2.  6.5.1 Test System Description The IEEE 34-bus distribution feeder, described in Chapter 4, is used to evaluate the community battery energy storage system (CBESS) design. Since the model of this system stops at the primary nodes, the secondary distribution system connecting a CBESS and serving the residential houses, where EV charging and RTS-PVs generation take place, is modelled. Therefore, the primary node (node 822) is replaced by a 50 kVA distribution transformer serving a secondary distribution system, to match the original spot load. In this study, two secondary distribution system configurations are considered as follows: a) the first secondary distribution system configuration (first case study) includes a distribution transformer, service lines and service 
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drops with archetypes shown in Figure 6.3, with the specifications and the IEEE reliability test system profiles described in Chapter 5; and b) the second secondary distribution system configuration (second case study) is a real secondary distribution system described in Chapter 5 and depicted in Figure 6.4.   
 Figure 6.3: Illustration of a Secondary Distribution System embedded with a CBESS. 
 Figure 6.4: A Real Secondary Distribution System connected to a CBESS. 6.5.2 Implementation of the Proposed Design Tool to the First Case Study  Table 6.3 lists the distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life (%LOLYy) values, the number of distribution transformer replacements, the need for re-conductoring and the annual energy saving, for the studied scenarios following the implementation of Algorithm 6.2. Figure 6.5 shows 
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the service voltage at customer #10 (nH10) since it is the farthest customer from the distribution transformer, as depicted in Figure 6.2. Furthermore, Figure 6.6 illustrates the total power loss of the first case study.  6.5.2.1 System Performance before the Implementation of the Proposed Optimal Design of Community Battery Energy Storage System Tool Scenario 1 (in Table 6.2) represents the base case in which all the customers are consumers (no RTS-PVs) and with the absence of the EV charging. According to Table 6.3, the distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life is under the 5% limit [97], and therefore no distribution transformer replacement is needed. Visual inspection of Figure 6.4 reveals the voltage at customer #10 is above Vmin (range A: Vmin= 114 V as per [95]); hence, there is no need for re-conductoring. Scenario 2 which considers the EVs’ charging through the secondary distribution system in the absence of the RTS-PVs, shows a significant increase in the distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life, as listed in Table 6.3, reaching 12%, which exceeds the 5% limit; thus, the number of the distribution transformer replacements needed doubles during the normal lifetime (i.e., 20 years [96]). This represents an additional cost to the utility. Figure 6.5 shows that service voltage during the EVs’ charging that most likely happens between 3 pm to 7 pm, significantly drops by 5.2% (e.g. at 5 pm) compared to the base case; consequently, violating the range A limit (range A: Vmin= 114 V as per [95]). To alleviate this problem, the utility may reinforce the secondary distribution system by applying re-conductoring with larger conductors (i.e., less impedance; therefore, less voltage-drop) [19] that represents additional cost to the utilities and using (6.8) this cost can be estimated to be $32,967. Moreover, during the same period (3 pm to 7 pm) in Scenario 2, the power loss drastically increases reaching six times the power loss of the base case, as shown in Figure 6.6, leading to an increase in the annual energy loss. The presence of prosumers equipped with 
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RTS-PVs (Scenario 3 in Table 6.2) could partially mitigate the loss of life, as listed in Table 6.3, but the loss of life still exceeds the normal limit and as a result, the distribution transformer requires a single replacement. Also, customer #10 is still experiencing under voltage since the voltage is still under the range A, as shown in Figure 6.5; therefore, re-conductoring would still be needed in this scenario. Figure 6.6 shows that the prosumers’ contribution, through the RTS-PVs’ generation, decreases the power imported from the distribution transformer; hence, the power loss is reduced compared to Scenario 2. Table 6.3: Performance Assessment of the Design Requirements for the First Case Study. Scenario 1 2 3 4 Distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life 0.0030 12.0000 7.0000 0.2180 Number of distribution transformer replacements 0 2 1 0 Re-conductoring NO YES YES NO Energy arbitrage profit ($/year) NA NA NA 4,073 Annual energy saving (kWh/year) NA NO NO 547.500  
 Figure 6.5: Service Voltage at Customer #10. 
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 Figure 6.6: Power Loss of the First Case Study. 6.5.2.2 System Performance after the Implementation of the Proposed Optimal Design Tool The proposed optimal design of community battery energy storage system (CBESS) tool is applied in two steps. Firstly, the design module, described in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, through Algorithm 6.1 finds the optimal CBESS parameters (e. g. , +, *,  +E;04L,+4L,   , Ẍ). Secondly, the validation module, through Algorithm 6.2 described in Section 6.4, validates the design by evaluating the following design requirements: 1) energy arbitrage profit (EAP), 2) power loss reduction (PLR), 3) service voltage enhancement (SVE), and 4) distribution transformer aging deceleration (TAD). The implementation of the proposed optimal design of CBESS leads to the values of the design parameters given in Table 6.4 and the dispatching profile depicted in Figure 6.6. The Discrete-Continuous Particle Swarm Optimizer (the design module) identifies two CBESS units for two locations; the first unit is at the end of the left service line (i.e., pole #2), and the second unit is at the end of the right service drop (i.e., pole #3), as depicted in Figure 6.3. The proposed dispatching profile, depicted in Figure 6.7, shows that the two CBESS units charge late at night and discharge during the evening periods. This profile 
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satisfies two-fold: 1) The CBESS charging occurs at night, during the period when the demand is low; hence, there is no distribution transformer overload, and there are reduced electricity rates during the off-peak periods (8.7 cents/kWh according to time-of-use rates (TOU) in Ontario, Canada [134]). 2) The CEBSS discharging occurs during the evening when the demand on the distribution transformer is high due to the EVs’ charging; therefore, discharging CBESS would mitigate the loading on this transformer (i.e., extending its lifetime). It is worth noting that when CBESS discharges during the early evening (i.e., high electricity rates during the on-peak periods which is 18 cents/kWh) the distribution system operator would gain a profit from energy arbitrage that can be estimated using (6.6) to be $4,073/year. 
 Figure 6.7: Dispatching Profile of the First Case Study. Due to the proximity of the two CBESS units to residential prosumers, power congestion in the secondary distribution system’s lines are reduced which in turn leads to improved service voltages to all residential customers, and in particular the service voltage at customer #10, to be within the range A limit, as depicted in Figure 6.5 for Scenario 4. This improvement removes the need for re-conductoring of secondary distribution system, leading to a $32,967 in savings. Moreover, a reduction in the power congestion reduces the power loss by almost half compared to 
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Scenario 3 (e.g. at 5 pm), as shown in Figure 6.6 and Scenario 4 leading to an estimated PLR, as calculated by (6.7), to be $73. The savings due to TAD, EAP, SVE, and PLR achieves a positive net present value (NPV) (as listed in Table 6.4), which indicates the economic feasibility of the CBESS. By consequence, by using the proposed design tool, the utility can solve all the issues related to the integration of Local-DERs and ER-EVs and gain a profit of $5,377.  Table 6.4: Optimal Design Decision Variables. System First Secondary Distribution System Configuration Second Secondary Distribution System Configuration CBESS Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Location Pole#2 Pole#3 Pole#1 * (kWh) 60 60 125 +  (kW) 15 15 25 NPV ($) +5,377 +8,722 6.5.3 Implementation of the Proposed Design Tool to the Second Case Study  Table 6.5 lists the distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life values, the number of distribution transformer replacements, the need for re-conductoring and the annual energy saving, for the studied scenarios following the implementation of Algorithm 6.2.  Table 6.5: Performance Assessment of the Design Requirements for the Second Case Study. Scenario 1 2 3 4 Distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life 0.0004 10.3200 14.7100 0.5350 Number of distribution transformer replacements 0.0000 2.0000 2.0000 0.0000 Re-conductoring NO YES YES NO Energy arbitrage profit ($/year) NA NA NA 2,122 Annual energy saving (kWh/year) NA NO NO 1,720 
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6.5.3.1 System Performance before the Implementation of the Proposed Optimal Design Tool According to Table 6.5, in Scenario 1, the distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life (%LOLYy) is under the 5% limit. Also, visual inspection of Figure 6.8 reveals that the service voltage at customer #8 for the scenario is above Vmin limit (range A); therefore, there is no need for distribution transformer replacement or secondary distribution system re-conductoring. Scenario 2 shows a significant increase in the loss of life, as listed in Table 6.5, reaching almost 11%, which exceeds the 5% limit; hence, the number of distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life replacements doubles during the normal lifetime (i.e., 20 years). Figure 6.8 shows that the service voltage during charging of EVs significantly drops by 8.23% (e.g. at 5 pm) compared to the base case (no EVs), violating the range A limit. Moreover, the power loss increases reaching ten times the power loss of the base case, as shown in Figure 6.9, leading to an increase in the annual energy loss. Scenario 3 shows a significant increase in the loss of life due to overloading of the distribution transformer, through the RTS-PVs’ contribution (reverse overloading), and the EVs’ charging (forward overloading), as listed in Table 6.7. Furthermore, Figure 6.8 shows that the service voltage during the RTS-PVs’ contribution increases by 4.6%. The secondary distribution system re-conductoring would represent an additional cost of $49,537. Also, Figure 6.9 shows more power loss compared to Scenarios 2 and 3 due to the RTS-PVs’ contribution. 6.5.3.2 System Performance after the Implementation of the Proposed Optimal Design Tool  The design module identifies one CBESS unit located at pole #1 (close to customer #8), as depicted in Figure 6.4 The proposed dispatching profile, depicted in Figure 6.10 shows that the CBESS charges twice; late at night and around noon and discharges during evening periods. Due to the proximity of the CBESS to residential prosumers, power congestion in the secondary distribution system lines are relieved which in turn leads to improved service voltages to all 
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residential customers, which are within the range A limit, as depicted in Figure 6.8 for Scenario 4. Since there is no need for secondary distribution system re-conductoring, the saving for this case is $49,537. Moreover, according to Figure 6.9 a significant reduction in peak power loss is observed in the case of Scenario 4 compared to Scenario 3 reaching nearly 50% leading to an estimated power loss reduction (PLR) of $220 /year. In addition, a profit from energy arbitrage is estimated to be $2,122/year. In addition, the positive net present value (NPV) (listed in Table 6.4) indicates the economic feasibility of the CBESS in the studied system. 
 Figure 6.8: Service Voltage at Customer # Eight. 
 Figure 6.9: Power Loss of the Second Case Study. 
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 Figure 6.10: Dispatching Profile of the Second Case Study. 6.5.4 Effect of RTS-PVs and EV Penetration Levels on the Optimal Design of CBESS  The first case study, which is described in Section 6.5.1, is used to investigate the influence of the RTS-PVs and EV penetration levels on the design of community battery energy storage system. Table 6.6 lists the optimal CBESS design parameters corresponding to the penetration levels (e.g. 20% RTS-PVs denotes 20% of the customers have RTS-PVs, each has 10 kW RTS-PVs per house). According to Table 6.6, up to 40% RTS-PVs and EVs’ penetration levels, the design module identified that the impact of the EVs’ charging can be completely compensated by the RTS-PVs’ contribution; thus, CBESS is not required at these penetration levels. However, at 60% penetration and beyond, and due to the significant impact of the EVs’ charging demand, the design module identifies two CBESS units located at poles #2 and 3 (Figure 6.3) with parameters listed in Table 6.6.      6.5.5 Effect of Distribution Network Reconfiguration on the Optimal Design of CBESS In this section, the impact of the primary feeder reconfiguration on the outcome of the proposed optimal design of community battery energy storage system is examined. The IEEE 123-
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bus distribution feeder [103] can provide different configurations by closing/opening the twelve switches (SW1 to SW12) located between the feeder sections, as shown in Figure 6.11. The kVA of the spot load at primary node 53 is calculated as √40 + 20 = 44.72 kVA; hence, this node can be replaced by the first secondary distribution system configuration (FSDSC) described in Section 6.5.1, as depicted in Figure 6.11. Table 6.6: Effect of RTS-PVs and EV Penetration Levels on CBESS Design. RTS-PVs  penetration level EV penetration level *   (kWh)  +   (kW) Unit #1 Unit #2 0 0 0  0 0 20 20 0  0 0 40 40 0  0 0 60 60 24 24 6 80 80 40  40 10 100 100 60  60 15 6.5.5.1 Optimal Design of CBESS (Initial Configuration) The proposed design tool is applied to the initial configuration of the primary feeder with the secondary distribution system connected at node 53 and under the same scenarios given in Table 7.7. To mitigate the under voltage and the distribution transformer aging acceleration, the proposed optimal design of CBESS tool identifies two CBESS units with parameters listed in Table 6.7. 6.5.5.2 Optimal Design of CBESS (Optimal Configuration) Since the IEEE 123 feeder has 12 switches, a total of 4,096 (212) different network configurations can be obtained. From the 4,096 different network configurations, the optimal 
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feeder configuration that maximizes the reliability and minimizes the power loss is selected. This optimal configuration is obtained by opening the switches given in Table 6.7 and closing the other switches, as per [135]-[136]. With the same secondary distribution system and the scenarios in Table 6.2, the proposed design tool identifies the same design parameters, listed in Table 6.7. This leads to the conclusion that the primary system reconfiguration has no effect on the optimal design of CBESS. 
 Figure 6.11: IEEE 123-bus test Feeder with the addition of the First Case Study. Table 6.7: Effect of Distribution Network configuration on CBESS Design. System configuration Open switches *  (kWh) +   (kW)  Unit #1 Unit #2 Initial configuration SW7, SW8, SW9, SW10, SW11, SW12 48 48 12 Optimal configuration [135] SW3, SW5, SW7, SW8, SW11, SW12 48 48 12 
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6.6 Discussion In this chapter, the optimal design of community battery energy storage system (CBESS) is introduced as a tool that can help the distribution system operators to optimally design a CBESS with the objective of mitigating the Local-DERs and EV charging demand impact and improving the system’s performance. Two case studies are used to verify the proposed design tool. In the first case study (first secondary distribution system configuration), the design tool identified that up to 40% RTS-PVs and EVs’ penetration levels, the impact of the EVs’ charging could be completely compensated by the RTS-PVs’ contribution, so a CBESS was not required up to this penetration levels. However, at 60% penetration level and beyond, and due to the significant impact of the EVs’ charging demand, the proposed optimal design of CBESS tool identified two CBESS units. The integration of the CBESS with optimal parameters improved the service voltage by 2.6% (no need for re-conductoring), decreased the power loss by more than 50% (energy saving) and reduced the distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life by 97% (no distribution transformer early replacement or service interruption), thereby achieving a profit of $5,377. In the second case study (second secondary distribution system configuration), the design tool identified one CBESS unit. The integration of the CBESS with optimal parameters improved the service voltage by 4.5%, reduced the power loss by 50% and reduced the distribution transformer’s yearly loss of life by 96%, which attained a profit of $8,722. The next chapter will discuss another strategy to mitigate the impact of the Local-DERs and EV charging demand that are embedded in a secondary distribution system with high penetration levels. This strategy depends on the home battery energy storages owned by the residential customers. These home battery energy storages will be used through a transactive energy market that will provide grid services at the distribution system level. 
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Chapter 7: Intelligent Operation of Local-DERs through a Transactive Energy Market 7.1 Introduction  Transactive energy (TE) is defined as a combination of economic and control techniques to manage devices’ electricity production and consumption in a grid [137]. A transactive energy market integrates information technology and electronic-commerce (via price signals) with devices to efficiently and reliably operate a grid [78]. A home battery energy storage’s owner charges it during off-peak hours to get the benefit of low-electricity prices (minimizing charge cost) and discharges it during on-peak hours to partially cover a residential demand (maximizing energy savings) [89].   A transactive energy market may represent a key solution that can modulate charging/discharging of home battery energy storages such that they coincide with the utilities’ and home battery energy storage owners’ objectives.  This chapter introduces a novel home battery energy storage-based-transactive energy framework (HBES-Based TE Framework) to operate a distribution system efficiently and reliably.  This framework uses a utility’s distribution management system (DMS), smart meters owned by residential customers and the communication infrastructure between them to create a distributed information based architecture. This architecture enables a third-party entity (distribution system operator (DSO)) through the proposed HBES-based TE Framework to create a grid services market (GSM) whose participators are the home battery energy storages’ owners, as shown in Figure 7.1. The introduced HBES-Based TE Framework and the grid services market aim to: 1) provide grid services at the primary and secondary distribution systems, to mitigate the Local-DERs (e.g., RTS-
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PVs) and EV charging demand negative impact, which would defer the system upgrade, 2) incentivize the residential customers that own home battery energy storages, to interact and participate in the grid services market by providing them with competitive energy prices 3) maximize the profits of home battery energy storages’ owners. In addition, the utility itself will participate in this market to procure any required grid services. 
 Figure 7.1 The Proposed HBES-Based TE Framework and Grid Services Market Concept. 7.2 HBES-Based-TE Framework: The Utility Side  In this thesis, the proposed HBES-Based-TE Framework cooperates with a distribution management system (DMS at utility side) and the home energy management systems (HEMSs at customers side) to ensure efficient and reliable operation of the distribution system and as well ensure the effective use of the home battery energy storages, as depicted in Figure 7.2.  7.2.1 Distribution Management System  After the transition of a distribution system from being manually operated and managed to becoming intelligently and automatically operated, a distribution management system plays the 
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most importance role in distribution system automation [8]. A distribution management system aims to perform the following functions [as shown in Figure 7.2]: 7.2.1.1 Function#1: Distribution System Modelling    A distribution management system includes a complete and detailed model of a distribution system [8]. It comprises models of: substation transformer, primary feeder, single and three-phase laterals, voltage regulators, capacitor banks. In addition, the distribution management system is extended in this thesis to include models of distribution transformers, service lines, service drops, Local-DERs and EV charging demand, as described in Chapter 5.  7.2.1.2 Function#2: Collection of Customers’ Information  A distribution management system sends a pricing signal to the residential customers [14] while the residential customers will provide a distribution management system with day-ahead forecasted data such as demand profiles, RTS-PVs generation profiles, EV charging profiles and HBES dispatching profiles, as illustrated in Figure 7.2.  7.2.1.3  Function#3: Power Flow Analysis     In order to assess the distribution system’s performance, the distribution management system uses the Functions #1 and 2 to solve power flow and uses the power flow results (e.g. power fed by each distribution transformer, voltage at primary nodes) to predict any deficiency in the system (i.e. service voltage deviation, primary voltage unbalance) that may appear at any node/element of the system. In this study, the Forward/Backward Sweep Algorithm, which is described in Chapter 3, is used to solve the power flow. In addition, the voltage unbalance calculations are performed using this function, as described in Section 7.2.2.3. 
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Distribution Management System (DMS)
Market clearing priceSmart meter
Distribution system modeling Power flow analysis Abonormality  diagnosisLOL Estimation
HEMSLoad profile forecasting Irradiance forecastingEV charging demand HBES Managemet Auction based market
HBES-Based TE Framework 
Historical DataWeather dataMarket clearing price
Customer’s profiles (e.g. load profile, HBES’s profile)Customer’s bid Existing tool/functionProposed tool/function
Voltage-Watt controlLOL-Watt controlPhase Balancing-Watt controlCollection of Information
 Figure 7.2: Distribution Management System and HEMS Integration with the HBES-based TE Framework. 7.2.1.4 Function#3: Transformers’ Aging Estimation (LOL Estimation) This is a new function created in the distribution management system, as demonstrated in Figure 7.2. It includes database of ratings and thermal parameters of all transformer (including the distribution transformers) in a distribution system. It utilizes the power flow results (outcome of Function #3) to compute a transformer’s loss of life. The transformers’ loss of life computation is described in detail in Section 7.2.2.2. 
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7.2.1.5 Function#4: Abnormality Diagnosis     This also is a new function created in the distribution management system, as demonstrated in Figure 7.2. From Functions# 2 and 3, a distribution management system solves a day-ahead power flow and check voltages at all nodes (primary and secondary nodes) and evaluate the loss of life of all transformers (including the distribution transformers). In the case of any expected abnormal condition (e.g. voltage violation), the distribution management system signals the node’s address to the HBES-Based TE Framework, where the problem exists, and the HBES-Based TE Framework starts solving this problem through the distribution system operator by finding the optimal required power (required grid service and required power). This address consists of three numbers, in the form of [Ẋ.Ẏ.Ẓ] (see Figure 7.3). Where Ẋ refer to a primary node number (e.g. 5, 8, 15), Ẏ refers to a distribution transformer (or secondary distribution system) number/index (e.g. 1), and Ẓ refers to a dwelling number/index (e.g., 5, 8).  
 Figure 7.3: Illustration of Primary and Secondary Distribution Systems. Note that the proposed HBES-Based TE Framework will be organized and managed by a third-party entity (distributed system operator), as depicted in Figure 7.1. The distribution system 
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operator will use the HBES-Based TE Framework as a tool to find the optimal required power to support the required services (e.g. phase balancing).  7.2.2 Grid Services The proposed HBES-TE framework introduces three functions and three corresponding grid services as follows (see Figure 7.2): Volt-Watt control function that is corresponding to the service voltage support service, 2) LOL-Watt control function that is corresponding to the transformer’ loss of life preservation service, in addition to 3) Phase Balancing-Watt control function that is corresponding to the primary voltage unbalance correction service.  The abnormality diagnosis function (Function #4) helps identifying the type and location of the problem. The HBES-TE framework works on solving the problem through the suitable function (e.g., Phase Balancing-Watt control function). For example, if the address has three non-zero numbers such as [10.9.7], it means that house #7, which is connected to the distribution transformer #9 (or secondary distribution system) which is tapped from the primary nodes #10, has an undervoltage problem (therefor, service voltage support service is required), and the HBES-Based TE Framework (through the distributed system operator) starts solving this problem using the Volt-Watt control function introduced in Section 7.2.2.1. Further, if the first two numbers (Ẋ and Ẏ) are non-zeros and the third number (Ẓ) is zero, such as [6.4.0], it denotes that distribution transformer #4, which is tapped from the primary node #6, has a violation of the loss of life limit (hence, loss of life preservation service is required), and the HBES-Based TE Framework starts solving this problem using the LOL-Watt control function introduced in Section 7.2.2.2. Furthermore, if only the first number (Ẋ) is non-zero and the other two number (Ẏ & Ẓ) are zeros, for instance [8.0.0], it indicates that primary node #6 has a violation of the voltage unbalance limit (consequently, primary voltage unbalance correction service is required), and the HBES-Based 
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TE Framework responds by solving this problem using the Phase Balancing-Watt control function introduced in Section 7.2.2.3. On the other hand, if all three numbers (Ẋ, Ẏ & Ẓ) are zeros, for example [0.0.0], it points to the loss of life of the substation transformer exceeding the normal limit (subsequently, transformer loss of life preservation service is required), and the HBES-Based TE Framework starts solving this problem using the LOL-Watt control function introduced in Section 7.2.2.2 and Section 7.2.2.4.   Therefore, three supporting services are required as follows: 1) Service Voltage Support (SVS), 2) Transformer Loss of Life Preservation (TLOLP), and 3) Primary Voltage Unbalance Correction (PVUC). The role of the HBES-Based TE Framework is to find the minimum required power to be procured from a grid service market (&.!X∗ ) to accomplish the target service (e.g. voltage support). 7.2.2.1 Service Voltage Support (Volt-Watt Control Function)          Since the EV charging demand is not considered at the design of a secondary distribution system’s lines, voltages at customers may deviate below the minimum voltage limit (\(; ) during the charging of these EVs [40]. Distribution systems (both primary and secondary) are characterized by high resistance to reactance ratio of feeders. Therefore, the voltage is highly sensitive to the active power compared to the reactive power [29]. In addition, the power factor of the residential loads is almost one [40]; hence, the reactive power can be neglected and the voltage may be only controlled through the active power injected in a system [40]. In this study, the home battery energy storage, that can absorb and deliver power in a system, are used to compensate the voltage-drop caused by the EV charging.  The distribution transformers in North America typically feed residential homes through service lines (SLs) and service drops (SDs), as shown in Figure 7.3, which can be modelled using 
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the ABCD matrices discussed in Chapter 3, as shown in Figure 7.4. The voltage at downstream bus j as a function of the voltage at upstream bus i and current at bus j can be estimated from: \=5< = \;5< − 3=5<                                                                                                                 (7.1) In the case of a home battery energy storage connected at bus j, the current injected at this bus (3=@F) would be: å3=@Fç = ô3=53=<õ = GHHHHI&=@\=5&=@F\=< JKKKKL∗                                                                                                                (7.2) Therefore, the voltage at bus j can be updated from: \=5< = \;5< −  å3=5< − 3=@Fç                                                                                            (7.3) Investigation of (7.3) reveals that the voltage at bus j is a function of the power injected at this bus (&=@F). As the injected power increases, the voltage-drop decreases; hence, the voltage is improved. The role of the HBES-Based TE Framework is to find, through the Volt-Watt control function, the optimal power (&Ẏ.!X(ℎ)) to be procured from the grid services market. Therefore, the purpose of the Volt-Watt control function is to find the optimal power (&Ẏ.!X(ℎ)), to be injected at the center of a secondary distribution system of index Ẏ (&Ẏ; =!4"!E) to compensate the EV charging demand impact; hence, improving the voltage profile.   ßàKà>àá &Ẏ.!X(ℎ) = &Ẏ; =!4"!E(ℎ)    ∀  Ẏ ∈ ⅄, ℎ ∈ ƛ,Ẏ                                                        (7.4) 
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where ⅄ is a set that contains all addresses that require a voltage support service and ƛ,Ẏ is a set that contains all the time slots when the service voltage at of any of the houses connected to a distribution transformer of index Ẏ (. . , \ @ÂẒ) is expected to violate (4.41). The objective function described in (7.4) is subject to the quality of utility service constraints such as the voltage-drop (4.41) and voltage-rise (4.46), as described in Chapter 4. In order to solve the objective function in (7.4), the HBES-Based TE Framework solves the power flow problem (using the distribution management system tools) to check the constraints in (4.41) and (4.46), as depicted in Figure 7.2. Since the power flow equations in (7.2) and (7.3) are non-linear, the objective function in (7.4) is defined as a non-linear programing [138] and the Interior-Point Algorithm is used to solve it because this algorithm satisfies all inequality constraints at all trials of the solution [138]. Note that optimal injected power (&Ẏ@; =!4"!E) would be purchased from the home battery energy storage owners (via the day-ahead grid services market described in Section 7.3).  Figure 7.4: Modelling of a Secondary Distribution System embedded with a Home Battery Energy Storage.  7.2.2.2 Distribution Transformer Loss of Life Preservation (LOL-Watt Control Function) From (4.48)-(4.55) in Chapter 4, a distribution transformer’s loss of life is an increasing function, and it is explicitly a function of the distribution transformer’s loading (SÓ(h)) such that any increase (decrease) in the distribution transformer’s loading results in significant rise (drop) in the distribution transformer’s loss of life.  
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In the case of power injected at the center of a secondary of a distribution transformer at rate (&; =!4"!E(ℎ)), the ratio of the power fed by a distribution transformer (&	8(ℎ)) to the distribution transformer rated loading &	8.5"; S can be updated from: ƙ(ℎ) =  &	8(ℎ) − &; =!4"!E(ℎ)&	8.5"; S                                                                                                           (7.5) Therefore, the role of the HBES-Based TE Framework is to find, through the LOL-Watt control function, the optimal daily power (&Ẏ1.!X,E5;#) to be injected at the center of a secondary of a distribution transformer to keep the daily loss-of-life of a distribution transformer of index Ẏ (%'T'	#Ẏ) within normal limit as follows:   ßàKà>àá &Ẏ1.!X,E5;#(ℎ) = &Ẏ; =!4"!E(ℎ)    ∀  Ẏ ∈ ⅄1                                                         (7.6) Subject to [96]:  %'T'	#Ẏ ≤ 0.013%                                                                                                                                (7.7) where ⅄1 is a set that contains all the distribution transformers that are predicted to violate (7.7). In order to solve the objective function in (7.6), a solver checks the non-linear equations in (4.48)-(4.55) to assure the constraint in (7.7). Therefore, the objective function in (7.6) is defined as a non-linear programing [138] and it is solved by the same way used to solve the objective function in (7.4). Note that the optimal daily power (&Ẏ1.!X,E5;#) would be procured from the home battery energy storage owners (via the day-ahead grid services market described in Section 7.3). 
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7.2.2.3 Primary Voltage Unbalance Correction (Phase Balancing-Watt Control Function) The unequal dispersion of EVs and RTS-PVs along a distribution system, in addition to their stochastic charging and generation process increases the voltage unbalance at the primary nodes.  Voltage unbalance line-to line in percentage at primary node Ẋ (\`Ẋ) can be estimated from [38]: \`Ẋ(ℎ) = > Q\Ẋ(ℎ) − \Ẋ5(S!(ℎ)\Ẋ5(S!(ℎ) × 100R    ∀  ℎ                                                                          (7.8) where \Ẋ is the three-phase primary voltages (phases A, B and C) in per-unit at node Ẋ, \Ẋ5(S! is the line-to line average voltage at node Ẋ, which can be calculated as follows [38]: \Ẋ5(S!(ℎ) = Qâ\ẊØü(ℎ)â + â\Ẋü(ℎ)â + â\ẊüØ(ℎ)â3 R    ∀  ℎ                                                  (7.9) According to ANSI C84.1-2011 [95]:  %\`Ẋ(ℎ) ≤ 3   ∀  ℎ                                                                                                                               (7.10) Therefore, the role of the HBES-Based TE Framework is to find, through the Phase Balancing-Watt control function, the optimal daily power (&ẊS.!X) to be injected at primary node Ẋ (&Ẋ; =!4"!E) to keep the voltage unbalance within normal limit as follows:   ßàKà>àá &ẊS.!X(ℎ) = &Ẋ; =!4"!E(ℎ)    ∀  Ẋ ∈ ⅄S, ℎ ∈ ƛS,Ẋ                                               (7.11) Subject to the constraint in (7.10). where ⅄S is a set that contains all the primary nodes where voltage unbalance is predicted to violate (7.10) and ƛS,Ẋ is a set that contains all the time slots when voltage unbalance is predicted to violate (7.10) at primary node of index Ẋ.  
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The objective function in (7.11) is solved by the same way used to solve the objective function in (7.4). Note that the optimal daily power (&ẊS.!X) would be attained from the home battery energy storage owners (via the day-ahead grid services market described in Section 7.3). 7.2.2.4 Substation Transformer Loss-of-Life Preservation   The extensive charging of EVs through a substation transformer (ST) accelerates its aging.  The HBES-Based TE Framework would find, through the LOL-Watt control function, the optimal daily power (&8,1.!X,E5;#) to be injected at the substation transformer’s secondary (&8; =!4"!E) to keep the substation transformer’s loss of life within normal limit as follows:   ßàKà>àá &8,1.!X,E5;#(ℎ) = &8; =!4"!E(ℎ)                                                                       (7.12) Subject to the constraint in (7.7). The objective function in (7.12) is solved by the same way used to solve the objective function in (7.6). Note that the optimal daily power &8,1.!X,E5;# would be obtained from the home battery energy storage owners (via the day-ahead grid services market described in Section 7.3). 7.3 HBES-Based-TE Framework: Grid Services Market (Auction Based Market) After the distribution system operator estimates the optimal required power (e.g., &Ẏ.!X ,&8,1.!X,E5;#) to accomplish a target service (e.g., voltage support, transformer’s loss of life preservation) through the proposed HBES-Based TE Framework’s functions, it automates a market through the auction based market function, as depicted in Figure 7.2. The participants in this market, beside a utility (that requires a service), are the home battery energy storage owners that offer the service. After the distribution system operator invites the home battery energy storage 
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owners to submit their bids, it would receive their bids that contain energy unit prices, and the available power/energy of their batteries. Note that the distribution system operator communicates with the home battery energy storage owners and exchanges information with them through the smart meters, as illustrated in Figure 7.2. 7.3.1 Grid Services Market Operation In normal operation, a home energy management system (HEMS) manages a home battery energy storage through the HEMS Management function, as described in Section 7.4. During the normal operation, this management function follows the price signal provided by a distribution management system to maximize a home battery energy storage profit. However, to attain more earnings, a home battery energy storage’ owner may participate in the proposed day-head grid services market, which is triggered upon request (in the case of an expected deficiency in the system) through the same management function. During the market operation, each home battery energy storage’s owner (player i) bids a price to release an energy unit (discharge) with the objective to maximize its payoff (ᾫ) using:  ᾫ(ℎ) = ((Ῥ;(ℎ) − ⍶;(ℎ))   × &;@(ℎ) × ∆[                                                                                 (7.13) where Ῥ;(ℎ) is a price a player i is paid to release 1 kVA (assuming unity power factor as per [40]) at hour h in $/kVAh, ⍶;(ℎ) is a price a player pays to store a 1 kVA at hour h in $/kVAh. It is assumed that a player i always charges at off-peak periods [89], so ⍶ is constant at all hours for all players. &;@ is the power released (sold) from a HBESS connected at bus (seller) i in kVA.  After the distribution system operator collects all the players’ bids, it purchases the required power (e.g., &.!X∗ : &Ẏ.!X, &8,1.!X,E5;#) from the market according to the bids submitted by the home battery energy storage owners such that distribution system operator minimizes the cost of 
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the power sold from the home battery energy storage owners [distribution system operator minimizes a utility’s cost (u)]. A utility’s cost (u) can be estimated from: u(ℎ) = À (Ῥ;(ℎ)   × &;@(ℎ) × ∆[)      Ð±²³
;Â                                                                                   (7.14) where /@ is the number of players participating in the market.  7.3.2 Market’s Model: Mathematical Problem Formulation  The market’s problem described in (7.13) and (7.14) can be mathematically formulated as a bi-level optimization problem [139]. The upper level (outer optimization) is to maximize a home battery energy storage owner’s payoff in (7.13) and the lower level (inner optimization) is to minimize the utility’s cost in (7.14) as follows: ßà>àá 2ᾫ;3 = É(Ῥ;,  &;@)   ∀ à = 1,2, … , /@                                                                (7.15) ßàKà>àá 2u3 = É(Ῥ;)                                                                                                                         (7.16) Subject to: &,E(ℎ) = ( À &;@(ℎ))   ≤ &.!X∗ (ℎ)     ∀ ℎ Ð±²³
;Â                                                                            (7.17) where &,E is the power sold to the utility through the grid services market at hour h in kVA. In addition, a price bid from a player i (Ῥ;) should be between the minimum and maximum limits as follows: Ῥ(; ≤ Ῥ;(ℎ) ≤ Ῥ(5:   ∀ à = 1,2, … /@                                                                                     (7.18) 
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The home battery energy storages installed at residential customers are eligible to a 30% investment tax incentive [140]. Moreover, these home battery energy storages would be qualified to the 7-year Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System (MACRS) schedule, equal to about a 20% reduction in their capital costs. Therefore, based on the investment tax incentive, the 7-year MACRS, and the price of the Tesla/powerwall2 home battery energy storage used in this thesis [110], the minimum cost to release 1 kVA would be $0.1707 /kVA. In addition, the levelized cost of energy would be $0.2583 /kVA. Consequently, Ῥ(;  and Ῥ(5: are assumed as $0.1707 /kVA, $0.2583 /kVA, respectively. Moreover, all the home battery energy storages should satisfy the constraints (3.15)-(3.16) and their state of charge (SOC) can be updated using (3.14) in Chapter 3. 7.3.3 Market’s Model: Solution Methodology  Under the model described in (7.13)-(7.18), all players do not cooperate because each player bids its price selfishly and independently from the other players so to maximize its payoff [141]. Therefore, a non-cooperative game based auction is introduced in this thesis to solve this problem. In the grid services market, all the sellers (home battery energy storage owners) follow the bidding strategies that maximize their payoff functions in (7.13) such that every seller (i.e., player) tries to provide a lower bid price compared to the other players to increase its sales in the market. Consequently, this game is modelled as a Bertrand Game [142]. After receiving all the sellers’ bids, the distribution system operator starts an auction by solving the linear programming in (7.16) using the Interior-Point Algorithm [138] and signals each seller (e.g., seller i) about its sold power (e. g. , &;@). This game does not stop at this stage, but every seller calculates its payoff using (7.13) and updates it bid (to improve the payoff) using: 
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Ῥ;ὖC(ℎ) = Ῥ;ὖ(ℎ) +   V&;@,ὖ(ℎ) − &;@(5:Ὸ X  × ∆[                                                          (7.19) where ὖ it a trial index, Ὸ is a speed adjustment parameter (to control trial, Ὸ = 50 \/$) [143]. Note that the second term on the right hand side of (7.19) relates the change in the bid of the seller (player) i with the maximum power its home battery energy storage can deliver. Moreover, from (7.19), the change in (Ῥ;) each trial will be very small (e.g., 0.001 $/kVAh/trail). In addition, each seller i can estimate the change in its payoff (∆ᾫ;) from: ∆ᾫ;(ὖC)(ℎ) = ᾫ;(ὖC)(ℎ) − ᾫ;ὖ(ℎ)                                                                                               (7.20) Finally, when the change in the payoff (∆ᾫ;) becomes very small (|∆ᾫ;| ≤ 0.001), seller i stops bidding. After all the players stop updating their bids by reaching the Nash Equilibrium, (Ῥ;(ℎ) =Ῥ-;),  the distribution system operator announces the market clearing price Ῥ;(ℎ) to all the sellers as follows: Ῥ(ℎ) = max 2Ῥ; -(ℎ), … , ῬÐ±²³
 -(ℎ)3                                                                                      (7.21) Therefore, this auction is defined as a dynamic Bertrand model based auction (DBMA) and it is detailed in Algorithm 7.1.   Algorithm 7.1: Dynamic Bertrand Model based Auction  1:   Input: Home battery energy storages parameters (e.g., power rating, energy capacity). 2:   Input: Auction parameters (such as: &.!X∗ , /@, Ῥ(;  and Ῥ(5:). 3:   For i = 1: /@ do 4:   Ῥ;= Ῥ 5:   End for 
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6:  A distribution system operator solves (7.16) and announces SGZ[Ë to each seller. 7:   For i = 1: /@ do 8:   Seller i estimates its payoff using (7.13). 9:   Seller i updates its bid using (7.19). 10:   End for 11:   Repeat step 6 12:   For ὖ = 0: Reaching Nash Equilibrium do 13:       For i = 1: /@ do 14:       Seller i estimates its payoff change using (7.13). 15:          If  Ö∆ᾫ;ὖCÖ ≥ 0.001 16:         Repeat step 9 17:        Else      ῬὖC; = Ῥὖ; = Ῥ-; 18:       End If 19:   End for 20:  Repeat Step 6. 21:  End for 22:  Output: Market clearing price (Ῥ), power sold from each seller. 7.4 HBES-Based-TE Framework: Homeowner Side Primarily, the home energy management systems have been used to manage residential smart appliances (e.g. heater, air conditioner, EV) to minimize their energy usage [14]. However, advanced home energy management systems have optimization algorithms that can schedule the operation of appliances and responds to a utility pricing signal. In addition, these advanced home 
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energy management systems can forecast the power profiles such as residential demand and, EV charging profiles.  In this thesis, two new functions are introduced and are added to the existing home energy management systems’ functions; RTS-PVs generation profiles forecasting function and home battery energy storage management function, as depicted in Figure 7.2. A home energy management system aims to perform: 1) load forecasting, 2) RTS-PVs generation profile forecasting, 3) EV charging profile prediction, and 4) home battery energy storage management. 7.4.1 Load Forecasting Function It is important for customers to forecast the energy usage and it is also necessary to a utility to evaluate a system performance (via distribution management system). Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are supervised learning algorithms, which are used in the power systems area to solve problems such as load forecasting, and electricity price forecasting [144]. For the purpose of this ANN to forecast a residential demand profile, a two-layer feed-forward ANN is used [145]. This ANN consists of one input layer, one hidden layers and one output layer [145]. An ANN must be trained and tested before it can be used for forecasting. 7.4.1.1  Artificial Neural Network during the Training Stage In order to adjust a network weights and biases, an ANN is trained and the Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm is used for the training as per [145]. For the purpose of this work and to perform the ANN training, 8-year residential load profile datasets (from 2008 to 2015) of six houses in Baltimore City [146] are used. The input data (training data) comprise nine features as follows [145], [147]-[148]: 1) previous week same hour load, 2) previous day same hour load, 3) previous 24 hour average load, 4) dry bulb temperature, 5) relative humidity percentage, 6) wind speed 7) hour of the day (e.g. 1, 2,…24) 8) day of the week (Saturday,…Friday) and 9) is working 
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day (1(yes), 0(no)). The meteorological data were recorded using weather station located in Baltimore City [149].   7.4.1.2  Artificial Neural Networks during the Testing Stage In order to test a network after being trained, a new dataset, different from the datasets used in the training, is utilized for the testing. A one-year residential load profile dataset (year 2016) is used to test the ANN algorithm. The nine features of each hour (see previous section) represent the input data, while the hourly forecasted load represents the output data. The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is utilized as a performance index [144]. The mean absolute percentage error of the forecasted load (ß+*,5E) can be estimated from (7.22) and Table 7.1 lists the MAPE^ÔI_ of each of the 6-house load profiles forecasting. ß+*,5E = GHHHIô∑ â'.(ℎ) − '-(ℎ)â'.(ℎ)LÂ LÂ õ8760  JKKKL   × 100                                                                       (7.22) where '.(ℎ) and '-(ℎ) are hourly actual (recorded) and forecasted load demands in kVA. Table 7.1: Mean Absolute Percentage Error of different House Profiles. House profile # 1 2 3 4 5 6 ß+*,5E% 3.3800 5.6100 3.4500 4.7000 2.3200 2.2900  7.4.2 Roof-Top Solar Photovoltaics Generation Profile Forecasting Function  In order to estimate a day-ahead RTS-PVs power generation profile, solar irradiance and temperature profiles are forecasted.  7.4.2.1 Solar Irradiance Forecasting     A day-ahead temperature profile is provided by the weather forecasting stations such as the Baltimore City’s weather forecasting stations [150]. Such weather forecasting stations do not 
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provide solar irradiance forecasting, so an ANN algorithm is developed is introduced in this thesis, to be considered as a new function in a home energy management system, and utilized to forecast the day-ahead solar irradiance profile. A two-layer feed-forward ANN that consists of one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer is used for this purpose [151]. The irradiance ANN is trained using 11-year meteorological dataset [149], [152] (from 1997 to 2007 to represent a solar cycle [153]). The reason to use an 11-year dataset is that the sun completes a solar cycle every 11 years. During this solar cycle, the sun activity and the irradiance wax and wane [153]; hence, the temperature, pressure and humidity are affected. Therefore, all meteorological parameters fluctuations are represented within this 11-year meteorological dataset. This dataset consists of: temperature, sky cloudiness, pressure, relative humidity, hour of the day, and duration of daylight as input attributes and solar irradiance as an output. After the ANN algorithm is trained, it is tested using the meteorological dataset of the year 2008. The mean absolute percentage error of the forecasted irradiance (ß+*;..5E;5 4!) is calculated using (7.23) and shows a value of 3.5800%.   ß+*;..5E;5 4! = GHHHIô∑ âm.(ℎ) − m-(ℎ)âm.(ℎ)LÂ LÂ õ8760  JKKKL   × 100                                                            (7.23)  where m.(ℎ) and m-(ℎ) are hourly actual (recorded) and forecasted irradiance in kW/m2. The tuning parameters and topologies of the load and irradiance ANNs are given in Table 7.2. Note that the predicted irradiance and temperature profiles are utilized through the RTS-PVs model, which is presented in Chapter 3 to generate the RTS-PVs generation profiles.  7.4.3 Electric Vehicle Charging Profile Prediction Function Given an EV parameters (e.g., charger power, battery capacity), and charging pattern dataset, an EV charging demand profile can be generated using Algorithm 3.3 introduced in Chapter 3. 
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Table 7.2: Artificial Neural Networks Parameters.  ANN purpose No. of input layer nodes No. of hidden layer nodes Learning Algorithm Number of trials Load forecasting 10 20 [136] Levenberg-Marquardt 1000 [136] Irradiance forecasting 5 50 Levenberg-Marquardt 1000  7.4.4 Home Battery Energy Storage Management Function    This also is a new function added to a home energy management system to manage a home battery energy storage’s operation (charging/discharging profile) so to maximize a profit from using it. Therefore, the role of the home battery energy storage management function is to find the optimal profile that maximizes a home battery energy storage’s revenue during normal operation (when the grid services market is off) and through the participation in the grid services market described in Section 7.3. The home battery energy storage modelling was presented in Chapter 3. 7.4.4.1 Home Battery Energy Storage Dispatching Profile Optimization (during Normal Operation)     A home battery energy storage’s dispatching profile is adjusted such that the home battery energy storage charges during off-peak hours (to get the benefit of low-electricity prices; hence, minimizes charge cost) and discharges during on-peak hours (to partially cover a residential demand; thus, maximizes the energy saving) [89]. However, to preserve a home battery energy storage’s lifetime, its charging/discharging cycles should be limed to one cycle [154]. In order to achieve one cycle per day, the day is divided into two time intervals. A home battery energy storage charges during the first time interval and discharges during the second time interval. Therefore, a home battery energy storage’s dispatching profile optimization problem is split into two 
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optimization sub-problems; one to minimize the charging cost of the home battery energy storage and the other one to maximize the discharging cost the home battery energy storage as follows: a)  Charging cost minimization: Charging energy cost (*4L) can be estimated from: *4L = À *(ℎ) × &@4L(ℎ)L∈ƛ¢s                                                                                                      (7.24) where *(ℎ) is an electricity price at hour h in $/kVAh, SZ[Ë`a is a home battery energy storage charging power at h in kVA, and ƛ4L is a set that contains all the off-peak time slots. For example, in Baltimore City at winter ƛ4L = {1 AM to 6 AM}.  The objective function is to minimize (7.24) as follows: ßàKà>àá 2*4L3 = É(* , &@4L)                                                                                                 (7.25) b)  Discharging cost maximization: Discharging energy cost (*E;04L) can be calculated from:  *E;04L = À *(ℎ) × &@E;04L(ℎ)L∈ƛr)¢s                                                                                        (7.26) where ƛE;04L is a set that contains all the on-peak time slots and, &@E;04L is a home battery energy storage discharging power at hour h in kVA. The objective function is to maximize (7.26) as follows: ßà>àá 2*E;04L3 = É(* , &@E;04L)                                                                                       (7.27) The two objective functions in (7.25) and (7.27) are subject to the constraints (3.15)-(3.16) and the state of charge of each of home battery energy storage can be updated using (3.14) in Chapter 3. Moreover, the two objective functions in (7.25) and (7.27) are defined as mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) that can be solved using a linear-programming based Branch-and-Bound Algorithm [138]. Branch-and-Bound Algorithm is an effective algorithm that splits the feasible 
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space into convex sets and converges at the solution of the problem [138]. Note that at the event of the distribution system operator triggers the services market, the home battery energy storage management function would follow the procedure given in Section 7.3. 7.5 Case Study   In order to examine the proposed HBES-Based-TE Framework, the IEEE 123-bus distribution feeder [103] is selected as a case study. This system includes 80 single-phase loads and 5 three-phase loads [103]. The detailed specifications of this system are given in Appendix C.   According to [109], there are three residential dwellings that commonly exists in the North America: 1) all-electric (AE) dwellings 2) dwellings with gas heat and electric water heaters (WWH); 3) dwellings with gas heat without electric water heaters (WOWH). In order to consider all the residential dwelling types in the North America, the area served by this system (feeder) is divided into three served zones (feeder is partitioned to three sections): the first zone (blue zone) is assumed to be all-electric dwellings zone (served by the all-electric feeder section), the second zone (red zone) is assumed to be WWH dwellings zone (served by the WWH feeder section), and the third zone (green zone) is assumed to be WOWH dwellings zone (served by the WOWH feeder section), as depicted in Figure 7.5. Note that these three areas are selected such that the system has no issues (no voltage, voltage unbalance or loss of life violations) at the base case (0% RTS-PVs, 0% EVs). Since the model of this system stops at the primary nodes, the secondary distribution systems connecting the distribution transformers and serving the residential dwellings, where the home battery energy storages’ charging/discharging, EVs’ charging and RTS-PVs’ generation take place, are modelled. All the single-phase loads are replaced with distribution transformers of sizes that match the original spot loads, as shown in Figure 7.5. For instance, the kVA of the spot load at node 
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66 is calculated as√75 + 35 = 82.67 kVA; therefore, this primary node (node 66) can be replaced by a 75 kVA distribution transformer serving a secondary distribution system, to match the original spot load. By consequence, the 80 single-phase loads are replaced by 80 distribution transformers as follows: 23 distribution transformers (15×50 kVA + 8×25 kVA) and 22 distribution transformers (2×75 kVA + 8×50 kVA + 12×25 kVA) and 35 distribution transformers (24×50 kVA + 11×25 kVA) are in the AE, WWH and WOWH zones, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 7.5. Moreover, the number of customers (dwellings), secondary distribution system topologies, and secondary distribution system line sizing attached to each these distribution transformers are discussed in the next section. 
 Figure 7.5: Modified IEEE 123-Bus Test Feeder with the addition of Secondary Distribution Systems.  
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7.5.1 Secondary Distribution System Topologies and Components’ Sizing For a given distribution transformer’s size (e.g., 25 kVA, 50 kVA.), the number of customers (dwellings), a secondary distribution system topology, secondary distribution system line sizing attached to this distribution transformers mainly depend on two factors: 1) dwelling type (i.e. AE, WWH, or WOWH) and 2) dwelling square footage (e.g. 1200, 1500 ft2), as discussed in Chapter 4. 7.5.1.1 Number of Customers served by a 50 kVA Distribution Transformer To identify the number of customers served by a 50 kVA distribution transformer in a given area (e.g., AE), the approach introduced in Chapter 4 is used but without considering the existence of RTS-PVs and EVs. The square footages of two dwellings are randomly selected from the square footages listed in Chapter 4 (Table 4.1) and the total maximum diversified demand seen by the distribution transformer is calculated using the diversity method presented in the same Chapter. Next, the number of connected dwellings is increased until the maximum diversified demand hits the distribution transformer’s maximum loading (e.g., 72 kVA in the case of the 50 kVA distribution transformer). In the case of AE dwellings, it is found that a 50 kVA distribution transformer can serve an average of five AE dwellings with peak load per dwelling = 15, 18, 13, 16, 13 kVA. On the other hand, in the case of WOWH dwellings, it is found that a 50 kVA distribution transformer can serve an average of eight WOWH dwellings with peak load/dwelling = 8, 8, 10, 12, 12, 11, 8, 8 kVA. Also, in the case of WWH dwellings, 10 WWH dwellings, of average size 1200 ft2 (6.64 kVA/dwelling), can be served by a 50 kVA distribution transformer as per [42]. 7.5.1.2 Number of Customers served by a 25 kVA Distribution Transformer In the case of AE dwellings, it is found that a 25 kVA distribution transformer can serve an average of three AE dwellings with peak load/ dwelling = 15, 18, 13 kVA. On the other hand, in 
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the case of WOWH dwellings, it is found that a 25 KVA distribution transformer can serve an average of five WOWH dwellings with peak load/dwelling= 10, 8, 11, 8, 10 kVA. Also, in the case of WWH dwellings, 6 WWH dwellings, of average size 1200 ft2 (6.64 kVA/dwelling), can be served by a 25 kVA distribution transformer as per [39]. 7.5.1.3 Number of Customers served by a 75 KVA Distribution Transformer According to [29], twelve WWH dwellings (peak load/dwelling= 6.64 kVA), of average size 1200 ft2, can be served by a 75 kVA distribution transformer. As a result, the total number of dwellings that are served by the IEEE 123-bus distribution feeder is 522 dwellings (99 and 176 dwellings of them are in the AE and WWH zones, respectively, and the remaining 176 dwellings are in the WOWH zone). 7.5.1.4 Secondary Distribution System Topology In this work, three different secondary distribution system configurations are considered as follows: a) First secondary distribution system configuration (FSDSC): This configuration is following the archetypes described in Chapter 4, as shown in Figure 7.3. This configuration can be adapted to serve groups of 3, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12 dwellings. b) Second secondary distribution system configuration (SSDSC): This configuration is following the topology given in [29], as shown in Figure 7.6(a). This configuration can be adapted to serve groups of 3, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12 dwellings. c) Third secondary distribution system Configuration (TSDSC): This configuration was described in Chapter 4 and it represents a real secondary distribution system provided by an electric utility in Canada is shown in Figure 7.6(b). This configuration can serve group of 10 homes.      Note that for a secondary distribution system, a topology is selected as follows: 1) according to a primary node (distribution transformer) location (e.g. AE zone) and distribution transformer 
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size (e.g. 50 KVA), the number of dwellings is identified, and 2) depending on the number of served dwellings computed from 1, a secondary distribution system topology is assigned. In the case of a secondary distribution system with more than one suitable topology (i.e. a 50 KVA can supply eight WOWH dwellings using the FSDSC or the SDSDC), the FSDSC is selected and for the next secondary distribution system with the same distribution transformer’s size and same number of customers, the other topology (e.g. SSDSC) is assigned. The distribution of the secondary distribution system topologies along the whole distribution system is mapped in Figure 7.5.  (a)                                                                    (b) Figure 7.6: Demonstration of two different Secondary Distribution System Topologies: (a) Second Secondary Distribution System Configuration, (b) Third Secondary Distribution System Configuration. 7.5.2 Profiles Generation This section discusses the generation of the residential load demand, RTS-PVs generation and EV charging demand profiles. 7.5.2.1 Residential Load Profiles  In this study, the residential load profile datasets published in [146] are used to generate six normalized load profiles, as illustrated in Section 7.4.1, and each profile is assigned to a dwelling in the system. Next, depending on the size and location of each dwelling, the peak load/dwelling (e.g. 13, 8, 6.64 kW) is multiplied by the normalized load profile to obtain an actual load profile.  
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7.5.2.2 Roof-Top Solar Photovoltaics Generation Profiles The maximum kilowatts of installed RTS-PVs per house is assumed to be 10 kW according to [94]. A solar irradiance profile of each RTS-PVs in the system is forecasted, as demonstrated in Section 7.4.2, then the predicted irradiance and temperature profiles are utilized through the RTS-PVs model presented in Chapter 3 to generate the RTS-PVs generation profiles. 7.5.2.3 Electric Vehicles Charging Demand Profiles Three EV models are used in this study: 1) Nissan Leaf 2) Chevrolet Volt and 3) Tesla Model S. The choice of these models was based on [155], which ranks them as leading EVs in US from a sales perspective. The specification of these EVs are listed in Table 2.1 in Chapter 2. Furthermore, two EV power chargers are assumed in this study; 6.6 and 10 kW power chargers. The real data published in the Plug-in Electric Vehicle and Infrastructure Analysis report [156] are used though Algorithm 3.3 to generate a charging demand profile of each EV in the system. 7.5.2.4  Home Battery Energy Storage    Among different home battery energy storage makes/models, the Tesla/powerwall2 has the highest capacity and rating, in addition it has the lowest cost in the market according to [110] and [157]. The Tesla/powerwall2 is used to represent home battery energy storage with a battery capacity (*@.5"; S) of 13.5 kWh, rating (&@.5"; S) = 5 kVA, and a round-trip efficiency (¥@) = 90% [110]. A home battery energy storage’s dispatching profile is estimated, as described in Section 7.4.4. 7.5.3  RTS-PVs, EVs and HBESs: Distribution among Secondary Distribution Systems To represent different secondary distribution systems with diverse assets (e.g. RTS-PVs, EVs, and HBESs), various combination of RTS-PVs, EVs and HBESs have been considered. In addition, three penetrations of each of them have been accounted, as listed in Table 7.3. This makes the 
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number of combinations 27 (33 = 27), for example, the first combination is (0% RTS-PVs, 0% EVs, 0% HBESs) and the last combination (100% RTS-PVs, 100% EVs, 100% HBESs). These combinations are randomly assigned to all secondary distribution systems in each of the three zones (e.g. AE, WWH, and WOWH). Table 7.3: Considered Asset’s Penetrations RTS-PVs penetration level 0 50 100 EV penetration level 0 50 100 HBES penetration level 0 50 100 7.5.4 RTS-PVs, EVs and HBESs: Distribution within a Secondary Distribution System Following the assignment of the combinations of (RTS-PVs, EVs and HBESs) to the secondary distribution system, the RTS-PVs, EVs and HBESs are allocated at each dwelling within the secondary distribution system based on the assigned combination. For example, if a combination of (100% RTS-PVs, 50 EV%, 100% HBESS) is assigned to a 10-dwelling secondary distribution system, 10×10 kW RTS-PVs are uniformly distributed among the dwellings. The same is repeated for the 5×EV (2×LEAF, 2×Volt and 1×Model S) and the 10×13.5 kWh HBES, as shown in Figure 7.6(b). 7.6 Results and Discussion In this section, the case study described in Section 7.5 is used to test the effectiveness of proposed HBES-Based TE Framework to mitigate the impact of the Local-DERs, EV charging demand and the simultaneous operation of the home energy management systems through a day-ahead market. The representative day is selected as July 7, 2017, which is found to be the day that in need of grid services the most to mitigate undervoltage, transformers’ loss of life violations and voltage unbalance at primary nodes. 
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7.6.1 System Performance before the Implementation of the Proposed TE Framework Following the assignment of the load and generation profiles, the distributed management system, using its extended functions, solves the day-ahead power flow, estimates transformers’ loss and computes the voltage unbalance at all nodes, as described in Section 7.2.  7.6.1.1 Service Voltage at Residential Dwellings The power flow solution reveals that the service voltage at 36 dwellings (distributed over 10 secondary distribution systems) is under the minimum allowable voltage Vmin (range A: Vmin = 0.95 per-unit as per [95]) during evening at the time when the EVs are charging. These dwellings represent about 7% of the total number of the served dwellings and are distributed in the system as follows: 1) 10 dwellings in the AE zone, 2) 24 dwellings in the WWH zone, and 3) 2 dwellings in the WOWH zone, as mapped in Figure 7.7. For example, Figure 7.8 shows the voltage of three dwellings with addresses: [20.1.3], [66.1.9], and [113.1.8]. Investigation of Figure 7.8 reveals that the voltage at these dwellings is below Vmin during the period between 9 pm to 10 pm. In addition, the voltage of the first and second dwellings also is below Vmin at 6 pm and 5 pm, respectively. The reason for this voltage deviation is the charging of the EVs in the neighborhood areas of these dwellings. Although these neighborhood areas own home battery energy storages that can improve the voltage by releasing energy, as discussed in Section 7.2, the home energy management systems release the energy during the on-peak period (0.1122 cents/kWh according to time of use rates (TOU) [158])) that does not fully coincide with the time when the voltage goes below Vmin. For instance, all the home energy management systems of dwellings connected at the secondary distribution system of address [66.0.0] discharge the home battery energy storages within the time interval between 6 pm and 8 pm. On the other hand, the voltage at this dwelling of address [66.1.1] goes below Vmin at 5 pm and in the period between 9 pm and 10 pm, as illustrated in Figures 7.9 
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and 7.8, respectively. To alleviate this problem, the utilities may reinforce the secondary distribution system by applying re-conductoring with larger conductors (i.e., less impedance; therefore, less voltage-drop) that represents additional cost to the utilities. 
 Figure 7.7: Mapping of Under Voltage, LOL Violation and Voltage Unbalance Problems on the IEEE 123-Bus Test Feeder. 
 Figure 7.8: Service Votage at Dwellings of Addresses [20.1.3], [66.1.9], and [113.1.8] before the Auction. 
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 Figure 7.9: Dispatching Profile in the Case of Voltage Support before and after the Auction. 7.6.1.2 Distribution Transformers Loss-of-Life Visual inspection of Figure 7.7, which maps all the predicted problem in the system, unveils the daily loss of life (%'T'	#) values of the substation transformer and 66.6% of the distribution transformers exceed the maximum limit (%'T'	# ≤ 0.013%). The impacted distribution transformers are dispersed over the system as follows: 1) 17 distribution transformers in the AE zone, 2) 8 distribution transformers in the WWH zone, and 3) 25 distribution transformers in the WOWH zone. To exemplify this problem, Figure 7.10 shows the loading of three distribution transformers of addresses: [16.1.0], [55.1.0], and [111.1.0]. Moreover, Table 7.4 lists the daily loss of life values of the three distribution transformers in addition to the daily loss of life of the substation transformer (address = [0.0.0]). From Figure 7.10, the three distribution transformers are extremely overloaded and in particular in the period between 9 pm to 11 pm causing the daily loss of life values to exceed the maximum limit, as listed in Table 7.4. This overloading happens due to the charging of the EVs at the neighborhood areas fed by these distribution transformers. 
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Although these neighborhood areas own home battery energy storages that can alleviate a distribution transformer’s loading, as discussed in Section 7.2, the release of their energy happens at the period between 6 pm to 8 pm (on-peak period) that does not coincide with the time when the distribution transformers are overloaded (9 pm to 11 pm), as demonstrated in Figs. 7.10 and 7.11, respectively. Note that the violation of the daily loss of life limit causes a pre-mature replacement of a distribution transformer, which represents an additional cost to the utilities. 7.6.1.3 Voltage Unbalance at Primary Nodes  The voltage unbalance in nearly 25% of the primary nodes is above the permissible limit %\` = 3%  as per [95]), as mapped in Figure 7.7. For instance, Figure 7.12 depicts the voltage unbalance at two nodes of addresses [30.0.0], and [57.0.0]. Visual inspection of Figure 7.12 reveals that the voltage unbalance at these buses is above maximum voltage unbalance limit (%VU FIJ  ≤ 3 as per [95]) during the period between 6 pm to 9 pm. 
 Figure 7.10: Distribution Transformer Loading before the Auction. 
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 Figure 7.11: Dispatching Profile in the Case of Loss of Life Preservation before and after the Auction. 
 Figure 7.12: Voltage Unbalance Before the Auction. Note that there are some nodes in the system that necessitate more than one service. For example, the node of address [62.0.0] needs voltage unbalance correction, and the distribution 
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transformer connected at the same node requires loss of life preserve, in addition, two dwellings supplied by this distribution transformer need service voltage support, as mapped in Figure 7.7.  Table 7.4: Transformers’ Percentage Loss of Life. Transformer address Before auction After auction LOL improve  [0.0.0] 0.0149 0.0119 %20.1300 [16.1.0] 0.0275 0.0130 %52.7300 [55.1.0] 0.0148 0.0080 %45.9500 [111.1.0] 0.0209 0.0101 %51.6700 7.6.2 System Performance after the Implementation of the Proposed TE Framework    A distribution system operator intends to use the proposed HBES-Based TE Framework to secure the operation of a distribution system; therefore, it would intervene to avert any expected distribution system’s operation constraints violations (e.g. undervoltage). The distribution system operator would provide grid services at the distribution system level (both primary and secondary systems) through a day-ahead grid services market, as described in Sections 7.2 and 7.3. The distribution system operator would provide the following services: 1) Service Voltage Support (SVS), 2) Transformer Loss of Life Preservation (DTLOLP), and 3) Primary Voltage Unbalance Correction (PVUC). The distribution system operator achieves these services through three main steps as follows: 1) identifying the required service from a node’s address and the abnormality diagnosis function (e.g., Service Voltage Support), 2) finding the optimal required power to be released at this node (or nodes) to provide the corresponding function (e.g., Volt-Watt control function)), and 3) getting this power from the home battery energy storages’ owners through the grid services mark introduced in Section 7.3. 
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7.6.2.1 Service Voltage Support Based on the address of a node experiencing an issue, which is provided by the distribution management system, the distribution system operator recognizes the required service (e.g. voltage support) and the destination where the service is needed, as described in Section 7.2. For example, in the case of an undervoltage at dwelling #9 that is connected to distribution transformer #1, which is tapped from node #66, the address would be [66.1.9]. The distribution system operator starts fixing this problem by solving the objective function in (7.4) to find the optimal power to be released from the home battery energy storages (&Ẏ.!X), connected in the neighborhood area of this dwelling, to improve the service voltage and keep it within permissible limits, as described in Section 7.2.2.1. Figure 7.13 depicts the required power to support the voltage at all dwellings connected to the secondary distribution system of address [66.1.0]. Visual inspection of Figure 7.13 reveals that the required power is concentrated at two periods; 5 pm to 6 pm and 9 pm to 10 pm. These two periods are concurrent the periods when the voltage is expected to fall under Vmin, as shown in Figure 7.8.  After estimating the required power to recover the voltage, the distribution system operator initializes a day-ahead market between the owners of the home battery energy storages connected (downstream) to the secondary distribution system [66.1.0]. For instance, the required power at 5 pm is 18.5 kVA; hence, each home battery energy storage’s owner bids a price with the goal to maximize the power it sells in the market (maximize the payoff). Then, the distribution system operator determines the power sold from each bidder following the procedures given in Section 7.3. Figure 7.14 shows the bidding trends of two sellers that represents the lowest and highest bidders. Investigation of Figure 7.14 illustrates the oscillations of bidding are high for about 1,500 rounds (trials), next, these oscillations attenuate and finally, the bidding stabilizes after nearly 
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2,000 rounds of negotiations. In addition, visual inspection of Figure 7.14 reveals that the biding of each of the sellers oscillates within a small range that represent the difference between Ῥ(;  and Ῥ(5:, as described in Section 7.3.2. Note that the distribution system operator selects the highest bid ($0.1783) as a clearing price. This clearing price is higher than the on-peak electricity price ($0.1122) by about 60%. This game is repeated at 6 pm, 9 pm and 10 pm to attain the required power to support the voltage at all dwellings connected to the secondary distribution system of address [66.1.0]. By consequence, the home energy management systems would not simultaneously discharge the home battery energy storages, and the HBESs mainly become dispatched based on the hours when the required power is needed (e.g. 5 pm, 6 pm, 9 pm and 10 pm in this example). In other words, selling power in the market has the first priority over selling it based on the TOU prices. For example, the effect of the change of selling priority appears on the dispatching profile of the home battery energy storages connected at the secondary distribution system [66.1.0], as shown in Figure 7.9. Visual inspection of Figure 7.9 reveals that the discharging of the home battery energy storages become distributed over 6 hours (after auction), which includes both the hours required by the market (e.g. 5 pm, 6 pm, 9 pm and 10 pm) and the on-peak hours. The release of the home battery storages energy at these hours results in the recovery of the service voltage at the dwelling of address [66.1.9], as shown in Figure 7.15. This procedure is repeated to the other nodes ([20.1.3] and [113.1.8]), which results in improving of the service voltage at them, as depicted in Figure 7.15. This improvement removes the need for re-conductoring of the secondary distribution systems, leading to savings to the utilities. In addition, the home battery energy storage owners would gain more profit from energy arbitrage due to the increase of the price of the sold power. 
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 Figure 7.13: Required Power to Support the Voltage and Preserve the Loss of Life at Secondary Distribution System and Distribution Transformer of addresses [66.1.1] and [111.1.0]. 
 Figure 7.14: Bidding Trends over the Auction 
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 Figure 7.15: Service Votage at Dwellings of Addresses [20.1.3], [66.1.9], and [113.1.8] After the Auction. 7.6.2.2  Distribution Transformer loss of life preservation This service aims to keep a distribution transformer’s daily loss of life under the maximum limit. In the case of the violation of this limit for any distribution transformer, the distribution system operator solves the objective function in (7.6) to obtain the optimal power to be released from the home battery energy storages, connected in the neighborhood area of this dwelling, to keep the daily loss of life of a distribution transformer under the permissible limit, as described in Section 7.2. For instance, Figure 7.13 demonstrates the required power to keep the daily loss of life of the distribution transformer of address [111.1.0] under its normal limit after it is expected to violate it due to the distribution transformer overloading, as shown in Figure 7.10. After identifying the service required at this node (e.g. transformer LOL preservation), the distribution system operator finds the optimal power to be released at this node to preserve the distribution transformer’s daily loss of life (&Ẏ1.!X,E5;#), as depicted in Figure 7.13. Then, the distribution 
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system operator announces the required power and starts an auction between the owners of the home battery energy storages connected at the secondary of this distribution transformer. Figure 7.11 illustrates the change of the home battery energy storage dispatching profiles connected at [111.1.0] due to the auction. Subsequently, the loading on the distribution transformer connected at [111.1.0] reduces at 9 pm, 10 pm, 11 pm and midnight by 17.62%, 21.17%, 26.09% and 100.30%, respectively, as depicted in Figure 7.16. The reduction in the distribution transformer’s loading reflects on the distribution transformer’s daily loss of life to become within permissible limit, as listed in Table 7.4. These procedures are applied to the other distribution transformers ([16.1.0], [55.1.0]) to bring their daily loss of life values to the normal values as given in Table 7.4. Thus, there is no need for early replacements of these three distribution transformers, which leads to savings to the utilities. Moreover, the home battery energy storages’ owners would gain more profit from energy arbitrage due to the increase of the price of the sold power. 
 Figure 7.16: Distribution Transformer Loading After the Auction. 
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7.6.2.3 Primary Voltage Unbalance Correction (Phase Balancing) To correct the voltage unbalance at a primary node, the distribution system operator estimates the required power (&ẊS.!X) to keep the voltage unbalance at this node under the maximum limit(%\`Ẋ ≤ 3%). The distribution system operator secures this power through a market whose participants are the home battery energy storages’ owners connected at the node, which needs the service (e.g. 30). For instance, Figure 7.17 shows the effect of this service (voltage unbalance correction) on the keeping the voltage unbalance at nodes 30 and 57 under the maximum limit.   7.6.2.4 Substation Transformer Loss of Life Preservation   This service is similar to the distribution transformer’s loss of life preservation, except the participants in the market are all the home battery energy storages’ owner connected to the whole system. Table 7.3 lists the effect of this service to preserve the substation transformer within the normal limit. Note that, although the distribution system operator can identify the required power to solve all the predicted problems (e.g. under voltage, %'T'	#Ẏ violations), not all the problems are completely solved due to the shortage or the absence of the resources (home battery energy storages) at the node where the service is required. For example, the undervoltage at the dwelling of address [33.1.5] is partially solved (it now exists at just one hour instead of two hours before providing the voltage support service at this dwelling) due to the lack of resources (home battery energy storage penetration level at this secondary distribution system is 50%). In addition, the daily loss of life maximum limit violation at the distribution transformer of address [9.1.0] is not solved due to the absence of any resources (home battery energy storage penetration level connected through this distribution transformer is 0%). However, the difference between the required power and the available resources can be provided by two alternatives: 1) through 
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incentive program to encourage the dwellings’ owners to adopt the home battery energy storages or 2) by installing a community battery energy storage at the node where the service is required. Figure 7.18 maps the nodes with totally, partially, and not solved problems. 
 Figure 7.17: Voltage Unbalance after the Auction. 
 Figure 7.18: Mapping of the Totally, Partially, and not Solved Problems on the IEEE 123-Bus Test Feeder. 
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7.7 Discussion This chapter proposed a novel home battery energy storage-based-transactive energy framework to provide grid services at a distribution system level (both primary and secondary distribution systems). This framework utilizes a distribution management system at the utility, the smart meters at residential customers and the communication infrastructure between them to create a market whose participants are the residents with embedded home battery energy storages. A dynamic Bertrand game was introduced in this chapter to describe the competition between the market participants. The provided services aimed to mitigate the negative impact of the charging the EVs and the simultaneous operation of the home energy management systems on service voltage, transformer’s daily loss of life, and phase balancing. The results showed the capability of the proposed framework to improve the service voltage by 2.9%, reduce a distribution transformer’s daily loss of life by 52%, and decrease the voltage unbalance by 17.2%.              
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and Recommendations 8.1 Summary and Conclusions  The work presented in this thesis aimed to introduce a comprehensive approach to mitigate the impact of the integration of the Local-DERs and EV charging demand in the secondary distribution systems. The proposed approach considered different stages of the secondary distribution systems. In the case of a new secondary distribution system (design stage), the Local-DERs impact and EV charging demand could be mitigated by considering the presence of the Local-DERs and EV charging demand at the sizing of secondary distribution system components (e.g., distribution transformer size, secondary line conductor sizes). For this stage, a new approach, to optimally design and validate a secondary distribution system taking into consideration the effect of prosumers owning high power-fast chargers in residential dwellings, was proposed. The results revealed that the proposed optimal design approach was able integrate the Local-DERs and EV charging demand in secondary distribution systems without any violations of voltage or distribution transformer’s aging constraints. In the case of an existing secondary distribution system (i.e., an operational stage without Local-DERs and EVs) that has no roof-top solar photovoltaics, the expected Local-DERs impact could be mitigated by finding the optimal size, location and number of roof-top solar photovoltaics to be connected to a secondary distribution system in a way that improves the system performance and facilitates the integration of the electric vehicles. For this stage, a planning tool, namely “prosumer identification tool”, was introduced. This tool aimed to estimate the optimal number, sizes and locations of prosumers to be connected to a secondary distribution system to minimize the energy loss, improve the service voltage and extend the lifetime of the distribution transformers considering the charging of the third generation-electric vehicles and home battery energy 
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storages. The implementation of this planning tool led to a significant improvement in the service voltage by 4% and a reduction in the secondary distribution system’s annual energy loss by 50%. The case of the proliferation of Local-DERs and EVs in an existing secondary distribution system (at operational stage) was different from the previous one (an operational stage without Local-DERs and EVs) as this operational stage was embedded with Local-DERs and EVs. The Local-DERs and EVs charging demand impact could be mitigated using two approaches. The first approach was the optimal design of community battery energy storage systems with the objective of mitigating the rooftop solar photovoltaics’ and electric vehicles’ negative impact and improving the system performance. This resulted in improving the service voltage by 4.5% and reducing the energy loss by 50%. The second approach was based on a novel transactive energy framework that could modulate charging and discharging of home battery energy storage systems such that they coincide with the utilities’ and home battery energy storage system owners’ objectives. The implementation of this approach led to an improvement in the service voltage by 2.9%, a reduction of the distribution transformer’s daily loss of life by 52%, and mitigation of the voltage unbalance. 8.2 Recommendations The results presented in this thesis showed the applicability of the proposed approaches to integrate the Local-DERs and EV charging demand in new and existing secondary distribution systems. Therefore, it is recommended for the local distribution companies to consider the two approaches presented in Chapter 4 when designing a new secondary distribution system to avoid the negative impacts of the Local-DERs and EV charging demand and secure the continuity of the supply to the residential customers. In addition, in the case of an existing secondary distribution system that has no Local-DERs, the thesis recommends for local distribution companies to use the planning tool introduced in Chapter 5 to determine the optimal locations, numbers and sizes of the 
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roof-top solar photovoltaics to be connected to the secondary distribution system to improve the system performance and maximize the EV penetration level that can charge through the secondary distribution system without the need to upgrade its components (distribution transformer and secondary lines). Furthermore, in the case of an existing secondary distribution system that is highly embedded with Local-DERs and EVs penetration levels, if this system has no or low home battery energy storage penetration level, it is recommended for local distribution companies to use the design tool proposed in Chapter 6 to obtain the optimal design of a community battery energy storage. This optimal design would totally mitigate the negative impact of the Local-DERs and EV charging demand and attain profits to the local distribution companies. Finally, in the case of the existing secondary distribution system embedded with a significant home battery energy storage penetration level, it is recommended for local distribution companies to use the transactive energy market-based-framework introduced in Chapter 7 to create a grid service market where the local distribution companies and the customers’ objectives meet in the way that maximizes the customers’ savings and alleviates the Local-DERs and EV charging demand impact. 8.3 Direction of Future Work The work developed in this thesis may form the basis to study the economic feasibility of using other types of energy storage systems (e.g., thermal energy storage, flywheel, pumped hydro, etc.) to mitigates the Local-DERs and EV charging demand impact. In addition, the grid services provided at the primary and secondary distribution system levels can be extended to include the ancillary services at the bulk power systems (e.g., frequency regulation). In addition, the work in this thesis can be extended to study the effect and role the transactive energy and the home battery energy storages can play to improve a system’s resiliency. Moreover, the effect of cyber-attacks on the transactive energy markets operation and security can be studied. 
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APPENDIX A IEEE 34 Bus Standard Test Distribution System Data [145] Table A. 1: Line Segment Data. Node A Node B Length (ft.) ConFigure 800 802 2580 300 802 806 1730 300 806 808 32230 300 808 810 5804 303 808 812 37500 300 812 814 29730 300 814 850 10 301 816 818 1710 302 816 824 10210 301 818 820 48150 302 820 822 13740 302 824 826 3030 303 824 828 840 301 828 830 20440 301 830 854 520 301 832 858 4900 301 832 888 0 XFM-1 834 860 2020 301 834 842 280 301 836 840 860 301 836 862 280 301 842 844 1350 301 844 846 3640 301 846 848 530 301 850 816 310 301 852 832 10 301 854 856 23330 303 854 852 36830 301 858 864 1620 303 858 834 5830 301 860 836 2680 301 862 838 4860 304 888 890 10560 300 Table A. 2: Overhead Line Configurations Configuration Phasing Phase ACSR Neutral ACSR Spacing ID 300 BAC-N  1/0  1/0 500 301 BAC-N #2  6/1 #2  6/1 500 302 A-N #4  6/1 #4  6/1 510 303 B-N #4  6/1 #4  6/1 510 304 B-N #2  6/1 #2  6/1 510 
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Table A. 3: Transformer Data  kVA kV-high kV-low R - % X - % Substation 2500 69 - D 24.9 -Gr. W 1 8 XFM – 1 500 24.9 - Gr.W 4.16 - Gr. W 1.9 4.08  Table A. 4: Spot Load Data Node Node Load Ph-1 Ph-1 Ph-2 Ph-2 Ph-3   Model kW kVAr kW kVAr kW 860 Y-PQ 20 16 20 16 20 16 840 Y-I 9 7 9 7 9 7 844 Y-Z 135 105 135 105 135 105 848 D-PQ 20 16 20 16 20 16 890 D-I 150 75 150 75 150 75 830 D-Z 10 5 10 5 25 10       Total          344 224 344 224 359 229  Table A. 5: Distributed Load Data Node Node Load Ph-1 Ph-1 Ph-2 Ph-2 Ph-3 Ph-3   Model kW kVAr kW kVAr kW kVAr 802 806 Y-PQ 0 0 30 15 25 14 808 810 Y-I 0 0 16 8 0 0 818 820 Y-Z 34 17 0 0 0 0 820 822 Y-PQ 135 70 0 0 0 0 816 824 D-I 0 0 5 2 0 0 824 826 Y-I 0 0 40 20 0 0 824 828 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 4 2 828 830 Y-PQ 7 3 0 0 0 0 854 856 Y-PQ 0 0 4 2 0 0 832 858 D-Z 7 3 2 1 6 3 858 864 Y-PQ 2 1 0 0 0 0 858 834 D-PQ 4 2 15 8 13 7 834 860 D-Z 16 8 20 10 110 55 860 836 D-PQ 30 15 10 6 42 22 836 840 D-I 18 9 22 11 0 0 862 838 Y-PQ 0 0 28 14 0 0 842 844 Y-PQ 9 5 0 0 0 0 844 846 Y-PQ 0 0 25 12 20 11 846 848 Y-PQ 0 0 23 11 0 0 Total  262 133 240 120 220 114  
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Table A. 6: Shunt Capacitors Node Ph-A (kVAr) Ph-B (kVAr) Ph-C (kVAr) 844 100 100 100 848 150 150 150 Total 250 250 250  Table A. 7: Regulator Data ID Line Segment Location Phase Bandwidth PT Ratio Primary CT Rating R X Voltage Level 1 814-850 814 ABC 2.0V 120 100 3 7.5 120 2 9-14 9 A 2.0V 20 50 0.4 0.4 120  Table A. 8: Regulator-1 Data Item Specification ID 1   Line Segment 814 - 850   Location 814   Bandwidth 2.0 volts   PT Ratio 120   Primary CT Rating 100   Phase Ph-A Ph-B Ph-C R  2.7 2.7 2.7 X 1.6 1.6 1.6 Voltage Level 122 122 122       
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Table A. 9: Regulator-2 Data Item Specification ID 2   Line Segment 852 – 832   Location 852   Bandwidth 2.0 volts   PT Ratio 120   Primary CT Rating 100   Phase Ph-A Ph-B Ph-C R  2.5 2.5 2.5 X 1.5 1.5 1.5 Voltage Level 124 124 124  Line Impedances Configuration 300: á = ! 34711.13294.1 4591.02066.03569.13238.1 5015.02130.05779.02101.03343.13368.1 jjj jjj +++ +++ "   e/>à                                                    
f = ! 4.88800.62125.0979 99431.53135.3350 −−− "   g&/mile                                                    Configuration 301: á = ! 1.4209  1.9219 0.5238  0.22881.428 1 1.9157 0.56910.23590.64420.23271.41151.9300 jjj jjj +++ +++ "   e/>à   
f = ! 4.71540.5951-   4.9055 -0.9402-1.4364      5.1207 "   g&/mile                                                      
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Configuration 302: á = ! 0.00.0 0.00.00.00.0 0.00.00.00.01.4855  2.7995 jjj jjj +++ +++ "   e/>à   
f = ! 0.0 0.00.0 0.00.04.2251 "   g&/mile                                                    Configuration 303: á = ! 0.00.0 0.00.01.4855  2.7995 0.00.00.00.00.00.0 jjj jjj +++ +++ "   e/>à 
f = ! 0.0 0.04.2251 0.00.00.0 "   g&/mile                                                    Configuration 304: á = ! 0.00.0 0.00.01.4212  1.9217 0.00.00.00.00.00.0 jjj jjj +++ +++ "   e/>à 
f = ! 0.0 0.04.3637 0.00.00.0 "   g&/mile                                                             
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APPENDIX B Secondary Distribution System Data In this thesis, the AA triplex cables used as secondary lines with configuration given in Figure B.1. Given the secondary line (e.g., service line or service drop) conductor area in kcmil that was estimated using the approaches in Chapter 4, a secondary line’s impedance matrix can be estimated as follows: 1) From Table A given in [4], the resistance (;), geometric mean radius (hßR;) of the given secondary line are obtained. 2) Then the spacing between the triplex conductors can be computed as [4], as depicted in Figure B.1: % = %û = %û = % = ó4 + 2 × Z;                                                                                           (B. 1) 3) Consequently, Carson’s equations are applied to calculate the primitive impedance matrix (f) as: á;; = ; + 0.09530 + i0.12134 ÷ kln 1hßR; + 7.93402l     Ω/>à                                (B. 2) á;= = 0.09530 + i0.12134 ÷ ¾ln 1%;= + 7.93402¿                 Ω/>à                                 (B.3) 4) Finally using Kron reduction, the phase impedance matrix of a secondary line can be computed, as per [4]. For example, given a 1/0 (83.6927 kcmil) AA triplex line with configuration depicted in Figure B.1. From Table A in [4],hßR; = 0.0111 ft, ; = 0.97 Ω/mile, ó4 = 0.368 àKℎ  Kó Z; =80 >à. By the substitution in (B.1): 
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 % = %û = %û = ó4 + 2 × Z; = Ç0.368 ×  È + 2 × Ç   × È = 0.044 É[. Then, Carson’s equations are applied to calculate the primitive impedance matrix (f)as: f = o 1.5088i + 1.0653   1.3417i + 0.0953   1.3417i + 0.0953 1.3417i + 0.0953   1.5088i + 1.0653   1.3417i + 0.0953 1.3417i + 0.0953   1.3417i + 0.0953   1.5088i + 1.0653 p   Ω/mile                                     (B. 4)  Using Kron reduction, the phase impedance matrix of the secondary line (f) can be computed: f = ô 0.6368i + 1.5115   0.4697i + 0.5415   0.4697i + 0.5415   0.6368i + 1.5115 õ   Ω/mile                                                                     (B. 5)  Following the same procedure, impedance matrices of all the secondary lines obtained in Chapter 4 can be computed. 
 Figure B.1: Triplex Cable Configuration.     
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APPENDIX C IEEE 123 Bus Standard Test Distribution System Data [146] Table C. 1: Line Segment Data Node A Node B Length (ft.) Configuration 1 2 175 10 1 3 250 11 1 7 300 1 3 4 200 11 3 5 325 11 5 6 250 11 7 8 200 1 8 12 225 10 8 9 225 9 8 13 300 1 9 14 425 9 13 34 150 11 13 18 825 2 14 11 250 9 14 10 250 9 15 16 375 11 15 17 350 11 18 19 250 9 18 21 300 2 19 20 325 9 21 22 525 10 21 23 250 2 23 24 550 11 23 25 275 2 25 26 350 7 25 28 200 2 26 27 275 7 26 31 225 11 27 33 500 9 28 29 300 2 29 30 350 2 30 250 200 2 31 32 300 11 34 15 100 11 35 36 650 8 35 40 250 1 36 37 300 9   
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Table C.1: Line Segment Data (Continued) Node A Node B Length (ft.) Configuration 36 38 250 10 38 39 325 10 40 41 325 11 40 42 250 1 42 43 500 10 42 44 200 1 44 45 200 9 44 47 250 1 45 46 300 9 47 48 150 4 47 49 250 4 49 50 250 4 50 51 250 4 51 151 500 4 52 53 200 1 53 54 125 1 54 55 275 1 54 57 350 3 55 56 275 1 57 58 250 10 57 60 750 3 58 59 250 10 60 61 550 5 60 62 250 12 62 63 175 12 63 64 350 12 64 65 425 12 65 66 325 12 67 68 200 9 67 72 275 3 67 97 250 3 68 69 275 9 69 70 325 9 70 71 275 9 72 73 275 11 72 76 200 3 73 74 350 11 74 75 400 11 76 77 400 6 76 86 700 3    
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 Table C.1: Line Segment Data (Continued) Node A Node B Length (ft.) Configuration 77 78 100 6 78 79 225 6 78 80 475 6 80 81 475 6 81 82 250 6 81 84 675 11 82 83 250 6 84 85 475 11 86 87 450 6 87 88 175 9 87 89 275 6 89 90 225 10 89 91 225 6 91 92 300 11 91 93 225 6 93 94 275 9 93 95 300 6 95 96 200 10 97 98 275 3 98 99 550 3 99 100 300 3 100 450 800 3 101 102 225 11 101 105 275 3 102 103 325 11 103 104 700 11 105 106 225 10 105 108 325 3 106 107 575 10 108 109 450 9 108 300 1000 3 109 110 300 9 110 111 575 9 110 112 125 9 112 113 525 9 113 114 325 9 135 35 375 4 149 1 400 1 152 52 400 1 160 67 350 6 197 101 250 3  
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 Table C. 2: Overhead Line Configurations Configuration Phasing Phase Cond. Neutral Cond. Spacing   ACSR ACSR ID 1 A B C N 336,400 26/7 4/0 6/1 500 2 C A B N 336,400 26/7 4/0 6/1 500 3 B C A N 336,400 26/7 4/0 6/1 500 4 C B A N 336,400 26/7 4/0 6/1 500 5 B A C N 336,400 26/7 4/0 6/1 500 6 A C B N 336,400 26/7 4/0 6/1 500 7 A C N 336,400 26/7 4/0 6/1 505 8 A B N 336,400 26/7 4/0 6/1 505 9 A N 1/0 1/0 510 10 B N 1/0 1/0 510 11 C N 1/0 1/0 510  Table C. 3: Underground Line Configuration Configuration Phasing Cable Spacing ID 12 A B C 1/0 AA, CN 515  Table C. 4: Transformer Data  kVA kV-high kV-low R - % X - % Substation 5,000 115 - D 4.16 Gr-W 1 8 XFM – 1 150 4.16 - D .480 - D 1.27 2.72  Table C. 5: Three Phase Switches Node A Node B Normal 13 152 closed 18 135 closed 60 160 closed 61 610 closed 97 197 closed 150 149 closed 250 251 open 450 451 open 54 94 open 151 300 open 300 350 open  
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Table C. 6:  Shunt Capacitors Node Ph-A Ph-B Ph-C   kVAr kVAr kVAr 83 200 200 200 88 50  - -  90  - 50  - 92  - -  50 Total 250 250 250  Table C. 7: Regulator Data ID Line Segment Location Phase Bandwidth PT Ratio Primary CT Rating R X Voltage Level 1 150-149 150 A 2.0V 20 700 3 7.5 120 2 9-14 9 A 2.0V 20 50 0.4 0.4 120 3-A 25-26 25 A 1V 20 50 0.4 0.4 120 3-C 25-26 25 C 1V 20 50 0.4 0.4 120 4-A 160-67 160 A 2V 20 300 0.6 1.3 124 4-B 160-67 160 B 2V 20 300 1.4 2.6 124 4-C 160-67 160 C 2V 20 300 0.2 1.4 124  Table C. 8: Spot Load Data Node Load Ph-1 Ph-1 Ph-2 Ph-2 Ph-3 Ph-3  Model kW kVAr kW kVAr kW kVAr 1 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 2 Y-PQ 0 0 20 10 0 0 4 Y-PR 0 0 0 0 40 20 5 Y-I 0 0 0 0 20 10 6 Y-Z 0 0 0 0 40 20 7 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 9 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 10 Y-I 20 10 0 0 0 0 11 Y-Z 40 20 0 0 0 0 12 Y-PQ 0 0 20 10 0 0 16 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 17 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 20 10 19 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 20 Y-I 40 20 0 0 0 0 22 Y-Z 0 0 40 20 0 0 24 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 28 Y-I 40 20 0 0 0 0 29 Y-Z 40 20 0 0 0 0    
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Table C.8: Spot Load Data (Continued) Node Load Ph-1 Ph-1 Ph-2 Ph-2 Ph-3 Ph-3  Model kW kVAr kW kVAr Kw kVAr 30 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 31 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 20 10 32 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 20 10 33 Y-I 40 20 0 0 0 0 34 Y-Z 0 0 0 0 40 20 35 D-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 37 Y-Z 40 20 0 0 0 0 38 Y-I 0 0 20 10 0 0 39 Y-PQ 0 0 20 10 0 0 41 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 20 10 42 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 43 Y-Z 0 0 40 20 0 0 45 Y-I 20 10 0 0 0 0 46 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 47 Y-I 35 25 35 25 35 25 48 Y-Z 70 50 70 50 70 50 49 Y-PQ 35 25 70 50 35 20 50 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 51 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 52 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 53 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 55 Y-Z 20 10 0 0 0 0 56 Y-PQ 0 0 20 10 0 0 58 Y-I 0 0 20 10 0 0 59 Y-PQ 0 0 20 10 0 0 60 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 62 Y-Z 0 0 0 0 40 20 63 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 64 Y-I 0 0 75 35 0 0 65 D-Z 35 25 35 25 70 50 66 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 75 35 68 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 69 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 70 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 71 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 73 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 74 Y-Z 0 0 0 0 40 20 75 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 76 D-I 105 80 70 50 70 50 77 Y-PQ 0 0 40 20 0 0 79 Y-Z 40 20 0 0 0 0 80 Y-PQ 0 0 40 20 0 0    
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Table C.8: Spot Load Data (Continued) Node Load Ph-1 Ph-1 Ph-2 Ph-2 Ph-3 Ph-3  Model kW kVAr kW kVAr kW kVAr 82 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 83 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 20 10 84 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 20 10 85 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 86 Y-PQ 0 0 20 10 0 0 87 Y-PQ 0 0 40 20 0 0 88 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 90 Y-I 0 0 40 20 0 0 92 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 94 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 95 Y-PQ 0 0 20 10 0 0 96 Y-PQ 0 0 20 10 0 0 98 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 99 Y-PQ 0 0 40 20 0 0 100 Y-Z 0 0 0 0 40 20 102 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 20 10 103 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 104 Y-PQ 0 0 0 0 40 20 106 Y-PQ 0 0 40 20 0 0 107 Y-PQ 0 0 40 20 0 0 109 Y-PQ 40 20 0 0 0 0 111 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 112 Y-I 20 10 0 0 0 0 113 Y-Z 40 20 0 0 0 0 114 Y-PQ 20 10 0 0 0 0 Total  1420 775 915 515 1155 630 Line Impedances Configuration 1: á = ! 0651.14615.0 4236.01580.00482.14666.0 3849.01535.05017.01560.00780.14576.0 jjj jjj +++ +++ "   e/>à 
f = ! 3971.5 1645.19809.5 6982.08319.16765.5 −−− "   g&/mile    
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Configuration 2: á = ! 0780.14576.0 3849.01535.00651.14615.0 5017.01560.04236.01580.00482.14666.0 jjj jjj +++ +++ "   e/>à 
f = ! 6765.5 6982.03971.5 8319.11645.19809.5 −−− "   g&/mile    Configuration 3: á = ! 0482.14666.0 5017.01560.00780.14576.0 4236.01580.03849.01535.00651.14615.0 jjj jjj +++ +++ "   e/>à 
f = ! 9809.5 8319.16765.5 1645.16982.03971.5 −−− "   g&/mile    Configuration 4: á = ! 0780.14576.0 5017.01560.00482.14666.0 3849.01535.04236.01580.00651.14615.0 jjj jjj +++ +++ "   e/>à 
f = ! 6765.5 8319.19809.5 6982.01645.13971.5 −−− "   g&/mile    Configuration 5: á = ! 0651.14615.0 3849.01535.00780.14576.0 4236.01580.05017.01560.00482.14666.0 jjj jjj +++ +++ "   e/>à 
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f = ! 3971.5 6982.06765.5 1645.18319.19809.5 −−− "   g&/mile    Configuration 6: á = ! 0482.14666.0 4236.01580.00651.14615.0 5017.01560.03849.01535.00780.14576.0 jjj jjj +++ +++ "   e/>à 
f = ! 9809.5 1645.13971.5 8319.16982.06765.5 −−− "   g&/mile    Configuration 7: á = ! 0651.14615.0 0000.00000.00000.00000.0 3849.01535.00000.00000.00780.14576.0 jjj jjj +++ +++ "   e/>à 
f = ! 1704.5 0000.00000.0 0549.10000.01154.5 − "   g&/mile    Configuration 8: á = ! 0000.00000.0 0000.00000.00651.14615.0 0000.00000.03849.01535.00780.14576.0 jjj jjj +++ +++ "   e/>à 
f = ! 0000.0 0000.01704.5 0000.00549.11154.5 − "   g&/mile    Configuration 9: 
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á = ! 0000.00000.0 0000.00000.00000.00000.0 0000.00000.00000.00000.03475.13292.1 jjj jjj +++ +++ "   e/>à 
f = ! 0000.0 0000.00000.0 0000.00000.05193.4 "   g&/mile    Configuration 10: á = ! 0000.00000.0 0000.00000.03475.13292.1 0000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.0 jjj jjj +++ +++ "   e/>à 
f = ! 0000.0 0000.05193.4 0000.00000.00000.0 "   g&/mile    Configuration 11: á = ! 3475.13292.1 0000.00000.00000.00000.0 0000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.0 jjj jjj +++ +++ "   e/>à 
f = ! 5193.4 0000.00000.0 0000.00000.00000.0 "   g&/mile    Configuration 12: á = ! 7521.05209.1 2775.05198.07162.05329.1 2157.04924.02775.05198.07521.05209.1 jjj jjj +++ +++ "   e/>à 
f = ! 2242.670000.02242.67 0000.00000.02242.67 "   g&/mile    
